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"Will we have the courage and wisdom to

aspire to build
a school
completely distinctive in its ability to add value
to our society? That answer is
simply...Yes."

His bo

introdi

truly o

—Roberto C. Goizueta

CEO,
(C
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Dedication

"The

cynics will tell you that the good you do today will
be forgotten tomorrow. Just do it anyway."
—Roberto C. Goizueta

In 1960,when Fidel Castro began to nationalizebusines es and value increasedfrom $4 bil ion to an astounding$145 bil ion. His
convert

wife

Cuba into

a

dictatorship, Roberto C. Goizueta and his

Olga left for America with only "Two treasured possessions

[which] remained mine because they simply could not be taken
the

by

newly arrived Cuban rulers. I still had my education. And secondly,

even

though the Havana Coca-Cola bottling plant where I had worked

was to

a

away

be confiscated, I still had

a

job. And it wasn't just any job. It was

aggressive strategy made Coca-Cola
ucts in the world.

of the

one

chance

to

recognizable prod-

When discussing his tremendous accomplishments Mr.

Goizueta said; "My story boils down to

reality that

most

a young

immigrant could

a

single, inspiring reality: the

come to

this

country,

be given

work hard and apply his skills, and ultimately

earn

a

the

opportunity to lead not only a large corporation, but an institution that

job with the Coca-Cola Company."

actually symbolizes the very essence of America and American ideals. Not

After

a

of the

arriving in America, Mr. Goizueta quickly rose through the ranks

Company's Technical Division. He built

himself and

was

courted

a

fine reputation for

by other companies who offered significant

bad story."
Mr. Goizueta's contributions to Emory University

are

innumerable,

The University's endowment increased in value from $250 million

to

raises; Mr. Goizueta remarked, "I'd work for The Coca-Cola Company

nearly $4 billion during Mr. Goizueta's

for

nothing." Consequently, the Company recognized his tremendous

student scholarships and 15 endowed professors. Additionally, the new

abilities, naming him the youngest vice president in company history. As

Goizueta Business School building would not have been possible without

Mr. Goizueta's

success as a

leader continued, he

began

to

foster

a

relationship with Coca-Cola Chairman Robert W. Woodruff.
Woodruffs strong
of growth.

leadership had led the

company

close
Mr.

through six decades

On March 1,1981, Mr. Goizueta was elected Chairman ofthe

his vigorous

tenure.

This growth led

to

150

support.

The City of Atlanta also benefitted from Mr. Goizueta's successful
leadership. The Robert W. Woodruff Foundation has been able

millions of people due to the strong performance of its

own

to

help

Coca-Cola

Board of Directors, and chief executive officer ofThe Coca-Cola Company.

endowment. His own foundation, The Goizueta Foundation, has helped

completely revolutionized The Coca-Cola Company.

hundreds of families and communities in the U.S. His phenomenal

Mr. Goizueta
His bold

moves

included

extending the Coca-Cola trademark with the

success as a

businessman was matched by his generosity as a philanthro-

of the first

pist. Throughout his remarkable career Mr. Goizueta remained humble

truly global products. Under Mr. Goizueta's 16 years of leadership as

and sincere. It is with great honor that the 1998-1999 Emory Under-

introduction of diet Coke and

introducing Coca-Cola as

CEO and Chairman of the Board, The

one

Coca-Cola Company's market

graduate Yearbook is dedicated

to

Mr. Roberto C. Goizueta.

"What could be better than making your living by selling
a

product that makes billions of people happy?"
—Roberto C. Goizueta

Dedication
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Icome to
the revived

Dooley's

Diary. After

a

brief hia¬

tus, the yearbook is
back to stay

and

pro¬

vide memories for years
to come. Remember re¬

laxing
a

on

the Quad with

friend? Remember

hanging out with
friends
man

during fresh¬

year? Remember

seeing Dooley? The

yearbook is here to get
one

last

glimpse of

1998-1999.

Lju

Opening

and presidentsmaygo,professorsmaycome,
and professors may go, students
may come, and students may go,
but Dooley lives on forever."

"Presidents may come,

—Dooley

Opening
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Welcome to Emory!
Freshman Orientation '98

From residence hall

check-in
tion to

to Convoca¬

registration,

life.

Orientation

participates in. This

events that enabled stu¬

Leader Marcus Moore

year the Hopkins-Tho¬

dents

describes his week

mas-Smith

Complex

other and to become

walked away victori¬

acquainted with the

as

Orientation Week in¬

"The most

troduced the freshman

enal experience

of my

ous,

Class of 2002 to Emory

college

care r—it was

from movies such

University. Throughout

non-stop action."

the week, there were
numerous

social

events and informative

programs
new

that helped

students

adjust to

academic and student

phenom¬

Some of the tradi¬

tional activities

during

Orientation Week in¬

cluded

Songfest,

singing

songs
as

to meet

each

Emory campus. The
majority of freshman

"Ghostbusters" and

en

j oyed their firstweek

"Footloose."

of

college and relied

on

many

Other fun events in¬
cluded visits

an

by a hyp¬
notist, stand-up come¬

event

that every

fresh¬

dian David J, a DJ party

man

residence hall

and other informal

of the Orien¬

tation leaders for

as¬

sistance.

Freshman arrive in late

August and

receive their orientation material at the
Woodruff PE Center.

The annual

Step Show in the Coca-Cola Commons.

Student Life

Orientation Leaders Retreat.

Students

begin to find friends after the first couple of days of

Freshman meet with their F.A.M.E. groups

for the first time.

Orientation.

Freshman meet at the Woodruff P.E. Center for

sports, pizza and fun.

a

night of

The Indian Cultural

Exchange performs

a

dance for the students.

Student Life

A Bite

to

Thei^Qory University el
aces to

their

Eat

ny interesting

eafc^These^stablishments cateKo the needs of t|

personal food and social preferences. The 10 convenient

campus

locations include4he Dobbs University Center
ourt, which featuring popular national bn
anipus

coffee house, Turman Deli, w^

ichj|f|| students living in Turman, tht
Grill, Dooley's Snack bar, and Caffe Antico.

tip nice additions to this year's campus lifj

I

It ^lowlstudents to choose from eight different plans. With the ability
ch

trgelll of these fq&teniAvqur EjnofyCajd, all paitlefAffit k

■

»Vv

1%

Li'l Dino Grille in

the Turman Deli
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Madeleine Albright
This year Emory University was very fortunate to

of State Madeleine

Lecturer in Public

universal human

have Secretary

While life inside

was

Speaks

rather calm, protesters from The American Friends

the Rosalyn Carter Distinguished

Service Committee were attracting attention outside of Glenn Memorial Audi-

Policy. During her speech, she advocated

torium. Some members of this group displayed signs protesting U.S. foreign

Albright

as

rights and addressed such issues

as

the United

policy and distributed pamphlets to students and other members of the
mersp

States' involvement in Latin America during the

racy

Cold War, democ-

and human rights in China, and details about the recent

Liberation Act passed in Congress.

audience. While this was a nonviolent protest, EPD was forced to confiscate
these leaflets and asked the protesters to vacate the area.

Albright also entertained ques¬

tions from the sold-out audience in Glenn Memorial Auditorium.

Some of these

questions entailed the US's force in international

diplomacy and our country's foreign policy plan.

Madeleine

Madeleine Albright

12

Student Life

addresses the audience.

Albright waits to be introduced by Rosalyn Carter.

Rosalyn Carter welcomes Albright to the stage.

I

The Real Patch Adams
Thanks

to

the Student Programming Committee,

able to witness and listen

to

the real Patch Adams

speak in the Glenn

success.

He has founded the Geisundeheit Institute in West Virginia which

will see patients for free. With the help of corporate and private donations,

Memorial Auditorium. Patch Adams did not look like Robin Williams, and

Patch has been able

actually claimed he was not one for stardom. Throughout the last 28 years,

medical world with his "unorthodox" methods of treatment. When all is

J.: Patch has dedicated himself

to

Emory University was

to

improving

a

patients quality of life and

to

live his dream and is

said and done, Patch is able to cure a patient's

continuing to shock the

ailment and make their

living, and easing their pain through humor. Despite the many institutional

hospital visit an enjoyable one. We were very fortunate to have this man

obstacles this

speak to us, he is a role model to us all.

inner

man

has faced

throughout his

spirit and dedication to the patient

career as a

as a person

physician, his

has made him

a
.

L
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Students

eagerly watch as Patch Adams "clowns" around.

Student Life
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Stayin' Alive
Dooley's Ball, the best dance of the year, continues to be a
favorite Emory tradition. This year's

festivities, sponsored

by the Student Programming Council, were highlighted by
comedian Jim Breuer

and, of

course,

Dooley's Ball. Jim

Breuer, best known for his performances on Saturday Night
Live, had students literally rolling with laughter. Dooley's

Grand Costume Ball was the culmination of the week and it

brought the entire Emory community together for a night of
celebration. One of the reason's

lar is because

Dooley's week is so popu¬

Dooley himself surprises students and pro¬

fessors with his

supersoaker and then dismisses class.

From the smiles

on

everyone's face, this year's Dooley's

Week was

a

7_qj
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great success!

Dooley 's Ball 1998

Student Life
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Student life at Emory

fun...

I

Y

is so much

We'll take you through the days
"ElOHaOBHOOO

by

one

houses

one

...

they

Monday to the coffee

go

...

One can't let that

caffeine level get too
and Caribou

Lots of

will

are

the

low.

Starbucks

places to be

people studying there

...

you

see...

Tuesday night to Woodruff Library

they

run

...

To get some work done

Azio

Maggie's neighborhood Bar & Grill
so

they have

more

time for fun.

Upstairs, downstairs or even in a
stack,

a

social environment is

something this place does not
Come

lack...

Wednesday everybody's in

need of a

break...

Out of the

from their studies

library,

they wake

...

Maggie's or Neighbors host the usual
scene

the

The Chili

LjlJ

Pepper

Student Life

...

But don't

bouncers

can

forget ID,
be

mean.

HANGOUT

S

By Thursday it is time to get out
of Druid Hills...
Into Buckhead is where the

Emory

population spills.
Chilli Pepper,

choose

Kaya or The

Vault—

one—

All of the above

are

bound to be

packed with fun.
On

Friday the weekend begins,

All the faces at

Neighbor's

Emory are filled with

grins.
On

Lenox

Square

Saturday go shopping and see

movies at Lenox

Mall,

Down to the Row

partying,

chilling or just hangin' with
your

hall. Sunday all the dancers

pour out,

swinging at Masquerade is quite
a

shout.

With Emory
is

hangouts the social life

complete, can't wait another

week for it all to repeat.

fc
Fraternity Row

The

Masquerade

0

17
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Dooley's House

White button down, long vest, loose dark
colored jeans and buckle shoes. Not too
sommon

but still

do not

Oh, and of course
forget to notice the hair.
seen.

1

Student Life

I

of Style
Going back to the basics. Black sweater
(not too big, just right) and pants.
Reliable, and comfortable.

Is the t-shirt

showing? Yes! No worries
it goes.

this is the way

Stylish, stylish, stylish. Sexy clingy
shirt combined with floral motif
short skirt.

T-shirt, jeans, sleek thin glasses
coupled with a good set of pecs,
never misses

Student Life

Spring Rush '99 a Success:
The last day of winter break marks the first day of what is known as Rush,

a

period of about two weeks when the freshmen students

introduced to the Greek system.

are

During this rather arduous

formally

process of

deciding which fraternities or sororities to visit and where one feels most

comfortable, there are a series of events and times slots when each Greek
A

speech from the heart.

organization can speak about their ideals as a fraternity or sorority and the

values their group of brothers or sisters maintains. Although the IFC

Fraternity Council) and ISC (Inter-Sorority Council) operate

programs for rush,

in which freshman

This process is

the

can

visit their

same

satisfied number of slots

Although the process

every

prospective houses. After each roun(

they will allow into their organization.

may

be long and tedious at times, it is something

decision that much easier when

2nd round for Freshman guys.

Ljlf

Student Life

a

member

for each round until that house has reached a

freshman will remember and it is intended

will be

differed

the idea is basically the same. There are several roun

these houses will then cut students from their list of potential

Brothers in ATO await the masses of freshman.

(Inter

part of for the next

to

help make their

deciding which Greek organization thi

three years.

A Picturesque Occasion
uous^

Girls from

Hopkins prepare for

a

day of interviews.

Another

Freshman guys

long discussion about.

introducing themselves.

A familiar walk to the

The final

Sorority lodges.

day of Sorority Rush, a journey to the DUC.

21
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Dooley: The Spirit ofEmory
They saythe onlythings aperson cannot escapeare death and taxes.
as

Though

Do ley's

IRS returns are not public information, we can

be somewhat certain that Old Mr. Bones has

out

of paying taxes,
die: he's

cannot

At any

but not death. Of course, there's a simple reason he

the form of an anonymous person dressed up in a skeleton

(that's what conspiracy theorists would have you

costume

know it has really been Dooley himself all these

the line,

(another

already dead! It's a macabre catch-22 at that.

entourage, a group of escorts who clear the way
for him and deliver his messages
knows dead

around the turn of the century when some

from anatomy

class to play

unsuspecting victims, such
mous

observations

on

a
as

a

hearse, horse, helicopter and non-alliterative

chapel involving the

modes such

The

As

the flesh and out of it (including an
lat er—the President was

none too

to

a

brief vacation, but, in 1941,

struggling Press Club staged the

first'

was

'Do ley's

taxi, limousine or Rolls Royce

might imagine, Dooley is not exactly a

drag a leg. There have been times, however, when he perks up a bit and

dances or shows some other sign oflife
Dooley's

1941 he took

one

as a

lively guy; he generally moves about in a slow creep, using his trusty cane

pleased).

Emory's

Dooley has arrived on campus

writing anony¬

campus events or

resurrected when

they don't speak).

by many different and exotic means including a

details of the life of Dooley in

From 1909 to

walk but

(everyone

on

few pranks

ber, 1909, a column appeared in The Phoenix, signed by Dooley. It gave

incident in the

men

Over the years,

skeleton

Emory Phoenix. Some time after that, in Octo¬

some

Somewhere alon^

know the truth). Dooley also picked up an

fabrication—we

rephrase that; the Dooley story. It

Emory biology students borrowed

years).

believe—we

Dooley took on the first name of the current University presides

rate, let me tell you the Dooley life

story. .let me
was

successfully gotten

it were, in

(which is certainly ironic for him)

counterpart at Oxford can be a bit more

His messages often

controversial at times

step on peoples' toes but, hey, what's a dead guyknov

anyway?
Each year,

Frolics," with $23 in the treasury. At that time, Bones himself came to life,

Dooley continues to maintain a presence on campus, armed

with the wonderful

powerful water

ability to dismiss

gun,

a

class by the

mere

squirt of his

while his spokesmen read from his most famous

quotation written in 1909:

Presidents may come,
and Presidents may go;

professors may come,
and

professors may go;

students may come,
and students may go;
but

Dooley lives on forever!

Emory's mace, which is carried in formal academic processions, contains
a

likeness of Dooley.

at

the Emory

Alumni office with the notation "deceased." Prepared bj

Rudy Rudominer,

Lju

Student Life

Dooley is listed as a bonafide alumnus on the file*
Do ley's Diary Historian.

Presidents may comey
and Presidents may go;

professors may come,
andprofessors may go;
students may comey

and students may go;
but Dooley

lives on

fiorevenf
Wjtiifc

Dooley appeared at many different sport
cheering on the players and energiz¬
ing the crowds.

Dooley's dress style has changed from the

events

rai'iroil

1940's but his charm with the ladies has
never

1

;ootr«ll

m

w#tom

*

1 fir
Vfi 1

•
k

'nlMi

i

if 1

ceoocampns,;
ie

mere squirt

ijrn

abatted.

jfc r

V

Ti'lj
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r

his mostfi
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#

/,

'
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f

Dooley danced the night away at the 1998 Freshman Semi-Formal.
Dooley's appearance was one of their first close encounters that the
Freshmen had with Dooley.

Sumrall tries to be

duplicated. Lance
Dooley during Dooley's

DclI'llCUl

"""'"J

Often imitated, but never

UICO

IW

1-^

v-«-.lll0

~~~.vj, ys
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Heritage Homecoming Ball
Each year in February theStudent Programming Council spon
sors a

week of entertainment to promote community spirit on]

campus.

The highlight and finale of the week is always the

Heritage Homecoming Ball which this year was held at the Hyatt

Regency. During the Ball Swoop and Dooley were special guests to
honor the

over

numerous

events

1500 attendees.

I

Throughout the week there were

which included

a

comedian,

a

band party and the

Homecoming basketball game. The attendance of the Homecoming
game was at an

all time high. As part of the basketball game, SPC

sponsored the crowning of Mr. and Ms. Emory. This year's winners
were

Dan Gordon and

Stephanie Denton.
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Emory Performances

Ljlf
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•

m

■
Wynton Marsalis plays to a sold out
crowd in the Glenn Memorial

*-*«stles,

^

Auditorium.

^■■^H
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Unity Through Community:
Sunday, November
November

15,1998 through Saturday,

21,1998, the Emory community came

together to celebrate Unity Week. The week's
theme was "Unity Through Community" and was

highlighted by many events around campus.
Kicking off this week was a talk by Ms. Itafsat
Abiola, Nigerian Human Rights activist. Other

happenings included
mance, an

an

Atlanta dance perfor¬

intercultural Fashion show,

a

unity

step show, and a Unity Meal featuring interna¬
tional foods.
ater

Additionally, Diversity Dinner The¬

presented

a

collection of short skits

con¬

cerning cultural diversity. The week concluded
with the Unity

Ball,

a

semiformal dance and

buffet.

According to much of the Emory community,
Unity Week proved to be a great success. Emory
was

able to promote

ance,

cultural awareness, toler¬

and respect for differences while provid¬

ing an excellent forum for participation and fun.

Lsu

Student Life

During Unity Week, there was a step
presented in the Woodruff Gym.

show

Unity Week at Emory

The step

show was one of the
highlights of the week.

,

The Indian Cultural

Exchange performed

their dance in the Coca-Cola Commons.

During Unity Week, there were many
performed by various
organizations.

different dances

Student Life
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Living

Living

U/u

Residence Hall
Association &
Hall

Programs

The Residence Hall Association coordinates the elected leaders of each residence hall. While each

Some students of the Turman RHA sell
raffle tickets in the amphitheater.
Photo

hall has its

own

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Students are ^

leaders, all those who live in residence halls vote for the general RHA leadership.

The RHA office is located

important services such

on

as

the fifth floor of the Dobbs University Center.

RHA coordinates many

inroom recycling efforts. RHA, holds events like the

Upperclass Semi

Formal, Fall Fiesta and band parties. RHA helps programming in each individual hall as well. In
ad iton,

each resident advisor and sophomore advisors plan several programs for their residents

each semester.

By Stephanie Denton

Students

enjoy a Halloween party spon¬
by the Complex.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
sored

The RHA office is located

on

the fifth floor

of the DUC.
Photo

by Stephanie Denton.

Students

participate in games at the
Complex Halloween party.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Ear

Wean,
sisioca
Stud,

PhOto by

Lsu

Living

Means
Hall
Often students

study together or work on
group projects in their study lounges.
Students are working on a group project.
Photo

'n Means

Hall, residents are just a snooze button away from getting to class on time. With

this year's

by Jonathan Friedlander.

.visitation,
ed

extremely large freshman class, Means is

as most

an

exciting hall with 24 hour

halls agree to have in a vote at the beginning of the year. Means is co¬

by hall and offers computing facilities,

a

kitchen, study lounges and

Means hall is known for its enthusiastic support

a

large lobby

of intramural sports and inter-hall

area.

compe¬

tition, especially against Longstreet. Means is by the bridge to the Rollins School of Public
Health

on

drivers

ve npartys:

omplex.

This hall is

one

Photo

i

la^3'

#0$

By Stephanie Denton.

own

theme and

theme of

field.
the field to study,

Means is located next to a grassy

sunbathe or spend time
Photo

read from their cars!

"Mythical Sirens."
by Jonathan Friedlander.
a

Students often used
^',

can

hanging banners in the side windows that

of the female halls in

Means. Each hall has it's

Frtfioe this hall has

Means Drive. It has been notorious for

with friends.

by Jonathan Friedlander.

After

long hours of studying for an exam,
the students take

a

break to

reenergize themselves.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

living

LslJ

McTyeire
Hall
Two friends

One of the only freshman hal s that is co-ed by hal , McTyeire has be n highly coveted

Photo

hang out in a
McTyeire hallway.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

Tiv0fr5':-'
reside

by those choosing halls each year. McTyeire is located next to the DUC and across from
McDonough Field, which makes the front lawn of McTyeire

a

popular site for

sunbathing and relaxing in the warm Atlanta weather. Students in McTyeire live mainly in double
rooms,

but

some

triples

are

available. This residence hall is

a

lively hall

as

they have

a

high

attendance on Fraternity Row and many students rush sororities or fraternities. This hall has schools

spirit, but residents take

more

interest in intramural teams than traditional Emory sports.

By

Stephanie Denton.

Three residents of

McTyeire pause for a
picture before going out to a party.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

A student

plays his guitar in the hallway,
providing entertainment to others.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

<S}

Living

On the

path to McTyeire Hall, students
spend time outside in the sun.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

could

irea- •

On

Dobbs
Hall
9 out in a

Two friends

spend time in

residence hall
Photo

a

Dobbs
esidents of Dobbs Hall often

room.

complain about the small size of the rooms and the strange

by Jonathan Friedlander.
odor that permeates

from the first floor that is affectionately known as the "Pit." In its

)ast, Dobbs Hall was an all male hall, and some

reputation since this time. Perhaps the small
because

size has a positive effect

on

Dobbians though

they tend to be actively involved in campus activities. Dobbs is a co-ed by floor residence

hall, and many joke that this is
essence,

room

speculate that it has sustained a rowdy

Dobbs is

a

a

dangerous combination when added to it small

spirited hall that helps lead the freshman class to

success.

room

size. In

By Stephanie

Denton.

:;.-"aking a break from homework, a resident
if anything is happening in his hall.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

:a:i sees

returning from the DUC, the residents
are greeted with this view of their hall.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

On

Dobbs is

a

three level resident hall that

houses members of the freshman class.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.
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Alabama
Hall
Students decorate their doors with fliers
for current events or announcements.

Fprits first year not being a co-ed residence hal , Alabama has be n easily transformed to
a

hall much like its

rooms,

rooms

by Jonathan Friedlander.

being right next door to Cox Hall and

having arguably the closest location to classes. Unfortunately Alabama residents

has double

with the re

neighbors Longstreet, Means and Dobbs. Alabamans have the distinct

advantages of having large residence hall

neighbor of a

Photo

sidentAdviso

are

also the

made-in-the-1970s building with the outward appearance of a space ship. Alabama
for most residents and

triple rooms on its third floor. This hall has large study

lounges, but no dining or computing on site due to the proximty of Cox Hall. By Stephanie Denton.

One of students at Alabama takes
from

The entrance to Alabama

faces
Photo

LJu
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Asbury Circle.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

a

break

studying and relaxes with her music
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Students relax in the first
floor study lounge.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Pte:,.:

o

Photo bv

Thomas
Hall
'-k- Resident
iKHinrto

Advisor Toni Ross

spends time

with the residents of her hall.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Thomas is one ofthe big thre in the Complex. Unlike Hopkins and Smith, Thomas is now
the

only all females residence hall

residents who have

located next to Harris.
on

campus.

not even

on campus.

It houses between 100 and 200 female

plenty of interactions with their male classmates because the hall is

Notably, Thomas has the good reputation of being one of the cleanliest halls

All of the halls in the Complex, Thomas has been recently renovated. Before 1995 it did

have air

conditioning. Thomas has all the amenities of a

newer

residence hall and

a

welcoming atmosphere. By Stephanie Denton.

Some friends

hang out at a
Halloween party.

Photo

Complex

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Thomas Hall is located

right off

of Clifton Road.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander

Two friends

spend time
patio of the complex.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
on

the

Living
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Hopkins
Hall
Roommates
room

Another residence hal in the Complex, Hopkins is ap roximately the same size as Thomas
and Smith. It is located in the middle of the

halls

are

co-ed by floors.

study in their Hopkins ^
upcoming exams.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

for their

Photo

:r:

complex and faces the Business School. The

Hopkins and Thomas are connected by a large third floor study

lounge. Since it is part of the Complex, this hall participates in the Complex Semi-Formal. In the
words of freshman Anna Manasco, this hall is "a great place to live and offers the opportunity to meet
many

other first year students and make lasting friendships." This hall is right in the middle of the

Complex and first year life at Emory. By Stephanie Denton.

During the Complex Halloween party,
there were games for the students
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Hopkins residents eat caramel apples at
the Halloween party.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
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The main entrance to the

Complex is

located across from the Business School
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Dr:::

Smith
Hall
At the Halloween

"*»**

party, students were
searching for some of the candy.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Smith is the final member of the Complex. Residents of Smith claim they were the students
who put the Complex over the edge in Songfest this year.
accommodate

more

than half of this year's

Combined with Harris, these halls

unusually large first-year class. Smith Hall is

directly across from Woodruff Library and has a few coveted parking sports near its doors. It also
provides

resources

and access for disabled students. Smith,

as

with the rest of Complex, affords

residents athletic equipment and a multipurpose room. Once Complex learn the triplexes complex
structure,

they can benefit from

one

of the nicest facilities for students at Emory. By Stephanie

Denton.

Often roommates became
'-"':

inseparable best friends.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

Photo

Three friends take a break from their work
and

spend time talking to each other.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

Photo

Smith is located

across

from the Robert

Woodruff

Photo

Library.
by Jonathan Friedlander.
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Harris
Hall
Students could work at the front desk of
Harris to earn extra money.

Harris Hal is located of Clifton Road and is bordered by the Hospital and the Complex.
Renovated several years ago,

predominately freshmen this

bathrooms and offers

some

single

rooms.

Photo

by Lee Reeves.

this H-shaped hall has five floors. Harris houses

year,

for the first time in

many years.

Harris has hall

Both upperclassmen and freshmen reside

on

the first

floor of Harris, known as Floor 0. The parlor on the main floor, just to the left of the foyer entrance,
is

a

favorite meeting

Carter. Harris is

one

place for student groups and is sometimes used by former President Jimmy
of the

largest halls

on campus,

and is popular for its proximity to Woodruff

library. By Stephanie Denton.

The theme of the Harris Brothers Circus is Eachieaden

prominently displayed on the second floor.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

Eugene Hertzberg comes home to Harris
after a hard day's work with SGA.
Photo by Lee Reeves.
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The ornate front facade of Harris reflects
the

September sunshine.

Photo by

Jonathan Friedlander.

pe:;:.:

"ton*
Photo by

TMmble
Hall
6™ (t,

Two students relax in the

lobby of Trimble Hall.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

Photo

Trimble Hal includes student hemehousing and several academic departments. Both the
German Department and REEALC have offices in this once entirely student residence hall.

Trimble also houses the Intersorority

Hall

on

another floor. This hall

is located next to

Hall on

one

floor and the Outdoor Emory Theme

plans special programs for outdoor and sporting events. Trimble

McTyeire Hall and is right across from Cappuccino Joe's. This hall is the closest

hall to biology and physics classes. Trimble houses only upperclass students. By Stephanie Denton.

Each residence hall has its

sign to
help students locate their hall.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
own

located
Fraternity Row.

Trimble Hall is
close to
Photo

by Jonathan

Friedlander

Residents of Trimble enjoy

its proximity to

campus and the DUC.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
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TYirman
North & East
The main entrance to Turman North is

located next to the

Turman North and East are two very active residence hal s for first year students. Students
in Turman

Photo

amphitheater.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

enjoy the amenities of the complex which include the Turman Deli, a large

computer lab, a pool table and a small gym. Turman North and East each have three large

floors and many

study lounges. Students who five in Turman often complain about the long walk

to Turman as it is located off Haygood Drive across Clifton

is so far from the other first year halls,

Road. Residents say that, because Turman

"Turmanites," as they are affectionately known, have to bond

together. The residents of north and east make many strong friendships in their Turman community.
By Stephanie Denton.

Since Turman residents

are

far from the

DUC, many students eat at Turman Deli.
Photo

Some students

prefer biking to campus
instead of the long walks.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
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The

by Jonathan Friedlander.

amphitheater is located in the center
of the Turman complex.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Turman

South & West
Students

hang out in the
amphitheater on their free time.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Turman South and West are up erclas residence hal s located next o the first year hal s
of North and East. Turman South and West are attractive to
convenient

parking just behind each residence hall and different sized

South consists of suites for four people
two

their

own

rooms.

Turman

each. In each suite is a kitchen, bathroom, living area, and

separate bedrooms. These rooms also have patios off each suite. Turman West offers single

rooms

Turman West has its

upperclassmen as they offer

connected to another by a shared bathroom. West is especially attractive for those who need

own

space,

and is known for being a relatively quiet hall. By Stephanie Denton.

courtyard which

is located behind the Turman Deli.
Photo

Intricate

by Jonathan Friedlander.

glass windows decorate the sides
of Turman South.

Photo

by Jonathan

Friedlander.

Students could hang out, study or relax on
the balconies of each floor.

Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.
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Gilbert &
Thomson
The bike rack outside Thomson Hall

irectly across from the Chemistry Building, these two residence halls are located down
Pierce Drive from central campus.
area, space

from central campus,

provides transportation for some residents.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Each room in Gilbert and Thomson has a kitchen

for two residents and a bathroom. As these halls are located further away

jf* »»;
they offer solace to students who want to retreat from the commotion of

Asbury Circle. Gilbert and Thomson have only a few parking spots behind the facility, but they are

VfelCone fiareirts

just down the road from the Peavine Parking Deck. Residents in these halls are extremely close to
academic

buildings and to Emory Village which offers shopping, food and other services. By

Stephanie Denton.

A

sign welcomes parents to Gilbert and
during parent's weekend.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Thomson
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Students
Thomson Hall

1510
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Living

use

their bikes to get

to and from their classes.

Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Gilbert and Thomson is located

near

the

White Hall and the Geoscience building.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

j Therenter
front ei
ha
!

Woodruff &
Clifton Towers
The front entrance to Woodruff Residential
Center has a very modern appearance.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.

todruff and Clifton Towers

W

Lullwater

▼

are

▼

c<
campus,

connected to

one

offers double rooms
a

on

residence halls off of Clifton Road just past

off campus. Woodruff is one of the largest residence halls on

housing approximately 300 students. Woodruff offers double rooms that

other

on

the way

are two

room

by a bathroom. Clifton Towers is a smaller residence hall that

its first floor and suites for two students each above that. These suites have

living area, bathroom, kitchen and a bedroom. This year, the first floor of Clifton is used as the

Leadership Hall. This hall houses interested leaders and offers related programming. By Stephanie
Denton.

The Gatehouse Grill is located within

Woodruff Residence Hall.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.

Clifton Towers houses mainly

upperclassmen in doubles or suites
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

The interior of the Woodruff continues the
modern appearance seen in the
Photo by Lee Reeves.

entrance.
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University
Apartments
University
Apartments is the elevator.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

One of the features of the

UniversityApartments is located of the central campus on Clairmont Road. Most students

who live in UA either drive their cars to campus each day or take the UA shuttle. University

apartments is a

students. Students in this

16-story high rise which houses both undergraduates and graduate

building live in suites of four people. Each suite has two bedrooms,

a

kitchen, aliving area and abathroom. While UAis further away from campus than most halls, it offers
spacious rooms and its

own set

of facilities, like the shuttle and separate parking lots and decks.

Like Turman, those who live in UA form their own tight community offriends. By Stephanie Denton.

One of the themes of a hallway in
University Apartments is "fighting fish."
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

The shuttle provides

transportation to

campus for UA residents.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.
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Longstreet
Hall
Longstreet were all decorated
with different themes.

The halls in

Photo

is residence hall

by Jonathan Friedlander.

for first year

students has not been renovated in

affords residents large rooms and convenient access
is often associated

has

several years, but

to the DUC, Cox and classes. Means

with Longstreet in an area cluster,

but Longstreet is a larger hall and

consistently been reserved for first year students. Approximately 200 residents live in this hall.

It offers a

kitchen, computing lab, laundry facilities

cookouts and
team

and a courtyard behind which is perfect for

sunbathing. One Longstreet RA, Matt Maron, says that "Longstreet rules! We have a

spirit that is unbeatable and with An'del Jones-Foster as our resident director, we

can't go

wrong!" By Stephanie Denton.

Longstreet front desk is always
by a friendly and helpful student.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

The

L

staffed

Longstreet roommates relax and talk
about their hectic day.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

Longstreet is located next to the DUC
grab a bite to

which makes it convenient
eat.
Photo

by Jonathan Friedlander.
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Off Campus

Housing
Arbor Hills is

popular apartment
complex for Emory students.
Photo by Lee Reeves.

Wlile there are some 3,50 undergraduates who live on campus, there are about

a

1,500 undergraduate students who live off campus. Those who live off campus either

commute

campus

from home, live in houses with others or live in apartments. Most

off-

students live in apartments; the most popular apartment complexes for Emory students

include Calibre Woods, Arbor Hills, Carlyle Lake, Cameron Pointe and the Park at Briarcliff. Certain

organizations have informal houses off campus, such as fraternities and sororities. Those who live
off campus often find the culture of the campus to be much different, and enjoy the access to Atlanta.

By Stephanie Denton.

Four

Kappa Alpha Theta women live in
this house
Photo

An apartment building in Carlyle Lake
complex houses some Emory students.
Photo by Lee Reeves.
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on

Biltmore Drive.

by Lee Reeves.

Many Emory students also live in Calibre
Woods apartment complex.
Photo by Lee Reeves.

^

Theme
Houses
Photo

Asbury House.
by Stephanie Denton.

-;:^s

Emory has, in addition to the Leadership and Outdoor Emory Organization halls, a Spanish House,
an

International Students House called the SPICE House, a Black Student Alliance House and the

Asbury House. These houses are located off Fraternity Row near the Candler lower fields and the
recycling center. Because these houses are structured around a particular theme, they each have
extensive

programming and form a strong community of friends. As these halls do not have space

for that many students, those who live in these houses are
given a special opportunity to live as they

might off campus. By Stephanie Denton.

Photo
::

Spanish House.
by Stephanie Denton.

-::■::

SPICE House.
S0 ll^1"

Photo

by Stephanie Denton
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Academic Bowl
The Emory Academic Team serves the

colleges and universities
numerous tournaments

allows anyone

on a

Emory community with an opportunity to compete with other

strictly academic level. With 15 members, the

around the

group

1998-1999 Officers

travels to

Southeast, and hosts an annual intramural tournament which

President:
VP:

within the Emory community to participate in competition against their

peers.

Stephen Burks

Greg Hodgun

Treasurer:

Patrick Foote

Anthropology Club
The Anthropology Club aims to

provide students interested in Anthropology with a forum in which
1998-1999 Officers

to

express

themselves

as

well

as

become informed of, and involved with Anthropology-related

President: David Bell

Co-Vice Presidents: Lisa
activities. The

organization brings speakers to campus, organizes events and trips, and publishes

Maniscalco & Cassandra Quave

Secretary: Becky Freed
a

newsletter each semester. Key events in

on

Black History Month"

IMAX

has

the past have included Dr. Johnetta Cole's "Reflections

lecture, an Anthropology Professional Forum, Carlos Museum activities,

trips, and study breaks. The Anthropology Club meets the first Thursday of each month and

approximately 45 members.

Lju
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Treasurer: Eve Sahatteen

Model United Nations
Model United Nations was founded six years ago, in 1992.

fcfS

Under the leadership of organizational
1998-1999 Officers

President, Chrissy Haddad, Model UN attempts to make the Emory community aware of interna¬
tional issues, as well as,

President:

Chrissy Haddad

Treasurer: Jason Lewis

provide its members with the opportunity to meet students from all over

Secretary: Janet In
the country.
awareness

Model UN

sponsors

several annual programs to promote cultural diversity and

of international events and issues. Its 30 members represent

conferences all

over

the country,

Conference Coordinators: Daniel

Opstal & Stephanie Shemin

different countries at

and work on whatever committees within the United Nations that their given country actually sits on. Though still

}f a growing organization, Model UN has formed strong connections within both the Emory community and the Model UN circuit, and currently attends
both the Southern

Regional Conference, as well as the week long National Conference held each spring in New York City. The group hopes to increase

its influence throughout the university,

and attend additional conferences, so as to make a name for Emory within the realm of the Model United Nations

collegiate-level program.

Pugwash- An Ethical Solution
'The Emory University Chapter

Officers

of Student Pugwash USA is an organization dedicated to promoting

the ethical and responsible use of science and technology.

Pugwash encourages members of the Emory community to examine the ethical, social, and global
M

1998-1999 Officers

As a student organization Emory Student

Director:

Nishu Shah

implications of science and technology, and to make these concerns a guiding focus of their

President: Talla Weltman

academic and

Treasurer:

professional endeavors. As

a

non-advocacy organization that seeks to involve

undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty and alumni in Pugwash's task for the 21st
century. Pugwash sponsors

Raj Gadhia

Conference Coordinator:

Neeraj

Gupta

several events yearly, including the ESP Lecture Series, which invites
professors and members of the Atlanta community to speak informally
with students concerning issues

ally, Pugwash hosts

an

related to ethics and science. Addition¬

annual conference

on

attends the USA National Conference each fall in

^rfi ' |T

^^ 2^^

Emory's

campus,

and

Washington, D.C. With

approximately 30 members, Emory Student Pugwash meets every Monday
evening in the Dobbs Parlor.

Organizations
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Atlanta-Emory Orchestra
The Atlanta-Emory Orchestra is an instrumental ensemble that is well known

of

throughout Atlanta and the surrounding areas. The orchestra is composed

students, faculty, and members of the Emory community. Performances of many diverse

conjunction with the several Emory choral groups. One of the performances usually features

programs are

a concerto

given throughout the season, often in

performed by the winner of the Concerto

Competition.

performs s

Emory Wind
Ensemble
Emory Wind Ensemble is a concert band of flexible proportions composed of students from various academic disciplines. The Wind Ensemble has
earned a reputation for musical excellence through successful concert tours

(including performances in new York's Town hall and Boston's Symphony

Hall) and for the many campus concerts that regularly feature guest appearance by leading composers, conductors and concert artists.

Jazz Ensemble
EmoryJazz Ensemble is a talented group performing in the jazz idiom. The ensemble

covers

all

periods although it specializes in the big band "swing" style and popular

contemporary arrangements. It

<LnJ

Organizations

performs regularly throughout the year.

Unversity Chorus
^iscm

Numbering between one and two hundred singers, the Emory University Chorus is devoted to the
1998-1999 Officers

performance of important works of the choral repetoire. Membership is open to students form
Direcvotr:

all university disciplines as well as Emory faculty,

staff and community members. University Chorus

Eric Nelson

Piano: Deborah Thoreson
President: Sheila Abichandani
Co-VP's: Anna

Joyner & Daivd

performs several times a year: in the fall, spring and its annual Festival of nine Lessons and Carols.

Abeles

Rehearsals

Treasurer: Krista Benson

Secretary: Allen Read
are

every

Monday night from 7:30 to 10:00 P.M.

Concert Choir
le

University Concert Choir is

a

chamber ensemble of 16-32 members singing
repertoire rang¬
ing from the Me¬

ceiuitisft

dieval to the 20th

century. Its mem¬

bers

are

chosen

by audition from
the University Chorus.

and Europe,

The Concert Choir has toured throughout the U.S., Canada,

2-64385-U 2-64385-Umitted to achieving excellence in the field of

choral.
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Aural Pleasure
Aural Pleasure

was

formed in 1994

«jfl

by Elliot Stivers and Rachel

adventurous freshman set out to bring together a talented
and

Levin.

Together, these two

1998-1999 Officers

group ofindividuals to create Emory's one

President: Anna Wheeler

only co-ed a capella group. Over the past four years, the group has become well known both

on-campus

and in the city of Atlanta, and has made

appearances at a

Musical Director: Nishant Shah

wide variety of locations,

Treasurer:
Business

ranging from the High Museum of Art, to Border's Bookstore, and Cappuccino Joe's's. Aural

Tour

Pleasure also orga¬
nizes A

cappellooza,

Lisa Gilbert

Manager: Joanna Roses

Managers: Gordon Griffin &

Kathleen Quinlen

a

yearly concert bringing

a

number of college groups from around the

country to perform on Emory's campus.

Aural Pleasure strives to be an

energetic, fun, and outgoing group that strives for musical excellence. The
group
to

has already released its debut album "In the Dark" and has plans

release

tour

second album in

February 1999, which will be followed by a

of the Southeastern US.

Currently, Aural Pleasure has 16 members

a

id 13 mem

boos

peri

difference \o S'

and rehearses every Thursday and Sunday evening in the Burlington Road

Building.

Voices of Inner
Voices of Inner Strength

(VOIS),

Strength

ministers in song and performs for and represents the University at Cannon Chapel, singing engagements with other

colleges, and on tour. The singing group held Fall and Spring Concerts and Jam for Jesus with other gospel groups. The organization also traveled
to

Kingston, Jamaica, working in alliance with the Methodist Churches of Jamaica and the University of the West Indies, Jamaica. Melissa Bowman

is the current

LjlS

President.
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Strings Attached

Strings Attached (NSA) is Emory's all-male a cappella group. The group was formed 1991 in
1998-1999 Officers

order t0 entertain students, and boost school spirit. NSA performs informal

ft Shah

concerts around

President:

Rick Marson

Musical Director:

campus,

along with an annual concert each semester, and local performances around the Atlanta

David Abeles

Vice-President: Jason Lewis
Treasurer: Michael Friedman

area.

I,

jjj.-^

The number of members of No

9 and 13 members. The
numerous

group

Strings varies from year to year, but usually remains between

rehearses

every

Secretary: Yu-Kai Lin

Tuesday and Thursday night. In addition to

performances throughout the Emory community, students

can

purchase several

iflWoii
,,

difference No Strings recordings on compact disc.

The
The
a

Gathering, Emory's all-female a cappella group, sings songs by artists such as Madonna, Jewel, Annie Lennox, and Sarah McL achlin, to name

few. The group

as

Gathering

strives to keep repertoire eclectic and fun, often arranging songs themselves. The Gathering sings for outside organizations as well

for Emory faculty and

alumni. The Gathering has two main concerts each year at the end of each semester, and are currently planning a tour to

Clemson for their Clemstock '99 next April.
each

They also hope to produce our first CD at the end of the '98-'99 academic year. They meet for rehearsals

Wednesday and Sunday night in Harris Parlor. The group currently has 13 members.

1998-1999 Officers
President:

Noelle York

Vice-President: Elizabeth Lee

Secretary: Briarly White
Treasurer:

Lynnea Vanasek
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Ad Hoc: A Grand Tradition
Godspell Hair. The Fantasticks. Falsetto's.

Ad Hoc, Emory's only musical

theater group, has quite an impressive history behind them. This year,

they hoped to continue the tradition withtheir production of the American classic, 1776, directed and choreographed by Barbara Cole.
Months of rehearsals and many late nights went into the production, which was
tradition.

probably the largest and the most challenging in Ad Hoe's long standing

Considering the all-star Emory cast, it is no surprise that the show had such a successful run. With veteran Ad Hoc members like Kristen

Sandburg working behind the scenes and David Mayer in the spotlight, the cast had a plethora of experience backing them up, as well as the fresh
faces of college

sophomores Samantha Hunter, Ben Gardner, and Jenn Hohensee, to name a few.

But the year wasn't over for Ad Hoc Productions when the curtain fell on the final night

the troupe soon

for a young,

oil776s successful run. As they have done for nearly a decade.

began making plans for their spring musical. Not only did they have to find a musical to perform, but also Ad Hoc began the search

talented director, who would gain the chance to display his or her talent on the Mary Gray Munroe Theater's stage. If the fall presentation

of / 776" and last spring's
,

show,

Falset o's,

were any indictaion,

the grand tradition that is Ad Hoc is sure to continue not only with the spring musical

but also well into the future.

Theater
"A theater company

cannot find its voice solely by

Emory

following preexisting modes,"

says

Vicent Murphy, artistic producing director. "We investigate

questions about the form and content of our work. We produce theater that evokes ideas that challenge ourselves and our society." This goal and

approach of Theater Emory is evident through the questions that they pose, the assumptions that they challenge and the values that they force one to
reexamine. The collaboration

student. Theater Emory's

of Theater Emory and its liberal arts students has resulted in many successful performances, both professional and

1998-1999 season includes The Promise, Comedy of Errors, Antigone, Brecht Cabaret, Learning to Dance, Brave New Works

Marathon, Booth, Brother Booth, Two Shakespearean Actors, Love's Labour's Lost, The Lady from the Sea, and The Master Builder Workshop.

Ljij

encourages id
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performances

EATUS: All up

in the Air

Emory's Amazing Throwing Up Society (EATUS, pronounced ay-a-toos) juggles, performs, and

encourages

m

the interest of juggling on the EMory campus. They hold numerous juggling

performances throughout the year. EATUS practices every Sunday and has 10 members.

1998-1999 Officers

President: Michael Gros
Treasurer: Jordan Rose

Ratheskellar: Makin' Us
If you were to

,

.|„,i

Laugh

ask any actor or actresswhat they found to be the most challenging aspect of their field, most would anwer improv. With improv, you

have no script to read, no lines to recite from memory. The "script" comes from off the top
imrovisational comedy is a whole'nother ballpark.

of your head-from the actor's imagination. But,

You not only have to come up with your "lines" in a split second; you have to be funny. With improv

effort comedy, if you don't make the audience laugh, you would have a rough night to say the very least. Emor'y premiere improvisational comedy troupe
Ratheskellar hasn't had a rough night in a while.

campy,

With their witty sketches and original sense of humor, at times intellectual and sometimes just plain

Ratheskeller has reached new heights in the field of comedy. Having lost a number of seniors, it was time for the troupe to spotlight the talent

of some of its younger
Fiesta Arts for Aids,

members, as well as newcomers. The '98-'99 troupe proved successful, for it expanded its busy schedule to include the Fall

and Parents' Weekend. Then, Ratheskellar not only made Emory students laugh; these artists made our parents laugh, as well.

Organizations
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Starving Artists: Not Starving
An

amazing combination of humor and

stand out from the pack.

style—that's Starving Artists Productions. One of Emory's many theatrical troupes, Starving Artists manage to

Starving Artists are definitely on the edge of theater. They not only grace the stage of the MGM Theater in performances like

last spring's Fern and Her Friends, they take to the Emory campus,

using a variety of locations as their stage. On any given day, you may find this theatrical

troupe performing on the steps in front of Cox Hall for lunch-goers or in the middle of Coca-Cola Commons. But it isn't just their ability to perform
in almost any

given location that makes Starving Artists stand out in the Emory community; it is also their avante garde pieces that place them on the

edge. It's not just straight drama, but crazy comedic antics for the Starving Artists. Furthermore, the troupe often spotlights the talent of young

playwrights-many of whom

are

showcased the work of young, up

themselves Emory students, including

the Emory campus,

Starving Artist, college sophomore Travis Sentell. The troupe not only

and coming playwrights, but also supported a number of causes and philanthropic efforts. Starving Artists was one

of the many Emory organizations to
on

a

perform at Arts for AIDS to raise money for the fight against AIDS. Starving Artists definitely have their own place

whether it be a formal stage

or

just some steps. Then again, they don't seem to be starving for a definite location.

AHANA
AHANA, or the African Hispanic Asian Native American Artists Collective, uses the mediums of
theatrical presentation and dance to both educate and celebrate diversity.
AHANA

performs in

an

With 75 active members,

annual theatrical production in conjunction with Black History Month in

February, along with traditional performances during Kwanzaa, the International Cultural Festival,

1998-1999 Officers

Director Theater/PR: Shauna R.

Corbin
Asst. Director Theater: Judith Inniss

a

Spring Dance Concert, and an annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebration show. The group

holds auditions several times throughout the year,

and always encourages new students to join and

help to spread and encourage increased campus awareness and knowledge of cultural diversity.

d 60 p
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Co-Directors Dance: Erica Ash &
Nikkia Henderson
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Dance Alliance
^

Dance Alliance

Emory (DAE) is a student

run

organization open to all Emory students. The goal

il

of DAE is to promote

*

necessarily have a background in dance, merely a love of the art. The approximately 45 members,

f!
1

^«

dance and the arts in the community. Members of the organization do not
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President:

participate in a variety of annual events, including hosting an Arts for AIDS Performing Arts Festival
each

Kate Balzer

VP: Hallee Pitterman

Secretary: Ron Weaver
Treasurer: Amanda Glover

October,

bake sales

at

a

Spring Concert, teaching master and regular dance classes, and participating in

Publicity Chair: Michelle Addorisio

the Emory Dance Company concerts.

Ngambika
Ngambika seeks to promote a genuine African identity through the black woman. Members strive to uplift and support black women. The group
sponsors

the Black Woman Extravaganza in April and holds weekly meetings to discuss relevant issues.

Organizations
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SGA-

Leading the School

The Student Government Association (SGA) is the representative

students

to

the

organization of the student body. SGA articulates the

concerns

and needs of the

administration, staff, and faculty. From student safety to controversial speakers, to school spirit, and graduate child care, the Student

Government has the

ability to influence most areas that affect both undergraduate and graduate students. In addition to sponsoring numerous bills,

funding projects for campus development, and work to foster better relationships between the Emory student body and the administration, SGA also
hosts

an

annual event called Lullwater Day.

ipiisn

Held each fall semester, the event is a time to celebrate both the beauty of Emory's on campus park, as

eCouncilh'
well

as to

bring together a variety of campus student-run organizations to work as a team to provide the day with food,

The SGA meets every

games,

and other activities.

SI0BT!

other Monday evening, and has over 45 members.
nizations and

nM.HieC
y»i

calendar for stud
In recent

year.

reestablishing th<

College Qffici
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President: Chuck Divine
VP:

President:

Rudy Rudominer

Secretary: Dave Flanders
Treasurer: Aaron Kline
VP for Student Life:

David Ackerman

Chief of Staff:

Abbey Schweizer

Coordinator of

Community Affairs:

Secreta^

Measure
Student

Robyn Bennett
Graduate Senate President:

Stephen Kaplan
Attorney General: Jon Hyman
SPC President: Mat Mathews

Ljt]

Vp: Fatim

Organizations
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Allege

College Council
College Council serves as the second main student-run governmental organization on Emory University's campus. College Council recently redefined
it's mission

on

April 2 of 1997. The organization seeks to provide student with academic, cultural, religious, social, political and service outlets in

the form of extracurricular organizations,

and to adequately and reasonably fund these organizations, while maintaining fiscal responsibility, so that

they may sufficiently meet the needs of the entire student body. They actively seek out and investigate the concerns and issues facing Emory College
students, and act as a forum where these concerns can be discussed and improved upon. College Council strives to improve school spirit, Emory pride,
and campus inter-unity,
^JV' to act in

provide a forum where organizations and students may come together to work towards common goals, and promises always

the best interest of students of Emory

College, while looking to the student body for advice and guidance before making decisions.

College Council holds regular where the group hears bills from organizations requesting funds for special events. Aside from regular meeting activity,
the group has four standing committees:

the Student Concerns Committee, that works on projects and concerns of specified student interest; the College

Programming Council, which plans events for the College, such as tailgate and band parties; the Administrative Committee, which issues charters to
organizations and maintains files of their status; and the Budget Committee, which gives organizations their budgets through a lengthy annual process,

»

and holds

preliminary debates on monetary bills that go through the College Council each week. Thus, the work of the Council is done primarily in

Committee.

College Council also holds special events throughout the academic year, such as Madness on McDonough, and an Activities Fair for incoming students
in the Fall. The Council

provides a number of annual services as well, such as a Shuttle Service on Saturday to Lennox Square and Phipps Plaza,

calendar for students in conjunction
In recent year,

with Residence Life,

College Council has done

some

a ceremony

of awards for exceptional student organizations, and much more.

special projects, including providing the home-base charter and start-up funds for the Yearbook,

reestablishing the Window (a book that lists student survey data on classes at
the

a

Emory),

starting a shuttle service to a local grocery store, convincing

College Office to print the Course Atlas again, helping fund the Residence Hall Association's in-room recycling project, and creating an Eventline

Phone Service Calendar of Events. The Council has 7 executive and 16

regular members, and holds its meetings each Wednesday evening.
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ers
President: Delevecchio
VP:

Fatima

Finley

Cody

Secretary: Kelly Horvath
Treasurer: Jonathan Friedman

Student Concerns Chair:

Stephanie Denton

College Programming Board

President: Michael Fried

Vice-Chair of Communications: Jada Barksdale

Organizations
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Student Programming
The Student

Council

Programming Council is the part of the Student Government Association that is
1998-1999 Officers

responsible for uniting the Emory Community through programming. Such activities include

President: Mat Matthews

Vice-President: Dave Denmark

hosting speakers, bands, comedians, and all other appropriate forms of entertainment that

Secretary: Brian Sobel
Treasurer:

Heather Shipman

represent the interests and opinions of the campus. In particular, in the 1998 academic year the
iv

organization hopes to steer the overindulgence in intoxicating beverages, back to their original intent of fostering an activities. SPC

both

H.

a

Fall and Spring

Sue

annually hosts

Band Party that features varying ranges of musical types, Dooley's Week in honor of Emory's enduring patronage to William dding an a

Dooley, the unofficial mascot, Heritage Homecoming to promote school campus. SPC currently has 31 members, and their meetings are even

Thursday in the DUC

L_nS
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RHA:
if our

^cers

Filling the Job

assignment is to govern all of Emory's approximately 2,800 on-campus residents, promoting

;he quality oflife in dorms and strengthening community in away that enhances the
lews
5D
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living experience

brail residents. Think that you're not qualified? Don't worry. The Residence Hall Association has

President: Beth Mina

Secretary: Jessica Rosenblatt

ilready filled the job. Led by president and college junior, Beth Mina, RHA consists of a main

Treasurer:

executive board and 18 hall

1st VP: Aaron Stein

Shipman
councils, comprising over 250 active members. RHA strives to create

2ndVP:
i

SPCannit

living environment, that is conducive

-esidents. Such programs

to the

Haley Barnett

Emily Chin

social, personal, and educational growth of the

include the annual Fall Feista, and the Spring Fling Week. One of the

argest and most viable organizations on campus, RHA strives to foster a sense of spirit, unity, and purpose within and among the residence halls, by

pitromplproviding an array of programs and services, in addition to a number of leadership opportunities.

Organizations
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A.C.E.S
The Association of Caribbean Educators and Students
(A.C.E.S.) functions

as a

educational and
1998-1999 Officers

social

resource

for Emory

Caribbean students and educators,

as

well

as

for the larger Emory

President: Kafi

Langevine

Secretary: Nancy Fleurancois

Community. Its 18 members meet

every

Monday at 8 P.M. to plan such yearly events

as

the

Treasurer:
Asst.

Rastafarian Awareness Program, the Bob Marley Festival held each February,

Caribbean Awareness

Kerry-Ann Kelly

Secretary/Treasurer: Nadine

Hibbert

Week, and the Annual Caribbean pageant.

Arab Cultural Association
The Arab Cultural Association (ACA) was founded 2 years ago,
in that short time period.
can

and has grown to an amazing extent
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The organization seeks to provide a forum where students of an Arab origin

associate with students of similar

heritage and with those interested in the Arab culture. The

President: Reema AN
VP:

Association also attempts to

contribute to the cultural diversity of the Emory campus by educating

Danielle Elias

Treasurer: Dina Munasifi

those individuals who are unfamiliar with Arab culture, and to provide a foundation where students
can

collectively receive and disseminate information on various topics of social and cultural

interest. Led by President Reema Ali,
to

the group also provides its 22 members with Philanthropy activities that serve the greater community. In addition

bi-weekly meetings, the Arab Cultural Association also participates in Emory's annual Cultural Festival, various ethnic food sales, Awareness Week.

and

beginning in the Spring ofN99, education about the Arab world in schools.

deep

TJnJ
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Emory Celtic Club
licers

Composed of approximately 35 members, the Emory Celtic Organization strives to promote and embrace all of the different components that embody
the Celtic culture. Led by President Chris Morris,

Kelly
urer:

the group hosts numerous dinners and lunches, as well as ceilis with Irish music and dancing. Their

underlying mission is to inform the Emory student body of Celtic traditions, while at the

same

time having fun.

Nadine

n

A.TAC.U.S.

^^ The Association of Taiwanese American

Ifiicers

cultural organization that provides a way for people to get together and have fun.
also promotes awareness

^^

(AT CUS),

is a social and

This organization

of Taiwan's culture and concerns. Some of ATACUS's key events and

activities include various mixers

nasrfi

College and University Students

with other cultural organizations,

parties, the biannual Dumpling Festival, and participation in

Karoke and Lunar New Year

the Intercollegiate Taiwanese

American Students Association. This organization is composed of 30 members and
meetings every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the

month.

holds its

1998-1999 Officers
President:

Mengta Tang

VP: Anna Chien

Secretary: Rita Chen
Treasurer:

Daivd Lee

Social Chair: Cathleen
PR Chair: Sandra

Cheung

Tzeng

Fundraising Chair: Peggy Wu

00
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Black Students' Assocation
The Black Student Alliance strives

to maintain an

Afrocentric

identity and cohesiveness

on

/

the
1998-1999 Officers

Emory University campus, and

serve as a

forum for the study and elevation of Afrocentric ideas.
President:

Ayim K. Darkeh

VP: Jewell Green

Additionally, the group tries to promote the awareness of a conscious and diverse Black community,
Secretary: Suzanne Hoyes
Asst.
as

to

educate

ton

and celebrate Black culture and

heritage from all parts of the Black Diaspora.

Secretary: Jennifer Hare

Treasurer: Cristalle Cox
Asst. Treasurer: Jullian Walker

Under the Leadership of President Ayim Darken, the Black Student Alliance

(BSA)

sponsors several

Chairman of the Balcks for

Equity at

Emory Committee: Delisle Walker

yearly events for the Emory community, such

as

the annual Kwanza celebration,

a

multicultural

Worship Committee Chair: Brandi
Morris
PR Chair:

forum, Being Black at Emory forum, Madupe Dayo,. BSA Spirit Week, Chill Night, the Playaz Ball

Kel;ly Horvath

Activities Chair: Amber Drummond

Class

Soul Food

Sunday, and numerous speakers.

Representative: Jemia

Bn

Kinsey

Programming Chair: Jada Rutland
Co-Historians:
Rashida

Idris Rhuebottom &

Byams

Admissions:

Latoyin Rorie

Service Committee Chair: Gabrielle
Gunn

«%

so
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African Students' Association

i

The African Students Association

"cers

(ASA) seeks to enhance the prestige of the African Continent and
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promote positive relations between African Students and the entire Emory community. Meeting

President: Chinedozi Eronini
VP: Abimbola Bishi

biweekly, the 35 members annually sponsor an African Awareness Week.

Chief Financial Officer: Fatumata

Soukouna
VP Communications:

fer Hare

Bolai

Agboola

VP Student Activities: Amaka
:\

Nweke

College Representative: Lanla
Conteh
:

Graduate

5i6 •':■-.
■

Ndiaye

'-:• Rranrl

er Drummor

Representative: Serigne

Brotherhood of Afrocentric Men
The Brotherhood of Afrocentric Men

(BAM),

serves as a rallying

force as well a think tank that will
1998-1999 Officers

allow brothers to

come

together and create a platform to discuss issues of common interest and
Sponsor: Sylvester Hopewell

work to alleviate the social ills
air:

seen to

be plaguing

the African American

race

in modern society.

Gabf

Concemc Committee Chairman:
Coutis Hollis
Publications Committee Chairman:

Any African-American male enrolled at Emory University, who is

willing and able to pledge his

Michael Nolen

Activites Committee Co-Chairman:

support to the purpose

of BAM

as

stated in the preamble of the BAM Constitution is eligible for

Jua Howard & Marcus Gardner
Educational Committee Chairman:

membership. For this

reason,

the number of members varies yearly. In addition to the monthly

Wade J.

Higgins

Junior Advisors:

general body meetings, the organization also sponsors freshman step-team training, African

Darron

Cooper &

Howard Smith

Senior Advisors: Brandon Thornton

American Male Day,

and Black Male Week. BAM also participates in the Unity Week Step Show, and

Step Masters: Winsoton Heard,
Michael Nolen, & Jared Shomo

numerous

community service activities.

Organizations
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Indian Cultural
The Indian Cultural

Exchange, (ICE),

was

founded

at

Exchange

Emory in 1989, Since that time, ICE has
1998-1999 Officers

promoted and celebrated the spirit of India and the diversity of her people. Through cultural
programs,

lectures, and campus-wide events, ICE has fostered an exchange of Indian and South

Asian students and values with the

Emory community. Over the past few years, the organization has

thrived in response to new opportunities on the Emory
campus to expand its influence and

membership that has also been accompanied by an increase in enrolled South Asian students. ICE
is also

President: Brian Oubre
VP:

Mat Mathews

Secretary: Wendy Madkin
Treasurer: Anand Shah

Activities Chair: Amee Patel

responsible for participating in the cosponsorship of many events both at Emory, and within

Publicity Chair: Yasmin Karim

the Atlanta area. ICE coordinates and hosts several events, such as an annual lecture and
reception

Sports Chair: Navin Assomull

held in honor of the anniversary

Diwali Chairs: Nilu Patel, Jane

encourages

of Gandhi's birthday; Emory Hoil,

or

the Festival of Color, that

Emory students to celebrate the Indian holiday by running on McDonough Field with

Zachariah, & Roshni Patel
SASA

Reps.: Hemant Chhajwani, &

paint; along with numerous lecturers ranging from Nimi McCongiley, a state elected representative

Vikram

from Wyoming to

SAAAC

speak on her experience

as

the first Indian-born woman elected in the United

Raya
Rep.: Mihir Patel

States, to Bobby Jindal, chairman of the US Congressional Committee on Medial Reform to discuss

Newsletter Editor:

Neha Shah

her impact on

Web Master: Amit

Raghavan

these issues. In general, the organization attempts to promote cultural awareness,

and showcase talents, and influence of Indian and South Asian persons to
One of ICE's

the Emory community.

biggest annual events is Diwali, or the Festival of Lights. The group holds an annual dinner and cultural show to celebrate the holiday.

The event showcases the talents of Emory students in a cultural program and is held at a local Indian restaurant. Emory Diwali 1997 was a huge success,
and led to

an

website that

M#-

expanded cultural show,

can

be found

at:

as

well as, earned ICE the College Council Program of the Year for the second time. The organization has a

F

http://www.emory.edu/STUDENTS/ICE.

ttuta fron
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International Association
The goal of the International Association of Emory University is to promote cultural diversity within

1998-1999 Officers
the Emory

community. Headed by President Patrick Acuna, the International Association's (IA)

President:
VP:

main event is the International Cultural Festival held in the

The

Spring semester of each academic year.

Patrick Acuna

Munira

Virany

Treasurer: Marci Cobb

day gives Emory a forum to show its diversity through approximately 50 cultural booths. The

Festival

displays

numerous

diverse foods and performances, and represents the varying cultural

organizations of the University. The Festival has been a huge success in the past, and each year the
"a/A-ar

International Association works

diligently,

so as to

further showcase and

encourage

cultural

diversity within the Emory community.
=.r

Filipino Student Association

§p-«

■anion1

Mabuhay! from the Filipino Student Association (FSA). This organization's mission is threefold1) promote an awareness and appreciation of the Filipino culture in the Emory community,

2)
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President:
VP:

provide a forum for students and faculty to share in the awareness of Filipino culture and to discuss
I

v

modern issues facing Filipinos today, and 3)

^ayawal

Secretary:

Christine Mandel

Treasurer:

Marc Cordon

Minister of Athletics: Seiha Kim

Minister of Culture:

Anthony Brewer

community. Some of FSA's activities and events include inviting guest speakers, the Annual Filipino
Youth Conferences,

I

diffuse the Filipino culture and its ideals into the Emory

Emil

Derick Villanueva

Florida/Georgia Network, and FSA programming such as movies, retreats, and

other various outings. The organization is composed of 15 members and holds its meetings every
2nd and 4th

Wednesday of every month.

Organizations
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NAACP
NAACP

was

founded in 1909 for the purpose of advancing the social, political,

and economic conditions of minorities. The college division of the I
:A

NAACP's theme is: "A mission to lead. A commitment to succeed." The

Emory University chapter of the NAACP currently has over 50 members that

00$

help plan and host the groups annual Black History Show, and Image Awards. NAACP has a long tradition, and success in promoting the role and lives
of minorities within the Emory Community. In

addition to their major officers, the NAACP has 5 Chairwoman who contribute to the leadership of the
VP: Pete'

organization. Community Coordination Chairwoman: Felicia Phillips; Political Action Chairwoman: Jaimme Collins; Press &Publicity Chairwoman:

Secretary:
Treasure'

Cristalle Cox; Program

^Research Co-Chairwomen: Shani St. John & Eve Shatteen.

Social Che

Pakistani Students' Association
The Pakistani Students' Association

(PSA),

foPeraanCI

works to promote awareness at Emory about Pakistan
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and Pakistani issues through cultural programs,

educational forums, and volunteer activities. The

President:

Nauman Rashid

Co-VP's: Omer Allawala &

30 members host

several main events throughout the scholastics year, including an International

Ahmed Ali

Treasurer:

Cultural Festival, Kashmir Awareness

Week, Eid Dinner, and the Annual Pakistani-American

leadership Conference. Additionally, the Emory PSA is actively involved with PSA's from Georgia
Tech, Georgia State, University of Georgia, and Agnes Scott College, in organizing events around the
Atlanta community.

Lsu

Organizations

Saqib Ishaq

Secretary: Akas Siddiqui

fopies

Aecampus or

Emory Chinese Student
Association
The Emory Chinese Student Association

(ECSA) works to spread Chinese culture and knowledge of
significance, and importance to the entire Emory student body. Under the leadership
of president, Viven Au, ECSA hosts numerous campus-wide events throughout the year, The
organization sponsors a Chinese Radio Show on WMRE, annually celebrates the Moon Festival, and
enacts a Moon Festival play in the DUC to in¬

\N A

its historical

crease awareness
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tance

President: Viven Au
VP:

Secretary: Melissa Yeung
Tang

Communications:
Social Chairs:

Richard Chu

Abby Yeun & Jessica

Kao

Cultural Chair:

ECSA also

within the Chinese culture.

>,

,

actively participates in intramural sports, holds
frequent Karoake Nights, and organizes a Chi¬
nese New Year Banquet. In the past, the group
has sponsored Jackie Chan Book signings, and
movie nights showcasing the work of Chan.
Meeting every other Tuesday, ECSA spends end¬
less hours planning numerous events to encour¬
age cultural diversity within the Emory commu¬

Peter Chen

Treasurer: Eric

of the festival and its impor¬

Elain Lo

nity.

Persian Club

MAP

The Persian Club seeks to promote an awareness

of the Persian culture and tradition at Emory. In
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doing so, the group hopes to enhance the interaction between the Persian Cultural Community and
the campus

organizations. The Persian Club meets every Friday in

the Callaway building. The

approximately 32 members includes undergraduate and graduate students.

The events sponsored

by the group include the "Norooz" celebration, the "Siz-deh be Dar" holiday, participation in the
International Cultural Festival,

and film screenings. The Persian Club has also co-psonsored
numerous

held pot

President/Treasurer:
VP:

Noojan Valadi

Rooksana Noorai

Secretary/Newsletter Editor: Fatima
Mehdikarimi

Social & Cultural Chair: Rad
Zamani

speakers,

luck dinners with authentic Persian dishes, and participated in

community service projects such as Trees Atlanta.

Organizations
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SAAAC
Students in Alliance for Asian-American Concerns (SAAAC) is
purpose

a

union of Emory

students for the

of developing unity within the Asian American community and the community at large to

address the issues concerning the Asian American
community, and to promote
multiculturalism

through a focus

the ideals of
on

Asian and
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Moderator: Marc Cordon

Secretary: Barbara Redondo
Treasurer:

Tanya Oberoi

Asian Pacific American culture. SAAAC strives to

Concerns Chair: Richard Chu

be

Social Chair: Jane Zachariah

as

inclusive and representative

of the Asian

Cultural Chair:

Pacific American community as possible. SAAAC
is also

an

umbrella organization

Sophia Abarcia

PR: NehaShah

for ATACUS,

ECA, EmViet, FSA, ICE, JACC, KSA, and PSA. Their

key activities include Asian Awareness Cultural
Month, Stud Pageant, SAAAC Semiformal, and

SAAACademy Awards. SAAAC meets approxi¬
mately once a month and has 75 members.

Latino Student
The Latino Student
unite the

Organization

Organization (LSO) is a social, cultural, and political organization aiming to
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Emory community through Latino culture and issues. The group also serves to educate

Emory and Atlanta about Latino concerns and

aid in the establishment of

a greater

Latino

President:

Lisa Urrea

VP: James Camacho

community. LSO's activities include a Latino Fiesta,
with dinners every semester.

dance lessons, and Latino food tasting, along

LSO celebrates Latin America Awareness Week every fall and regularly

participates in philanthropy project. There are approximately 50 members in LSO,
are

held every

Cl_nj

other Wednesday.

Organizations

and meetings

Secretary: Natalie Taylor
Milton

Treasurer: greg

PR: Sandra Deniz

Fundraising: Miguel Morales
Philanthropy: Ricardo Santaella

Chinese Student Union
The Chinese Student Union is a cultural, social, and academic

organization for Chinese students and
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scholars from China. The main goal of the Union is to help each other, improve the communication

President:

among

the Chinese students/scholars and between the Chinese and

strengthen friendships. Their main

events include the Mid-Fall

American students and to

Festival, National Day, New Years

Party, Chinese New Year's Party, and the International Festival. Currently, the Chinese Student Union

Xianxung Du

Committee Members:
Xiaohu

Deng

Min Li

Yijun Xu
Ming Zhang

mets every

two months and has 127 members.

A Circle of Women

n
^^ A Circle of Women is

)6f5

serves to

a

bi-yearly publication of a journal for women's art and literature. The journal

emphasize the

many

underscore that hearing these voices is
and Emory as a
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women's' voices that comprise the Emory community, and to

essential to the health of women, the women's community,

whole. With approximately 10 staff writers, the publication fosters a close

relationship with the Emory Women's Center.

Editors-ln-Chief: Noelle Tork &
Clare Johnston

Advertising Coordinator: Tricia
Anbinder

Staff:
•95

Robin Lasher
Mausumi Khaund
Vanessa

Lopes

Angela King
Nisha Lewis

Rashida

Byams

Rama Mulukutla

Organizations
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The Emory

Est.

1996

FeveR
—

The Fever is

a

forum in which creative students

can

Dea Incessu Patuit

express

~~—~~

themselves. It publishes twice annually with features, fiction, poetry, dialogues,

photographs, drawings, and student work.

T^lingSpoke
The Spoke,

Emory's humor magazine, is committed to bringing laughter to all aspects of campus life. Recent parody issues have

include:

Tyme,

tafiMp]

Spoke Illustrated, Rolling Spoke and regular mockeries of other Emory publications. The Spoke staff strives to bring humor off the page and into mwik
the

everyday life of the Emory student, sponsoring annual Student Government parody elections and frequent kickball games. In addition, the Spoke

mm. k

aggressively exploits new methods of conveying humor, including it's award-winning, CNN-featured, World Wide Web site. The Spoke's highly trained aBudnitz
staff

can

also offer

an

excellent

ediS|JOfC© aspect of magazine publishing, from studio photography to digital pre-press.

No experience is

necessary to

join the Spoke, however- just a sense of humor and a willingness to work on one of the top humor magazines in the country. The Spoke

meets

Sunday at 7 P.M. in the DUC.

every

Lullwater Review
Lullwater Review is Emory's

readers

Lsu

serves as

oris

literary journal. It features exceptional student work alongside the work accomplished writers. A group of students

the editorial board. Editor-in-Chief for the 1998-1999 Academic Year is Becky Brooks.

Organizations
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The Fire This Time is

■**■

Emory's quarterly news magazine that covers issues of particular concern to African American students. Editor-in-Chief for

the 1998-1999 Academic Year is Marcus Moore.

Emory's Edge is Emory's student-produced nonfiction magazine. Through in-depth articles and feature stories issues relevant to the Emory
tie pari

Emory's Edge aims to provide a look at how society is on the edge of change. It serves not only to mirror the change within the Emory

community, the

community, but as a window to the outside world. The Edge is published once a semester. The editor-in-chief for the

/jhi^t

1998-1999 Academic year is

AlexBudnitz.

The Phoenix is Emory

University's arts and entertainment publication. It publishes reviews,
1998-1999 Officers

interviews, and commentaries on music, art, food, literature, film, comic

books, television, sex,
Editor:

Andy Moody

Editors Emeriti:

fashion, etc.,
concern

as

well

as

occasional editorials regarding social and political issues which may

the Emory Community.

outlet and

Megan Forbes &

Harry Thomas

It provides writers, artists, and photographs with a casual creative

generally seeks to both entertain and inform its readers. The Phoenix is usually

published three to four times per semester.
LLM1CU Uliw^ i-v/ «
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Emory
wheel

The Emory Wheel, Emory's

biweekly student newspaper,

SERVING rHECOMMUNfiYSlNCl- 1918

serves as

the Emory community's main
1998-1999 Officers

source

for information and

a

forum for discussion. From

breaking news and issues at Emory, to
Editor-in-Cheif:

Kathleen

Chapman

Executive Editor: A. Nichole

national events, arts, and sports, the Wheel features a wide variety of areas that pertain to the student

Cipriani

Managing Editors; Matt Henry &
Mandi

body and the surrounding community. Members of the Editorial Board annually attend the

Murphy

Editorials Editor:
Arts &

Eric DeSobe

Living Editor: Michele

Fontanelli

College Press convention in November, as well as the Southeastern Journalism

Associated

Sprots Editor: Sam Borden
Photo Editor: Alastair Gamble

Conference in

February. In addition to

a

full staff of editors, the Wheel has approximately 60

Wire Editor:

BJ Elias

Asst. News Editor: Jonathan

Robinson

students

on

staff, and

a

full-time General Manager, Eileen Smith.

Asst. Editorials Editor:
Asst.

Sprots Editors: Reid Epstein

& Ben

LjlS
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Brad Davis

Shpigel

Emory Vision (EV) is Emory's student-run television station. By providing students interested in
fficers
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getting involved on campus, and making a difference within their school, EV describes itself as
een

Chapmsr
President & CEO: Manish Pradham

:

dedicated

to

serving the Emory community. Emory Vision exists to provide an enhanced college

Executive VP & General

3tt Henry &

Senior VP

DeSobe

Manager:

John Arthur

experience for Emory students by supplying information,

education, and entertainment. EV seeks

Programming: Steven

Tseung
Senior VP Production:

;ree

Jeremy

Bramwell
to

foster a greater sense

of unity and school spirit by inviting students to participate in creative and

Senior VP & Chief Financial Officer:
Ross

Gamble

exciting projects for the betterment

of the University. EV broadcasts movies, student programs,

mathan

Richard
ITD

sports, guest speakers,

and special on-campus events. The organization handles all aspects of TV,

Eisenberg

Media Council

Rep./Advisor:

Daigle

Rep./Advisor: Brenda Arnold

Residential Services

Rep./Advisor:

Bob Hamilton

from production to

broadcast, and also provides many non-TV related opportunities to the student

body in business, advertising, marketing, and finance.

meetings every Tuesday afternoon to

With approximately 30 members, EV holds

discuss future programming for the Emory community.
Organizations
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Emory Independent Production Organization
of film and video. EIPO's purpose is to
with

an

outlet in television and movie

(EIPO),

is a nonprofit student organization of Emory University dedicated to the creation and distribution

bring together Emory's interested talent to produce films and videos. EIPO provides the Emory student body

production that otherwise does not exist on campus. EIPO is dedicated to the production of student films and

programming for channel 53, the Emory student television channel.

WMRE is

Emory's Student-Operated Radio Station. Their goal is to bring music to the Emory

community. WMRE broadcasts daily on
Various disc

campus, as

Channel 7 and on the Internet @www.emory.edy/WMRE.

jockeys also DJ throughout the year at different locations on the Emory university

well

as numerous campus

events. WMRE has approximately 55 DJs and 15 Staff

Members. Most of the DJs host shows and programs that feature a wide range of musical interestsfrom
to

punk and ska to rap and hip-hop. WMRE prides itself on the diversity of music that it is able

provide the Emory community the pleasure of listening to. The WMRE studio is housed in the

first floor of the Longstreet

funds to build a fully can

7_qJ

Residence Hall. In the future, the organization has hopes to raise the

hear on their rooms, cars, and anywhere in the surrounding community.

Organizations
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General

Manager: Jeremiah Walker

Station

Manager: Penny Koommoo
Programming Director: Mike Farah
Engineer: Bob Minkkus
PR Director: Kenny Grossman
Business Director:
Business

Sona Joshi

Manager: Chad Wilson

%0n>t

Asian Christian
Asian Christian

Fellowship

Fellowship is an ethnically diverse group of students who meet once a week for a

time of worship

and praise. Their mission

is to be

a

1998-1999 Officers

loving, praying, evangelizing community on

Chapter President:

Emory's campus that is rooted in the word of Christ. They also provide small groups for Bible study
and discussion.

These small groups are

David

Zenia Kim

Christianity and Christian life. They also hold a mission night to provide students with information

Large Group Coordinator:

about long-term and short-term mission work. Guest
speakers at ACF have included Paul Tokanaga,
National Coordinator of Asian American Ministries and
the Atlanta University Center. ACF is a fellowship

Yang

Secretary / Treasurer:

designed to increase students' knowledge about

James Kim

Small

Jimmy McGhee, Intervarsity Staff Worker at

Group Coordinator:
Chang Lee

Fellowship Coordinator:

of students who love God and want to share God's

Byung Koo

love with others.

Intervarsity Staff Worker:
Brian

Chang

Baptist Student Union
The Baptist

Student Union is a student organization, advised by the Reverend Richard Ferrell, which tries to experience and spread the love of God

through fellowship, discipleship, and worship. It is sponsored by the Georgia Baptist Convention but people of all faiths and denominations
,

welcome at their meetings.

cers

are

They participate in volunteer projects (including tutoring programs for elementary students at Peachtree Baptist Church

and a Missions trip to a needy area in the Southeast during Winter

niali Wa "■ Faj| Retreat Fundraising Events

(including Penny

Wars),

Break),

State Conventions with other Georgia BSUs (one in October and one in

April),

and social events (including Mystery Night at Halloween, Christmas Party, and the Favorite

,00•

t»m

Professor's Dinner).

Organizations
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Hillel
Emory Hillel strives to

serve

and support all Jewish students at Emory as (a) a religious

cultural
1998-1999 Officers

organization which promotes Jewish values and traditions, (b)

an

educational source for matters
President: Julie

of contemporary Jewish interests,
social outlet for Jewish

(c)

a

promoter of social action and Israel activism, and (d) a

students. Emory Hillel also aims to work in conjunction with other campus

VP:

Kaplan

Ryan Sears

Secretary: Kimberly Wachs
Treasurer: Cheru Mullen

and

community organizations to promote the above ideas. Some highlighted events include the

Hanukkah Bash, the High Holiday Food Drive, the Purim Party, Hillel's speaker series

(such as Betty

Cohen, president of the Cartoon Network, and Ken Topolsky, executive producer of "Party of
and

Five"),

hosting the 1998 AIPAC convention. Hillel has approximately 500 members and meets every

i

twits al

Greek Fe
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Emory Christian Fellowship
Emory Christian Fellowship (ECF) strives to be a Jesus-like community moved to evangelize, pray,
and seek reconciliation with its brothers and sisters

at

Emory. Large group meetings (held

Thursday nights at 8:00 P.M. in the Church School Building), small group Bible studies (meeting
time varies

according to residence hall), prayer meetings, retreats, and picnics at Lullwater Park

with other

religious organizations

are among

1998-1999 Officers

on

the various fellowship activities. Emory Christian

Fellowship focuses on interdenominational fellowship through inter-varsity Christian fellowship,

President:

Mary Riposo

Vice President: Matt

Small
Basil

Hardesty

Group Coordinator:
Al-Awabdy

Large Group Coordinator:
Kathleen Jones

and the club has about 90 members.

Multi-Ethnic Coordinator:
Loretta Erhumwunsee
Outreach Coordinator:
Becca Messerli

Prayer Coordinator: Christen Pullen

Community Coordinator:
Paul

Greek

Poling

Fellowship

Emory's all new Greek fellowship began out of a vision that a group of 13 Greek students had. The
1998 Academic Year marked the first time that the group was an

officially recognized Emory

organization. Meeting every Wednesday at 8 P.M. on the Sigma Nu (ISC House), the meetings are

completely student-ked. Greeks from most all of the recognized sororities and fraternities. The
Greek

Fellowship seeks to be

a

visible sign of Christian love

on

the Emory

campus

through

fellowship and friendship. The meetings are relaxed, but very exciting. Cofounder, and the 1998
group

leader, Becca Messerli (TriDelta) states that "the Greek fellowship desires to be
where Greeks

a

place

can

be

united. The group is
excited to see what God
allows to become of

the years

ahead. All

those students who at¬
tend the Greek Fellow¬

ship meetings have of¬
ficial positions

within

the organization.

Organizations

Hindu Student Council
The Hindu Students Council

provides students a forum to learn and share their ideas about Hinduism, mainly through discussions. Students gather 0
'jf

and discuss different topics every week, ranging from the meaning of holidays,

include yoga

festivals, and practices to religious texts and scriptures. Other activities

m

and other spiritual workshops,

speakers, and monthly Seva, or community ser¬
vice, activities. HSC is an international organiza¬
tion, and the Emory chapter has grown in num¬

bers and enthusiasm since it came to fruition two

years ago.

Jewish Educational Alliance
The Jewish

Educational Alliance (JEA) provides students with the chance to learn about and experience traditional Judaism. Events include weekly

Lunch N' Leans,

hospitality for holidays and Shabbat,

numerous

speakers, and hands-on opportunities. JEA has 110 members.

1998-1999 Officers
President:

Michael Gros

Aaron Stein

Sammy Bregman
Nicole

Baumgarten

Alyssa Liewits
Walt Icaullo

Lauren

Levy

Bryce Mendelsohn
Elias Marcovici

Stacy Friedman
Karla Waller
Davi Kutner

Jeff Feder
Jason
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Muslim Students Association
The Muslim Student Association (MSA) strives to
campus while

help the Muslims practice Islam

on

the Emory

1998-1999 Officers

educating people in an effort to eradicate common stereotypes and misconceptions

about Islam. Some

President: Khurran

key MSA events are their weekly Friday Prayer services held on campus, their
participation in Inter-Faith dialogue, and the
Islamic

Baig

Vice-President: Adnan

Zulfiqar

Secretary: Sophia Ansar

Speaker Series. In addition, they hold

Treasurer:

their annual Islamic Awareness Week in Novem¬

Aysha Hidayatullah

Publicity Chairs: Hina Lakhany &
ber. The 70 members of MSA meet every other

Shazad Wada

Tuesday.

Newman Club
The Newman Club
The club,

serves as

the social arm of the University Catholic Center and is primarily geared toward the needs

advised by Fr. James Schllinger, provides a spiritual, social, and intellectual community for

Catholic students at Emory.
Catholic faith

They strive to create an outlet for Catholic students to

grow

into their

^r

of the undergraduate student
17 53
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through service, leadership, and involvement in the larger community. The student

community starts the academic year with the Welcome BBQ.

The second major event for the

students is the annual White-Water Rafting Retreat on the Ocoee River.

The Newman Club also hosts

weekly dinners (Wednesday nights for undergraduates and Tuesday nights for graduate students),
lectures, discussions, movie nights, Christmas and Mardi Gras parties, and service projects (includ¬
ing Habitat for Humanity, Hands on Atlanta, and work at the Moreland Avenue shelter

downt ).

1998-1999 Officers
President:

Roshny Mampilly

Secretary: Carrie Watson
Treasurer:

Riley Dugan

Activities Chair: Donna Caranto

Service Chair: Sarah

Dye

Publicity Chair: Philip Kopesdy

Organizations
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RJSC
The Reform Jewish

Students Committee,

or

RJSC, is

an

organization for liberal Jewish students to
1998-1999 Officers

come

together for creative Shabbat worship, social events, and social action projects. RJSC also
Co-Presidents: Marlene Zendel &

provides Reform High Holy Days services for students

as

well

as

the community. Under the

Elyse Hammer

leadership of co-presidents, Marlene Zendel and Elyse Hammer, RJSC
hosts several annual activities,

including, the creative reform Jewish

shabbat services every Friday evening, Havdalah service with camphre and
smores once a

semester, and social action projects

Hand and the Children's Center Mezuzah

like Project Open

making. The organization

currently has 40 active members, and 130 members that have signed up
for

more

information

on

RJSC.

Wesley Fellowship
Wesley Fellowship is a student organization especially for United Methodist students, but is open
1998-1999 Officers
to

students of all faiths.

Weekly events include

a

Sunday night dinner and

program.

Wesley

Fellowship also has social activities throughout the year, including an annual White-Water Rafting

Program Coordinator: Kady Wilkes
Treasurer: Alex

Tracy

Social Chair: Meredith Hicks

Communications Chair: Lisa Brown

trip, off-campus dinners, movie

nights, and various mission projects, including Habitat for

Humanity and reading to children at
have guest

the United Methodist Children's Home in Decatur. They also

lecturers, including Sally Sears, a reporter for WSB-TV, Atlanta and graduate students

from the Candler School

of Theology. There are

approximately 60 members in Wesley Fellow¬
ship.

LjlS
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Missions Chairs:

Jenny Cannon & Jesse Turner
IRC

Representative: Dylan Payne

Interreligious Council
The Emory University Interreligious Council is
ers

made up of student representatives and campus ministers from the various faith traditions on campus.

IRC is led by The Reverend Susan Henry-Crowe,

and

resources

Opportunities

from their respective
are

Dean of the Chapel and Religious Life. Council members promote interreligious dialogue, share events

faith groups, and plan campus-wide programs addressing particular issues from an interreligious perspective.

made available to focus

on

the histories, traditions, beliefs, observances, and practices of faith groups represented on the

Interreligious Council. In the Spring of 1998, the Interreligious Council planned an interfaith gathering service featuring the Dalai Lama. The Council
also sponsors an an¬
nual

Interfaith

Thanksgiving Service
for the Emory cam¬
pus.

Zen Meditation
Zen Buddhism shortened becomes

Zen, and it either

can

be referred to

as a

philosophy or a religion. Emory Zen is affiliated with the Atlanta Soto

Zen Center; we are an informal group that meets weekly and our mission is to introduce the Emory Community to Zen

Buddhism while helping support

idyl
those who have

already chosen to practice Zen. Their main activities include a weekly meditation period followed by discussion and instructions to
persons new to

Zen.
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Faculty Sponsor: Phil Hutto
IRC

Representative: Kumasi

Adoma

Organizations
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Emory AIDS Awareness
The

Emory AIDS Awareness Committee seeks to provide educational and service opportunities for
1998-1999 Officers

the Emory community to

become involved in the fight against AIDS. The committee seeks to
President: Anna Katz

coordinate and

execute at

least one campus wide event

each semester to raise awareness of AIDS/

Co-Chairman: Alison Freedman
Treasurer:

HIV related issues. In the

AIDS

to

Loan Bui

past, the group, comprised of 30 members, has brought a portion of the

quilt to Emory's campus. Additionally, in the Fall of 1998, the organization hosted the theater production "Secrets", an educational progr
gram

teach young

people about the HIV virus. Though relatively new to Emory's campus, the AIDS Awareness Committee has increased its outreach to

the Emory community

and the Atlanta area, and has plans for increased programming in the future.

Be;

Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega is a coed organization dedicated to serving the community and engaging in fun

esis
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fellowship activities. A national fraternity with chapters all over the country, APhiO is open to all

President:

Paul Zummo
,

Ithaschapters
friendships b\

Service VP: Andrea Press

members of the Emory campus.

Presently, there

are

approximately 75 members. Chapter and

Membership VP: Pamela Cogas
-

Treasurer: Kristen Watson
various committee

meetings are held on a weekly basis. In addition,

officers

are

elected each

Fellowship Chair: Alexa Clairmont

Recording Secretary: Michael
Francis

semester.

d 88 p
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Amnesty International
cers

Amnesty International is a worldwide campaigning movement that works to promote all the human
rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international standards.

1998-1999 Officers

In particular,

■eeafna-

Amnesty International campaigns to free all prisoners of conscience; ensure fair and
prompt trials for political prisoners; abolish the death penalty, torture and other cruel treatment
of prisoners; end political killings and "disappearances"; and oppose human rights abuses by
opposition groups. Composed of more than 25 members, Amnesty International meets every
Monday and participates in letter writing campaigns to express their insistence of the upholding of
human rights standards throughout the world.
The group also organizes lectures about human
rights, plans rallies and protests against human
rights abuses, and pro¬

President:

Shirley Rivadeneira

Vice-President:

Emily Parker

Secretary: Sarah Yerkes
Treasurer: Camillia Lui

Publicity: Kara Johnston & Cristina
Alonso

motes awareness on

campus

through peti¬

tion drives
a

concerning

wide variety of topics

and situations

occur¬

ring around the world.

Best Buddies:
Best Buddies is an international

Bridging the Gap

organization founded by Anthony Shriver at Georgetown University.

ficers

It has

10

friendships by matching college students up with mentally impaired persons. Emory University's

ress

chapter of Best Buddies often works closely with the Emory Autism Research Center. By providing

ela Cogas the
itson
ca

Clairmon:

Michael

chapters at various high schools and universities around the nation. Their mission is to form

groundwork for the creation of strong and lasting relationships, Best Buddies achieves its

organizational goal of enhancing the lives of people with mental retardation by providing them with
opportunities for so¬
cialization and

em¬

ployment. They host
an

1998-1999 Officers
Co-Directors:

Mercy Gonzalez & Jessi Evert
Activites Coordinators:
Ben Sorensen &

Maryann Rose

Treasurer: Theresa Niu

Membership Coordinator: Archana
Chander

annual Halloween

and Christmas Party,

along with sponsoring

a

Spring Field Day

on

McDonough. With approximately 30 members, Best Buddies has been

incredibly successful in promoting integration between Emory students
and those individuals within the

Emory and Atlanta community that

are

mentally handicapped.
Organizations
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Color Guard: A New Start
A new organization to the

Emory community, Color Guard formed in 1998. The organization hopes
1998-1999 Officers

to endorse school

spirit on campus by performing at athletic functions, encouraging campus-wide

President: Allison

Goldberg

Secretary: Jeannelle Bryan

participation, and creating an outlet for regular school activities. Through an integration of dance,
drill

work, and friendships, the Emory Color Guard hopes to provide the foundation for strongly

unified campus. Despite its

10

Treasurer: Gabrielle Pollack

short existence on the University campus, the Color Guard already has

members, and is actively looking to recruit more students.

Circle K
Circle K is part

of an International K Family that starts at the Middle School level with the Builder's
1998-1999 Officers

Club, and ends with the Kiwanis Club after graduation from college. Their motto, "We Build," is
carried out in their activities, all of which are geared towards a common goal of providing volunteer
services for the

community, and both a leadership and enjoyable overall experience for their

members. Emory University's
in

a

wide variety of events

division of Circle K has approximately 24 members, who participate

each year. In particular, they host a kids carnival at Emory's basketball

raise money and awareness of IDD, volunteer at the local temporary housing shelter, the

games,

Nicholas House,

package meals for AIDS patients at Open Chance, make meals at the Ronald

McDonald House, work with the patients ofWesley Woods, as well as work with the March of Dimes,
the Atlanta Food bank,

and

many other service pro j ects.

Circle K meetings are every

Thursdayat7:00PMinDUC 3
220.

cf 90
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President:

Audrey Katz

Vice-President: Christen Pullen
Treasurer: Sara

Bridgeman

Secretary: Amy Truong
IDD

Fundraising: Chris Long

Historian: Linh

Nguyen

ECO-SEAC
ECO-SEAC is Emory's Chapter of the Student Environmental Action Coalition. SEAC- pronounced "seek", as in

led national network of progressive organizations

"seeking"-- is a student run and student

and individuals whose aim is to uproot environmental injustices through action and education. By

challenging the power structure which threatens these environmental conditions, SEAC works to create progressive social change on both the local
and

global levels.

SEAC's

history began in the spring of 1988, when students from the University of North Carolina placed a notice in Greenpeace Magazine asking to

hear from student environmentalists interested
in

forming

a

network.

Since then, through

campaigns, conferences and a lot of hard work,
SEAC has grown to over

1,500 high school and

college groups in all fifty states.
This year

the organization has focused

on

several major projects in Atlanta and the Emory

Community. These include: chemical and bio¬

logical monitoring of Peavine Creek, initiating a
movement to

persuade Emory to

use

recycled

paper exclusively, and educating the community

about the environmental

dangers associated with a proposed road through Lullwater Park. An important tradition of the club is the annual Earth Day

celebration.
The clubs officers include: President Kiera Goodman, Vice President Ivy Chuang, Secretary Heather Zimbler.
3rs

The Faculty Advisor is Dr. John Wegner

of the Environmental Studies Department.

Disability Students Group
Disability Services and Compliance (DSC) helps Emory students with various accommodations in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act of

1990, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

and other pertinent federal, state, and local antidiscrimination laws. DSC student group

hopes to provide students who use these services with a forum to discuss ideas and concerns regarding disability services with a forum to discuss
ideas and concerns regarding disability services at Emory, as well as to provide support and knowledge to its members.

to raise

DSC student group also hopes

public awareness regarding various medical, physical and learning disabilities.

Organizations
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Emory READ
Emory READ is a part of President Clinton's initiative to make every eight-year old literate by the year
2000. Hands On Atlanta, Atlanta's
largest volunteer clearinghouse, installed AmeriCorps volunteers
into local elementary schools as
part of the President's program. Emory READ has provided literacy
coaches at four of those elementary schools. Transportation is
provided by way of carpool, and
drivers are reimbursed for mileage. Since October
1,1997, Emory READ coaches have tutored
twice a week, one-on-one with a child who has been evaluated below a
given reading level. Reading
coaches make a semester-long commitment to their student.
Numbering at 170 members, Emory
READ coaches commit two hours, two
days a week to give a child the gift of literacy. The Emory
student travels to one of four Atlanta elementary schools that the program is affiliated with, and gives
his/her student much needed attention, while helping the child learn to read. Before beginning the
Emory READ program, reading coaches must
attend a Training Session where tips and tech¬
niques are shared by AmeriCorps members in
the schools, and other Emory students who have
in the program in past semesters. At the end of
the school year, a banquet is held for all Emory
READ participants to show how much their
many hours and hard work were appreciated.
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lasofn
Facilitator:

Nancy Hogan

Treasurer: Anand Shah

are sol

thing Fu

AmeriCorps Liaison: Kady Wilkes
Historian: Sova Mazumdar
Social Chairmen:
& Lorraine

Kendra Robbins

Chaudry

Training Chairma: Fatima Kassam,
Marni Nathan, &

mn

Douglas
feaiecoi

Rosenbloom

Recruiting Chairmen: Rachel
Berger & Jon Kloster
PR Chairman:

Eric DeSobe

irocess is yea

'MooiDCf

Founding Advisor: Nir Eya

Emory Students for a Free Tibet
Students for a Free Tibet fundamentally aims to promote awareness concerning political and human

rights issues in Tibet. In addition, the group educates members of the Emory community about the
Tibetan culture. By encouraging members of the community to become involved in Tibetan issues,
the

organization hopes to share ideas between the ancient culture of Tibet, and the contemporary

world.
a

Through lectures, speakers, films, videos, demonstrations, and activist work, Students for

Free Tibet

cultural and

involve the Emory community in

Tibetan

concerns on a

political level. In the past, the 80 members have led letter

writing campaigns and vigils for the Panchan Lama, the youngest political

prisoner.

Additionally, the group helped organize the visit of the Dalai

Lama, and volunteered assistance for the Tibetan art exhibit at the Michael
C. Carlos Museum. Most recently,

the organization hosted a lecture by the

Venerable Palden Gyatso, a Tibetan
33 years.

LSlS
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monk imprisoned by the Chinese for
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President: Matthew Cohen
Treasurer: Nishant Shah
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Emory's Habitat for Humanity
Habitat invites people from all walks of life to work together in partnership to help build houses with families in need.
^rs

55,000 houses around the world, providing over 250,000 people with safe, decent, affordable shelter. Through volunteer labor and tax-deductible
donations of money and materials,
houses

dy Wilkes
Jar
'a

Habitat has built approximately

a

are

sold to partner

Habitat builds and rehabilitates simple, decent houses with the help of the homeowner (partner) families. Habitat

families at no profit, financed with affordable, no-interest loans. The homeowner's monthly mortgage payments go into

revolving Fund for Humanity that is used to

build

houses. The student-run campus

more

Robbins chapter of Habitat for Humanity has sponsored
and

helped build three homes in the last three
striving to eliminate poverty housing and

na Kassam

years,

is

homelessness in the Atlanta
efforts

are

area.

Fundraising

concentrated in the Fall semesters

and building begins and ends in the Spring.
process

The

is yearlong and relies on student par¬

ticipation in coordinating, fundraising, educat¬
E,3

ing, and building.

Empty the Shelters
Empty the Shelters and Fill the Homes! That is the motto that Emory's own ETS organization cites
1998-1999 Officers

jfficers
as

its' function and

goal. ETS is an antipoverty student group working for economic and social
President: Helen

justice. Consisting of 15 members,

the group works to support organizations dedicated to the

Treasurer:

Neeley

Nilesh Patel

promotion of less fortunate individuals within the Atlanta community, as well as the national arena.

Empty the Shelters is also committed to fighting sexism, racism, classism, and homophobia as part of their ultimate objective ofcomplete social justice.

| The organization sponsors several activities throughout the academic year, including the
[education workshops and caucuses, as well as numerous

land Atlanta.
each year

jean drive for the Atlanta Labor Pool Workers Union, popular

on-going art projects. ETS is not exclusive to Emory. There are also sites in Philadelphia

Many Emory ETS members are additionally involved in

the Atlanta-wide body. The group hosts an alternative spring break program

with students from Duke University, as well as an eight-week program each summer.
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OEO: More than Just the Great (
Outdoors
Outdoor

Emory Organization (OEO)

sponsors an

atmosphere in which its participants

can

take
1998-1999 Officers

advantage of outdoor experiences. Throughout the year the organization has many different trips
and activities that allow members

to

build and foster relationships with

others and experience new

surroundings while building a heightened relationship with nature. Extended and day trips include

backpacking, day hikes, caving, rafting, water-skiing, kayaking, SCUBA diving,
horseback

snow

skiing,

riding, skydiving, hang gliding, community service, mountain biking, archery, tree

President: Peter Schmidt

Vice-President: Steven Becknell

Secretary: Jordan Virball
Treasurer:

Kourtney Kuss

Leadership School: Lee Coker

Lead-A-Meeting Program (LAMP)

climbing, camping, and others. All trips are either free or greatly subsidized by the club. Outdoor

Head: Wil

Emory's highlights include the Leadership School program, the Adventure Orientation Program,

Intramural Chair:

Shepler
Robert Rutland-

Brown

and strong participation in

Intramural sports. OEO also offers a great number of opportunities for

Equipment Manager: Sutton Bacon

the development of leadership, communication,
and management skills that are useful in college
and

beyond.

AT YOUR OWN

Entirely student-run, Outdoor

Emory has over 400 members and meets every

NOTRESPASSfNG
K*

Wednesday night in Harland Cinema.

Mm
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CPR @ EmoryCPR at

Emory is a student run organization

on

Saving Lives

Emory's campus devoted to educating individuals

about cardiovascular disease and making Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, or CPR, inexpensive for
•esh their skills. The organization was

Founder: Michael Ward

founded by

lents in the fall semester of 1996. Since its creation,

sponsible for teaching 532 CPR thus far, and plans
98 the group won
m

held in

year to

1998-1999 Officers

the College Council Outstanding

February. The current 25 members hold
train additional individuals proper CPR

President:

Ashley Croft

Co-Vice-Presidents: Michael
Widerhold &
Treasurer:

Nancy Coleman

Rob Baron

Secretary: Jessica Katz
Interactive Media

Design

Coordinator: Ross

Goldberg

GLOBAL
tmory GLOBAL

(Gay, Lesbian or Bisexual and Allies

League),

is a community organization for gay,
1998-1999 Officers

?sbian, bisexual, transgender, and supportive allies in the Emory community. The group includes

Co-Presidents: Nathan White &
Ellen Maddock

kth undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and staff. GLOBAL sponsors community and

Treasurer:

Kimberly West

locial events, such as the festivities for National Coming Out Week, as well as educational workshops
nd guest

speakers. GLOBAL also serves as a vital support network for LGBT, and questioning members of the Emory community. GLOBAL meets

[very Tuesday and currently has approximately 40 members.
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Emory First Responder
Jfi

Emory First Responder Unit EMS serves as a quick response emergency medical service for Emory's
1998-1999 Officers

students, faculty, staff, and surrounding community. By maintaining strong relationships with the

Director: Errol Bush

Chief of

Operations: David

Denmark

Emory Police Department and Dekalb County EMS, the Emory First Responder Unit EMS provides

-rires-andh

Chris Bly
Chief of Operations: Kara

Chief of Training:
Asst.

Iskyan

top-notch medical

care

while working in

a team

environment. As the 911 EMS provider for the

Asst. Chief of

Training: Emily

Krauss
Asst. Chief of

Emory community,

we are

in service 24 hours

a

day, 7 days a week during each semester when

school is in session. We have 56+ certified volunteers. Emory

classes for EMT and Recertification

Lsu

Organizations

First Responder EMS also holds

Resources:

Community

Viranga Pathiraja

The Umbrella
The Umbrella

%en
-iVd

Group

Group strives to support the emotional and personal health and well-being of the
1998-1999 Officers

Emory Community. Its members provide education, prevention, advocacy, peer counseling, and
crisis intervention. The Umbrella Group

is comprised of ADEC, SHAPE, SEED, CARE, the Helpline,

Co-Presidents: Katherine Moore &

Audrey Katz

Counselors, and RACES. These participant groups speak to freshman seminars about their

Peer

services, and hold

an

annual

awareness

Treasurer: Tina Parcel

reception.

SHAPE

3athiraja

Student Health Alliance of Peer Educators (SHAPE) is a part

Umbrella Group.

of the

The mission of SHAPE is to challenge Emory students to

understand the importance

of their life-style choices, and related health

effects. The group assists Emory

students in self-identification of risky
1998-1999 Officers

behaviors, and helps students make positive life-style changes by provid¬

Advisor: Tara Schuster

ing assistance and support. SHAPE members provide health education

President:

programs to

students in the residence halls,

student organizations,
sponsors

as

well as directly to other

athletic teams, and classes. The

group

VP:

Secretary: Natalie Carpenter

Fara Gold

Treasurer:

Mike Kozlowski

Nilu Patel

also

campus-wide health awareness events, such as Safer Sex Week,

ADEC

the Great American Smokeout, Breast Cancer Awareness, and World AIDS

Day.

TheAlcoholandDrugEducationCommitteeofEmoryUniversity(A.D.E.C)
is

a

group

of involved students and staff members interested in educating

the University
awareness,

divides its
Student Health Educators
peer

education

group

SEED is dedicated to

are

Eating Disorders (SEED), is a student-run

which deals with the topics of eating disorders.

increasing awareness of eating disorders, providing

sex

under the influence of alcohol and drugs. A.D.E.C.

organizational mission in to six goals: If an individual chooses

drink, they should do

moderation; there

are

so

responsibly; drinking should be enjoyed in

alternatives to drinking and drugs; accurate

alcohol and drug information is essential;

each individual needs to make

personal informed decisions regarding their choice to drink and how

available to them. SEED members are trained to do outreach

much; and sex should only involve positive feelings, i.e. it should be free

programming on campus by request. Dr. Cynthia Whitehead-Laboo from
the

to

and

programming, and informing students about the resources

educational
that

on

about responsible drinking, alternatives to drinking, drug

Counseling Center heads up the organization.

of

doubt, regret, and physical

A.D.E.C. group

or

emotional damage. The 1998-1999

is led by Yu-Kai Lin.

„
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Volunteer
Volunteer Emory is a
members works

to

Emory

student run organization that is committed to the spirit of volunteerism throughout the Emory community. It staff of sixteen

provide service opportunities such as one day events, alternative weekends, weekly service trips, Awareness Weeks, and Group

Projects for anyone interested

.

Examples of these events include the AIDS Walk, Hands

Homelessness Week, and National Volunteer Week. Volunteer Emory works

on

Atlanta Day, Alternative Spring Break, Hunger and

with 200 local agencies and organizations pertaining to the following

community issues: AIDS/HIV, Animals, Counseling, Cultural, Education and Literacy, Elderly
1998-1999 Officers

Environment, Healthcare, Homelessness, Hunger, International Law/Criminal Justice, Physically/

Mentally Challenged, Women's Issues, and Youth.

Director:

Lisa

Simpson

Co-Directors: Steffanie Edwards &
Rebecca Makar

Program Coordinators: Kumasi
Adoma, Anna Chien, Jennifer Ford,
Sharad Garbharran,

Kelly Horvath,

Alison McDonald, Lenora Patterson,
Kim Pham, Mona Shah, Daniel Taub,

Christy Tobler, Jennifer Walker,
Elizabeth Winkler, Brooke

Zegler

Yearbook
After

a

six-year reprieve, the Emory yearbook has returned to campus! Starting as a planning
1998-1999 Officers

committee under the

leadership of Stephanie Denton, and the College Council Student Concerns

Committee, the Yearbook has become an entity of its own. With over 100 staff members,

including

both undergraduate and graduate students, the Yearbook is a prime example ofwhat can come from

Executive Director:

Stephanie

Denton

Editor-in-Chief: Edward

Chang

Managing Editor: Lee Reeves

Fundraising & Accounting Execu¬
a

concerted student effort. With sales

numbering in to the hundreds, Editor-in-Chief, Edward

tive:

Kimmy Pham

Student Life Editor:

Chang,

a

freshman to Emory's

Russell Breur

Academics Editor: Adam

Dailey

Student Life Assistant Editor:

campus, has been quoted as stat¬

Sandra Deniz
Director of

ing that "Dooley's Diary is back,

Photography: Jonathan

Friedlander

Organization Editor: Chrissy
and it's here to

stay!"

Haddad
Business Editor:

Gary Maple

Sports Co-Editors: Kendra Robins
& Karen Strait

cT 98
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Greek Life Editor: Jade C. Rutland
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Young Democrats
The Young

Democrats

are

the only Democratic political organization

on

Emory's

campus.

The
1998-1999 Officers

group fosters discussion and activism about politics in genera, while also attempting to promote the
1

Rcers

President:
VP:

agenda of the Democratic party. Led by President David Ackerman, the organization volunteers with

David Ackerman

Jeremy Hendon

Secretary: Bryan Richardson
Treasurer: Amanda Glover

statewide and

congressional campaigns. The Young Democrats also have sponsored several

political speakers, hosted discussion dealing with current topics, such as the Starr Report, and have
participated in a convention in Athens. With 30 active members, the Young Democrats are an active
political outlet for the Emory student body, and look forward to future political events, and the
approaching presidential election in 2000.

College Republicans
One of the

major political groups on Emory's campus, College Republicans (CR) has approximately 120 members. The organizational mission is to

inform the

College Republicans, and other students, faculty, and staff of Emory of current Republican events on the local, state, national levels, and
with the opportunity for involvement within these activities. The CRs also encourage the electing of Republican officials
through the promotion of the Emory community's awareness of political events, and representation
of the conservative viewpoint on the campus. The College Republicans hold weekly meetings to
1998-1999 Officers
discuss current political issues within the Emory Community, and those across the nation. Members
have participated in CNN's Talkback Live, and campaigned with numerous local, state, and nationaljeves
Chairman: Jon R. Wolfe
level
republican
candidates,
especially
1965
Emory
graduate,
Newt
Gingrich.
The
organization
is
Exec. Driector: Toni Ross
i Execuinvolved in several community outreach programs, hosts numerous social events, and, serve as the
Vice-Chairman of Membership: Ann
key sponsor of conservative speakers on campus. The group provides its members with a forum
Mulligan
to debate political issues, further their knowledge of the Republican party, and establish invaluable
Vice-Chairman of Communications:
Pam Drew
connections within various sectors of the Republican party.
cers

to provide the Emory community

Vice-Chairman of

Campiagns: Dan

Gorda

Secretary: Susan Leibowitz
Treasurer: Michael

Keegan

Asst. Treasurer: John Warrne

Special Projects/Event Coordina¬
tors:

Brett Jenner & Rhett Peaden

Programming Asst.: Caroline Hoit

Organizations
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They were down 4 to 2 vs.
boro

Greens¬

Warsavski, is "a real player's

College with only 24 minutes

coach." The

remaining until the end of the game
October 13.

on

Previous

spawned from a collective team ef¬

Emory

fort and

Varsity Men's Soccer teams would
have

accepted

a

defeat by tough

oppositions, but not this year! With
sheer determination and effort

ex¬

pended by the entire squad, and led

by

senior

forward

Mohyeldin, the Eagles stormed back
to win

5-4.

Co-captain David

a

focus

the

on

goal of

winning. "We all come from differ¬

Warsavskysaid, "That
how much heart this
This one game

game shows

team

has."

encapsulated the

spirit of this year's men's

soccer

ent

parts of the country, but our

efforts are united," Mohyeldin said.
The focus and

program.

Much of their cohesive-

ness steam

Mike

from their head coach,

Rubesch, who according to

strength of the 1998

Emory Men's Soccer Team is
...

Ahmed

of this team

success

,.

.

.

un-

„

paralleled because of its willingness

fort

to

put forth the necessary ef-

to win.

Co-Captain David Warsavksy
breaks down the fie|d

Photo bY Kay Hinton-

vmtijfc

By Danielle Elias.

Front Row (L to R): Mike Cagle, Jason Laury, Jeremy Wodakow, Robert Ross, John
Symbas, Noah Shitama. Second Row: Ricardo Perdomo, Warren Davidoff, Dave
Loss, Drew Belloso, Tyler Foster, Mark Cooke, Robert Karvelsson. Third Row:
David Warsavsky, Jeremy Joseph, Shaun MacGillivrey, Matt Aldag, Ahmed
Mohyeldin, Cooper Camak, Matt Schnabel, Brandon Patton. Back Row: Graduate
Assistant Italo Zanzi, Asst. Coach Dan Bernstein, Nate Lawton, Sturla Stefansson,
Derek Marinatos, Ramon de Groot, Andrew Butler, Head Coach Mike Rubesch.
Photo

by Kay Hinton.

This team works harder than any
other team I've been
is

on.

Everyone

willing to put in the extra effort
-Derek Marinatos

cfl02
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Senior Ahmed Mohyeldin
Photo by Kay Hinton.

breaks away from the defense.

N
?%
)■'

This

was

the most

I've

ever

played with. Our team

spirited group

definately played with heart
-Amy Perhach
Front Row

(L to R): Beth Lewis, Jill Warm, Lisa Regenbogen,
Mayros, Emily Somers. Middle Row:Laura Kennedy, Silke
Cousin, Jill McJunkin, Andrea Pawliczek, Shelby Stanger, Molly
Cutler, Amy Henriott, Erika Sorgatz. Back Row: Asst. Coach
Michelle Ying, Zenobia Wadia, Amber Poe, Amy Perhach, Courtney
Garmon, Caroline Hoit, Whitney West, Katie Coburn, Megan Connoly,
Head Coach Michael Sabatelle Photo by Kay Hinton.
Lauren

Sophomore Caroline Hoit
ball.
Photo

soars

above her opponent to head the

by Kay Hinton.

definately became

"Personally, my goal was to win
UAA's this season,"

The season highlight was Emory's
1-0

goal realized, the Emory

u0.

past the opposition.
Photo

by Kay Hinton.

victory over Washington Uni¬

versity, ranked first in the nation.

Women's Soccer Team had a

Co-Captain Amy Perhach sprints

The team went

to beat

record-breaking season, recording

Perhach and

most shut-out victories in team his¬

Although lacking collegiate experi¬

their first NCAA win.

the group brought a renewed

heartbreaking loss to

Whitney Westland.

tory

(15), and winning their first

ence,

ever

NCAA game.

enthuisiam to the

The team,
two

comprised of twenty-

players, including twelve fresh¬

man, was

led by senior co-captains

in every

respect," said Perhach.

said senior co-

captain Amy Perhach. Not only was
this

a team

many new

players, I wasn't

how how well we'd

the

game."With

course

so

sure

click, but over

of the season, we

on

Trinity in

Although

a

Mary-Wash¬

ington ended Emory's season the
next

the

day, the

women

strength of their

had fun

had proved

program

and

doing it. By Karen Strait.
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Once

a

the quietude of an

Adam

Emory afternoon is inter¬

average

rupted

year,

as

Carlson, the men's team

mained among

unidentified yelps echo

grams in

the top Dili

the country. The

re¬

pro¬

season

throughout the Woodpec and sur¬

culminated with the UAA

rounding campus. Heads turn and

onships in Naperville, IL, in which

widen

fifteen

Champi¬

or so men,

tion of the Emory Men's Cross-Coun-

the Eagles recorded a strong fourth

wearing nothing but Speedos, crazy

try team, described by senior Jon

place finish. Calabrese and Carlson

hats, and the occasional wig, make

Myers as "one of the funniest, most

each

cohesive athletic

Emory."

earning All-Conference honors. In

Highlands. Is this a Halloween party

Led by seniors John Myers, Ross

'99, with many returning runners,

of control? No, just the

Gandy, and Jeff Grinberg, junior

the

Speedo Run, a major tradi¬

Jeff Calabrese, and sophomore

ning tradition.

eyes

a

as

mad dash for Little Five and the

gone out

annual

teams at

ran

men

T

impressive races, both

look

to continue

the win¬

Senior Jon Myers looks eager to
finish his grueling race.
Photo by Kay Hiinton.

By Karen Strait.

Front Row

(L to R): Assistant Coach Chris Smith, Justin Watts, Adam Carlson,
Simpson, Brandon Norsted, Gus Davis, Destin Cook. Back Row: Scott
Cantor, Jon Myers, Ross Gandy, Justin Beckham, Thomas Lombardi, Jeff Calabrese,
Jeff Grinberg, Matt de la Houssaye. Photo by Anne Borden.
Charles

I wouldn't trade this

experience

for anything in the world. I
consider

running for Emory

privelege and

cfl04 P
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a

honor.
-John Myers

an

All-Conference runner, Jeff Calabrese,

victory.
Photo by Kay Hinton.

effortlessly strides his way to

Seniors Jamie

Janes, psyche

We

were

the

epitome

of the word team.
-

Jamie

Hagerbaumer

Front Row

(L to R): Brooke Szody, Kari-Anne Wing, Angie Ahlquist, Melissa Filut,
Kerry Miller, Michelle Carbone, Tasha Stryker, Melanie Watkins. Back Row: Head
Coach John Curtin, Eissa Shively, Tish Ganier, Barbara Llanes, Julia Lindgren,
Jamie Hagerbaumer, Sarah Byrd, Melissa Sadowski, Allison Barber, Lauren St.
Pierre. Photo by Anne Borden.

P: Seniors Jamie
■'"

Hagerbaumer and Allison Barber, and junior Barbie
Llanes, psyche each other up before their big meet.
Photo courtesy of University Photography.

'S CROSS

With three of the top runners

Cross-Country team had an impres¬

graduating the previous spring, the
Women's

Cross-Country team had

big shoes to fill. They proved
than up to

25 teams

the task, however, field¬

est teams in recent

history.

With senior co-captains Jamie

ranking among the top

nationally. At the UAA

Championships, the Eagles placed

more

ing one of the strongest and deep¬

Co-Captain Jamie Hagerbaumer
##" runs to the finish with no chal¬
lengers in sight.
Photo by Kay Hinton.

sive season,

third, missing second by only

one

only starts, but

point in possibly the strongest Dili

depth. According to head coach

conference in the nation. With only

could boost not

John Curtin, depth

was

the key to

two

of the top ten runners

graduat¬

Hagerbaumer and Allison Barber,

the team's success. "We had a lot of

ing this spring and

and junior

freshmen

of freshmen, Coach Curtin looks to

Barbie Llanes leading

the way, a large
man

and talented fresh¬

class rounded out

a

team

that

really step up for us this

year," he said.
Despite the odds, the Women's

continue the

a

talented

core

long-standing tradi¬

tion of excellence.

By Karen Strait.
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Head Coach Jenny McDowell was

helpful

extremely impressed with the dedi¬
season.

"I

am

very

A

excited

can

play a high level of volleyball,"

Coach McDowell said.

The
can

success

be attributed to the atmosphere

that surrounded the

squad. De¬

spite having five freshmen

to
roster and only one senior,

became

a

the team

close-knit group.

Co-

Captain Audreyjones described the

of this year's team

on

the

we

strong second place finish at

the UAA tournament helped the team

about the caliber of volleyball being

played here; everyone on this team

and off the court;

have very caring team."

cation and performance of the team

this

on

qualify for the NCAA tournament.

Co-Captains Jen Naeger and Amy

Shapiro
first

were

team

named to the UAA

while

Audrey Jones,

"afun, family atmosphere."

Megan Williams, and Natalie

Freshman Amanda Baumann

Towcimak made the second team.

added, "College volleyball is

By Vickie Mehta and David Kart

team as

a

big

adjustment. My teammates are very

Amy Shapiro makes

a

perfect

set for another teammate to spike
over

the net. Photo

courtesy of

University Photography.

Front Row

(L to R): Becky Bankoff, Ashley Durbin, Alena Kuprevich, Amanda
Baumann, Amy Shapiro, Candace Hogue. Middle Row: Asst. Coach Liana Roman,
Lauren Gordon, Nandi Dill, Megan Williams, Audrey Jones, Head Coach Jennifer
McDowell. Back Row:
Ruth Donahoo,

Carolyn Miller, Jennifer Naeger, Natalie Towcimak. Asst. Coach
Ashley Puleo, Laura Freeman, Amy Zidar. Photo by Kay Hinton.

Volleyball has required hard work
and

discipline, but in return, I've

made

a

great group of friends.
-Jen

eio6 p
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Naeger

Co-Captain Jen Naeger spikes the ball
Photo by Kay Hinton.

over a double block for a I

Golf has given
travel meet
its

us

some

the opportunity to
great people, and

absolutely the only

way to

get

through college.
-Mike DiLonardo
Emory's 1998 National Team. (L to R): Coach Mike Phillips, Jason
Steinberg, Matt Browning, Mike DiLonardo, Charles Frost, Allan
Phillips.

Charles Frost sets up

his shot. Photo by Kay Hinton.

k'-

HP? >-L

Emory has consistently had one
of the best

golf

programs

■

&

in the

nation over the past few years.
season,

WSBSl\

<

w'i' ' '
sophomore Matt Browning, last

B4*r

year's UAA individual title holder.

'

This

Charlie Frost is the team's lone

they return all five golfers

nior providing

from last year's UAA championship
team.

The

conference

Mike DiLonardo

perfects his

game with a great follow-through
on his swing.
Photo by Ann
Borden.

Eagles have dominated

play

over

the past de¬

rience and

be

one

of the top

of Dili schools

son

place team goals second only to

five.

cade, finishing no lower than sec¬

to

ond in any year and winning the last

academics.

four titles. The team is coached by

working

four-time conference coach of the

watching videotape," he said.

year Mike Phillips, whose goal

is to

fundamentalsand

Leading the team this

season

is

golf wisdom.

Mike

Steinberg round out the top

With experience

Players practice daily

on

the team with expe¬

DiLonardo, Allan Phillips, and Ja¬

"We expect our players

every year.

se¬

and tradition

on

their side, the golf team expects

no

less than another UAA title.

By

David Kart.
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The tone for this season's Men's

Aaraon

Hendricson, and Adam Van

Swimming and Diving Team was set

Arsdale, Emory's tremedous depth

in

has contributed to

an

early tri-meet back in mid-

November. A strong

performance

in the second half of the meet, as

well

as

victories in the 400

medley

a

nearly perfect

Division III record.

This year's

hard work has paid off for the swim
Steve

Rettinger,

and

Greg

team in

the form of

a

6-1 record

and 800 free relay propelled Emory

Schwendinger, who

to an enormous

swimming career leaving the legacy

swimmers

of

records, and of course, the victory

victory

ference rivals Johns

Carnegie Mellon.

over con¬

Hopkins and
This win

was

end their

finally having beaten perennial

rival Johns Hopkins. In

particularly tremendous for seniors

the

Andrew

and

Dober, Jason Edgecombe,

can

addition to

strength of these four seniors,
high

scorers

against Division III schools,

over

acheiving personal

Johns Hopkins.

Taub.

many

By Dan

Chris Redall

(left) and Sebastian
Popa pose forthe camera before
a pre-UAA practice. Photo
by

iz

Beeler pe

Karen Strait.

Adam Teufel,

*-

w

David

Stegman swims to victory in the butterfly. Photo by Annemarie

Poyo.

The

challenges

opportunities

are

are

being met and

being realized.
-Andrew Dober

c?108
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to

Junior James Voelker prepares to take his mark in the 100
stroke. Photo by University Photography.

back¬

Being

member of the swim team

a

has been the most positive

and

re¬

warding experience that I will take
from

my four years at

Emory.

-Erica

Tseng

J

Allyson Conroy dives off the block at the start of the race. Photo by
Annemarie Poyo.

Liz Beeler

perfects her stroke before UAA's. Photo by Edward

Chang.

'SSWIM
DIVING

The EmoryWomen's Swim Team

and Gretchen Ford are all potential

has dominated Division III swim¬

national

ming in past seasons. The 1998-99

this year's season

qualifiers. The results of
have definately

season

continued to follow this pat¬

illustrated how the strong

tern as

the Eagles only continued to

tion of returners and the

founda¬

neww

ad¬

improve with the addition of many

sophomores Liz Brazier, Maggie

dition of the freshmen have

talented freshmen to a strong group

Wolfert, and Jessica Daniels

abled the

ofupperclassmen. Senior co-cap¬

top returners for the Eagles. The

opponent they swam against this

freshmen class may have

year.

tain

Rosemary deShazo provided a

Melissa Rutberg practices the
backstroke. Photo by Edward

great deal ofleadership and expen-

Chang.

ence

t0 me team as

^

semor co_

captain Erica Tseng. Additionally,

been one

team to

beat every Dili

The conference meet, which

Fresh¬

Emory hosted this year, provided

Megan Mescher, Liz Beeler,

another opportunity to make swim¬

of the best in school history.
men

were

en¬

Meredith Brown,

Kendall Kotiza,

ming history. By Kendra Robins.
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Under the supervision of new

year's team

were

due in part to

head coach Brett Zuver, the Emory

closeness between the players.

Men's Basketball Program has pros¬

Daron Hines,

pered. With eight lettermen return¬

consuming, but the guys

ing from last season's team, the
more

rienced veterans. With this experi¬

and therefore it is essential that one

ence, Zuver and the team once again

comes

made it to the NCAA Division III.

The mental aspect

prepares

Bhutta

for

a game,

senior Neil

replied, "the game is much

Said

"Basketball is time
on

the

squad make it fun." Junior Rashad

basketball team had a core of expe¬

When asked how the team mentally

a

mental than

focused to

people realize,

play every night.
of the

game

is

Portor added, "It is a major college

learning experience being
both perspectives. It
,

.

and negatives,

players and great ones."

structure to a busy

accomplishments of this

Karega Bennett (right) tries to move past Peter Holmes and take
during practice. Photo by Edward Chang.

has positives

,,,,„,,

usually the difference between good
The

a stu¬

dent athlete. It has forced me to see

but basketball adds

college life." By

Lewis Satterwhite shoots over
an opposing player.

the head of

Photo ^ KaV Hinton-

Vickie Mehta and David Kart.

a

shot

The
on

challenges and rewards of being
this team have made my

time at

Emory richer than I could have ever

imagined.
^Neil Bhutta

LJlS
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Daniel Batchelor fends of
Photo by Ann Borden.

an

opponent from New York University, a*

Sef

We

really

Some

came

together

as a team.

of our best friends have been

made

through basketball.
-Christie Howard
and

Amy Schell

Team members have fun off the court

as well. (L to R): Jennifer
Naeger, Andrea Pawliczek, Amy Schell, Megan Turk, Mykesha

Parks, Kendra Robins.

Bea Arendt fights off an

opposing NYU player. Photo by Ann Borden.

N'S BAS

At the

beginning of the 1998-99

for the Emory Women's

season

Unfortu¬

nately, the team failed to capitalize
on

seemed promising. Returning

top ten teams, New York University

one

for this

all

player from the previous

season, everyone

had high hopes

year's team. Although they

played the first six

games

the inside presence

Annemarie Poyo.

season.

Basketball Team, the outlook

but

Sally Goldberg gets in a shot
$0 during a game against the Universify of Chicago. Photo by

highlight of the

without

of senior Bea

their other two chances to defeat

and
tive

on

Washington University. Over¬

the inside. On the perim¬

all, despite frustrating losses, the

co-captains Sally

Women's Basketball Team's future

eter, junior

Goldberg and Christie Howard

continues to look

dominated.

Eagles graduate only

Arendt, who spent the fall semester

The Eagles' overtime win against

abroad, juniorsjennifer Naeger and

Johns Hopkins, ranked in the top

AlexGilles, proved extremely effec-

ten in

the nation, was a

definate

and will

bright since the

return an

one senior

experienced

lineup next year. By Kendra Rob¬
ins.
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The 1999

season

for the Emory

Men's Track and Field Team

of

one

but the athletes

began the

with

entirely
men

reasons as to

change. Not only was the

team very young,

over

The team members gave

was

the

season

new

an

still fielded

a

taught me how not to be timid, but
long as 16 hours round trip. Fresh¬
man

strong team, ex¬

ever,

celling in events from distance,

to

throws, to the hurdles.

travelling to places

as

distant

Illinois, sometimes by bus for

as

as

pole vaulter Alan Chang, how¬

enjoyed leaving

campus

for

awhile, stating, "Movies, tons of pizza
-

The weekend meets often meant

Charles

Simpson explained, "Track has

However, the

summer.

why they viewed track

the ultimate sport.

as

almost

coaching staff hired

other

they treat us well." Joked thrower

Eric

Wilson, "I do track because I

like to get home at 5am on Sunday's.

Weekends

are

to

be solid." Adam Carlson gave his

reason

"I

for joining

just

track as simply,

like to

run."

But

perhapsfreshmanRobKirschenmay;
1

r

have
two

managed to put it best in only

0

.

r.

.,,,

Sophomore Eric Wilson in th^merur

shot put. Photo by Karen StraP

words, stated simply, "Track

rocks!"

By Karen Strait.

for sissies."

Distance runners (from L to R) Gus Davis, Jeff Calabrese, and Adam
Carlson, lead the pack at the Southern Illinois University meet.
Photo

I

by Karen Strait.

enjoy track because it is

lenge. I can push

my

a

chal¬

body to the

ultimate limit
-Justin

LJU
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Manger

Sprinter Brian Armstrong runs a 60m acceleration
practice. Photo by Karen Strait.

at

an

aftemoo

The team

dynamic makes it all
worthwhile.
-Laura

Zenobia Wadia

Moyer

(No. 5) and Nikki Lee (No. 3) take the set position in
by Karen Strait.

the 55m dash. Photo

Eric Wilson Distance

Jamie Hagerbaumer (left) and Sarah Byrd cool
interval workout. Photo by Karen Strait.

runners

lofotyKwiidown after

an

'N'S T
FIELD
Emory track athletes competing

Q{]

at an ^weight. Photo

by Karen Strait.

Dili

school, the track team often

against Olympic Medalists? Well,

competes against big-name DI

almost.... This year

schools such

the Emory

as

UNC, UVA, Georgia

Women's Track and Field team com¬

Tech, and Clemson. According to

peted at the Icon Indoor Invita¬

head coach John Curtin, it is impor¬

tional in

Senior Helen Johnson in the 201b.

a

Johnson City, Tn,

a pre¬

event.

"I

was

so

excited about

tant to run

against top-level compe¬

mier meet in which some ofthe best

meeting my idol Julia Cuthbert, an

tition in

athletes in the US compete.

Olympic silver medalist in the 100

championships. The tougher the

though the Emory Women didn't

and 200 in '92, that I

competition during the season, the

exactly go head-to head against the

for her

autograph and all I could

easier it is to

Olympians, they expressed excite¬

say was

'nice race'!" said sprinter

pressure

ment over being part of such a huge

Kerry-Ann Kelly. Although Emory is

Al¬

forgot to ask

preparation for the UAA

run

under the

high-

conditions at champion¬

ships. By Karen Strait.
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As

one

of the school's most tal¬

ented teams,

has

a

talent," said sophomore Michael
Friedman.

Emory Men's Tennis

history of

success.

For the

Although this year's team was

past five years, the men have been a

young,

top-ranked Division III team and

possessed a confidence found usu¬

have placed in the top

eight nation¬

ally. This year, led by senior
tain Konor Civins and

cap¬

sophomore

Brett Kaplan, they remain one ofthe
most

competitive teams in the na¬

with eight new players, they

experienced
Emory lost, four sets to three, they teams, a result of having competed
emphasize the team's skill. Although

came

the

within two points

of beating

tough Division I school. "That

match

was

encouraging because

ally in much
at

the

more

highest Dili level.

Friedman," It's
with these guys

an

honor to play

and an honor to be

of the best tennis teams in

tion. An early season match against

they are such a good team. It was

on one

South Carolina State

really a good display of this team's

the country. " By Karen

only served to

Said
John Van Sickle jumps to make
the play. Photo by Edward

Chang.

Strait.

together at the beginning of practice. Warming
essential before playing a match. Photo by Edward Chang.

The team stretches

up was

Playing tennis at Emory has been
extremely rewarding and has pro¬
vided many great

memories.
Zach Axelrod reaches low to return the ball to his opponent.

-Brett

LJlS
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Kaplan

by Edward Chang.

Photo

Our

schedule, though challenging,

will prepare us to

achieve

our

goal

of winning the national championship-

,.

,

„

-Julie Sterner

Julie Sterner returns the ball to her opponent.
Photo by Karen Strait.

Junior Alexa
io

Wilensky calls her shot. Photo by Karen Strait.

by

EN'S
Going into the 1999 season, the

"Player to Watch" by the Intercolle¬

Women's Tennis Team expected yet

giate Tennis Association. The num¬

another successful record. Under

ber two spot

head coach

to junior Julie Sterner, an All-Ameri-

Cathy Benton, Emory's

Women's Tennis Team has reached

the

quarterfinals, advanced to the

^mi-fianls, and and
tional

ipo.fiflflt

Sfra/f.

the Na¬

Championship in the past

three years.
Junior Erin Terrell prepares to
return the serve. Photoby Karen

won

They have also won the

winner last

can

this

season

and there

freshman additions
The team
senior

was

to

are

five

new

the team.

led this year

captain Stefanie Leshaw.

season.

holds the record for the
ever

by

this season belonged

by

an

most wins

Emory player prior to

her junior season.
ers

Sterner

Other top play¬

include seniors Tracy

Shub,

Ste¬

UAA Conference Tital for the past

Junior Alexa Wilensky, who held

fanie Leshaw, and juniors Erin

eleven seasons. Of last season's top

the number

Terrell and Rebecca Loeman.

players, six have returned

season, was

seven

one

singles spot this

named the regional

Robin

By

Wyman.
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Coming off a successful '98 sea¬
son, the

baseball and want to win. Attribut¬

1999 Emory Baseball Team

ing the team's drive to their coach,

looked to go beyond their expecta¬

junior Jon Lee said, "Coach Howard

tions this year.

is

son

Beginning the sea¬

ranked 2 7th in the country, and

with the return of all their

starting

pitchers and the addition of many

ness to

young,

but

fense is

especially strong."

talented freshmen, the team's lead¬
ers

had

the

Eagle's

senior

only positive words about
progress.

Co-captain

Andy Rothenberg said

re¬

garding the season, "We are a little

J look forward

rigid about the team's serious¬

our

pitching and de¬

ourselves on and off the
the team's

This Emory team has a history of

having

baseball and how we carry

new

field." With

freshmen additions

along with stellar returning pitch¬

the Re¬

ing and defense under quality lead-

gional Tournament the past three

ership, the Emory Baseball Team

Co-captain pitcher Jon Lee prepares t0 tnrow a perfect strike

looks

Photo by Kay Hinton.

success,

years.

As

a

gone to

Division III team, these

Emory athletes

are

committed to

to continue its

success.

:"i!ctySr.

By Danielle Elias.

to the responsibility

of pitching, and hopefully winning,
this

year's

games.
Ted Karniewicz takes

a

swing at a pitch. Photo by Jon Roy.

-Jon Lee

\-
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As far as

being

year team,

a

senior on

a

first-

I think its the best

thing that could have happened to
me

this year.
-Beth Fine

y
Lisa

Halpert at bat. Photo by Shivai Tripathi.

ierJonLee: Third baseman Meg Aronwitz (No. 11) and catcher Jessica Whiteperfect? head tag out the opposing player in an early season scrimmage.
inton.
Photo by Shivani Tripathi.

3

FTB
This year

marks the beginning

of a historical

have fun in the process,

happening in Emory

off to

sports: the first season for varsity
women's softball.

As

team, women's varsity

a

tions to live up

get to benefit
ment.

from all-new equip¬

The brand

new

well. Senior co-captain

softball has

to. However, they

softball field

good start."

The players were enthusiastic as

first year

many standards to set and expecta¬

a

by Shivani Tripathi.

was

constructed by some of the

same

pe0pie that built the stadium

for the 1996

Olympics in Atlanta.

Beth Fine

commented, "I've missed playing a
Head coach Penny Siqueiros
knows how important the
son can

first sea¬

be. "We are setting the tone

sport for the past three years, and
the opportunity to

be

a

beginning of something

part of the
so

impor¬

tant is an

amazing feeling. And,

environment where athletes feel

with

luck, the field will actu¬

comfortable to learn, work

ally be finished by the time the

for all to follow. If

we

create an

Pitcher Jen Waters looks to strike

0/ty out the opposing batter. Photo

then we're

create,

hard,

challenge themselves, and

some

season

starts!"

By Robin

Sports

Wyman.
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If you've ever been to an

Basketball game,
have

seen

the

then

Emory

tant

would

the skill level within the

you

spirited Emory

The spirit which this year's squad

crowd on the sidelines, during time¬

Although

inspired at athletic events
tive

effort, this squad did not have

widely known around campus, key players. Rather, the members
Emory's Cheerleading Squad has worked together to produce a solid

not

taken on many new members and a
new

its

coach in its effort to increase

throughout the com¬

awareness

munity. Being a completely collec¬

and cohesive unit. "This

markable. There

was

was re¬
a

well-

rounded mix of individuals which,

according to Margolis, "was

very

defi¬

representational of Emory." This

nitely our strongest season," Cap¬

squad worked hard to create fan

tain Shana Margolis

support, all while having a good

year team

was

said. As a four-

member, and an impor-

Front Row (L to R): Shana Margolis, Kay Allen, Nicole
Row: Peggy Wu, Caryn Marks, Bethany Hieber,
Nicole Catchings, Ami Patel. Photo by Karen Strait.

This

squad in¬

creased.

Cheerleading Squad entertaining the
outs, and during halftime.

leader, Margolis noticed how

year's squad has been

time.

By Danielle

The cheerleaders try to rev up
the crowd during the men's bas¬
ketball game.
Photo by Lena

Cohen.

Elias.

Clarke. Back
CaylaTenenbaum,

ex¬

tremely dedicated, which has
allowed

us

to progress

to the next level

-Shana

LJIJ
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Caryn Marks and Shana Margolis perform
Lena Cohen.

Margolis

a perfect "half". Photo by

The

Emory Crew Team made my

college experience.

-Emily Stahl

The Women's Novice

their

race.

Photo

Eight prepare to bring their boat to the dock for
by Matthew Dollacker.

Eric Barton, Erik Koep, Charlie Coffey, Corey Whiting, and Sacha
Krawiecki were the four rowers that made up the fastest men's four
in the race. Photo by Matthew Dollacker.

g the men':.

Emory Crew is a coed club sport

members

consisting ofapproximately twentyfive members.
athletes
team is

The

Varsity Men's Eight prepare

tive.

by Matthew Dollacker.

door rowing

Although most ofthe

Coached

first-time rowers, the

tices

always extremely competi¬

This year's team,

led by

times

on

the in¬

machines.

by Jason Steele,

prac¬

held in the spring

four

week in the morning

and

are
a

land

se¬

money through dues to pay for travel

land practices are

Eric Koep, Robin

and uniforms. The team does travel

Morning practices take place at

Lollar, as well as sophomore Emily

often, and

Stone Mountain before the sun even

Stahl,

many

to launch their boat from the dock.

Photo

are

race on

niors Sara Hirst,

As

was no
a

club sport,

receives very

and is

exception.
Emory Crew

little college funding

required to raise their

own

races are

held against

club and varsity teams from

colleges

across

the South. Gruel¬

ling erg competitions are also held
on a

regular basis, in which team

rises, at 5:30

am.

held

every

However,

day.

ac¬

cording to Karen Hansen, "Although
getting up early was hard, it
worth it."

was

By Karen Strait.
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Currently, Emory Club Sports

I know that at many

encompasses nineteen clubs and
over one

mission is to

Athlete

at

you are

thousand members. Its

state schools,

either a student or an ath¬

lete. However, Emory recognizes

develope the Student-

that

Emory by allowing stu¬

college athletics are to benefit

the athlete, not the

school's finan¬

dents the opportunity to continue

perhaps most accurately described

cial position.

the sport

by the Club Sports Divisional Presi¬

found that

dent Erik Koep.

Emory student become involved in

of their choice as well as

keeping membership
one.

In this way,

reach all types

open to any¬

Club Sports

can

of athletes, from the

recreational to the hard-core.
The Club

Sports philosophy is

"Personally, I see

Club Sports as an intricate part

of

Consequently, I've

they would rather

something that sit around and watch
_

the Emory experience.
schools promote

Many

their Varsity Ath¬

letics at the expense

of the student.

an

a

game.

This Is

nil

one

of the things that

broughtmetoEmoryandrdliketosee
it continue."

Michela Woodbridge (in white)
Emory Fie|d Hockey Club

3 Emory

Wo

of tne

steals the ball from an opponent,

ByJessica Kreitman.

Men's Club Volleyball. Front Row (L to R): Eric Freedman, Ricardo
Santaella, Greg Zale. Back Row (L to R): Dave Roseman, Justin

Crumbaugh, Robbie Foote, Toby Boyton-Fisher, Brad Miller, Adrian
Tonge.

Playing field hockey has been

a

great release from my studies and
I've made

a

lot

of great friends.
The

-Louise

ei2op

Lsu
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Knight

Emory Sailing Club. Front Row (L to R): David "Joker" Denmark, Brian "No. 7" Sobel. Back Row: Joti Sharma, James 'Ace"
Tichenor, Saurabh Sharma.

3

onto

Emory Club Volleyball has served to
round out my
We have

a

very

college experience.
successful program.
-Brad Miller

The

dge hi The
Id Hockey!

Emory Men's Club Rugby Team.

Emory Women's Club Rugby Team.

Emory University offers
19 clubs sports which
include:
Crew

jadies''

Outdoor

Emory Organization
Hockey
Rugby
Sailing

Roller

Cycling / Triathlon
Fencing
Field Hockey
Gymnastics
Ice Hockey

Team Handball

Lacrosse

Ultimate

Table Tennis

Martial Arts

Volleyball

Mountaineering

Water Polo

Ultimate Frisbee Team members
practice on McDonough Field.

Sports
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ALPHA EPSILON PHI
As

of

one

Emory's founding sororities, Alpha Epsilon Phi has

campus. AEPHIs

in several

Emory's

always promote friendship, unity, and sisterhood. At Emory, AEPHIs are found

aspects of campus life. Our Phi Beta Kappas, varsity athletes, F.A.M.E. leaders, Theater

Emory actresses, and Intersoroity Council officers

so

as strong presence on

are some

of the reasons Alpha Epsilon Phi is

unique.

AEPHIs

annual

enjoy a full social calendar, including date parties, mixers, and sister functions. Its

Spring Fling is the highlight of the semester and, this past year, it was held at Lake Lanier.

In addition to social

functions, AEPHI also dedicate a great deal of time to its two philanthropies:

Breast Cancer and AIDS research.

"Take

a

This past spring, AEPHI

cosponsored the second annual

Swing at AIDS" volleyball tournament to benefit the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

Lj]S

Greek Life
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GREEK

SPEAK

I

Q:W„

hat is your favorite

part ofyour sorority?

t
A: AIpha Epsilon Phi
promotes a sorority where
individualism and unity come

together to form

a

special and

unique sisterhood.
—Arden

Coplin and

AH Gorson

Greek Life

LfU?

Q:W>

hat is your favorite

ofyour sorority?

A: I

like getting to

know a

diverse and

interesting group
ofgirls that I might not have
met if I did not join Alpha
Delta Pi

—Sharon

Hanoyo

ALPHA DELTA PI
Lsu

Greek Life

Alpha Delta Pi was founded in Macon, GA in
1851 and
The

was

the first sorority

established.

chapter at Emory was founded in 1959.

ADPi's calendar is

always filled with great

social events, athletic games,

volunteer

op¬

portunities, and outstanding scholarship. Its
annual Black Diamond formal and "I Spy an
ADPi" fund-raiser for its national

philan¬

thropy are two of its biggest hits. ADPi sisters
are

involved in every aspect and organization

on

Emory's campus from the Student Gov¬

ernment Association,

Residence Hall Associa¬

tion, Intersorority Council, Volunteer Emory,
to the varsity athletic

teams, musical concerts,

Rathskellar troupe,
ADPis

ments,

are

and dancing

groups.

proud of their scholastic achieve¬

consistently being at the top of the Row

for GPA, as

well

as

their intramural sports

accomplishments.

Greek Life

s

ALPHA

favorite part ofNu Alpha is the
strong work ethic of the women
in the chapter; it is this work
ethic that enables

us

to serve

community as much as we
Secondly would of course he

our

do.

our

close sisterhood.

—Nafeesa Nichols

Ljij

Greek Life

i

fi KAPPA ALPHA
Alpha Kappa Alpha, the first Greek letter sorority among black women, was founded at
Howard University in Washington, D.C., on Jan 15, 1908. The founders' avowed purpose for
organizing was "to cultivate and encourage high scholastic and ethical standards, improve the
social status of the race, promote unity and friendship among college women and keep alive
within the alumnae an interest in college life and progressive movements emanating there¬
from." In 1913 the organization was incorporated, at which time the original unit became
Alpha Chapter and a policy of expansion began.
The Nu Alpha Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. was chartered on the campus of
Emory University April 14, 1979- Its members view the sorority as an instrument for enriching
the social and intellectual aspects of college life by providing mental stimulation through
interaction with friends and associates. In keeping with its declared purpose, the Nu Alpha
Chapter has engaged in a varied program of civil, social, and educational service including
Hunger Walk, AIDS Walk, Hands On Atlanta, The Relationship Forum, Black Women's Retreat,
Jazz Night, MLK Scholars' Reception, Black Women's Expo and the Emerald Essence Extrava¬
ganza.
th»
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GREEK

SPEAK

Q:W,

hat is your

favorite part ofyour sorority

A:0

ne

of my favorite

things about my sorority is my
big sister. She realty under¬
stands me. We're very close and
she has introduced me to

a

lot

of new people. I have a lot of
fun with her and the sorority as
a

whole.

—Stephanie Schulman

ALPHA PHI
136
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Alpha Phi was founded in 1872 at Syracuse University as one of the first Greek societies for
women.

There

are now over

140 active

collegiate chapters and colonies in 34 states and four

Canadian provinces.
The Theta Pi

chapter of Alpha Phi was founded at Emory University in 1992 and granted a

charter in 1993.

diverse

Being

among

the top international sororities, Alpha Phi prided itself on its

membership, varitety of interest and goals. Alpha Phi

achieve the

encourages

its members to

highest ideals of excellence and womanhood and to strive for their dreams. Alpha

Phi represents a

diverse group of women interested in the social opportunities, scholarship,

leadership, and sisterhood which

are

integral to the chapter. Alpha Phi believes that a sucessful

college experience involves more than just the outstading education provided by Emory. Alpha
Phi's members

are

involved in every aspect

of campus Me, honor socities, leadership associa¬

tions, the arts, athletics, volunteer organizations as well as numerous other student organiza¬
tions.

Alpha Phi's are involved in virtually every aspect of campus life, and many hold various

leadership positions in these organizations. As well as being represented on campus, they are
well

represented in the community, from the social to the charitable aspects of life and

every¬

thing in between.
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DELTA DELTA DELTA
Delta Delta Delta

Sorority was founded at Boston University in 1888 by Sarah Ida Shaw and

Eleanor Dorcas Pond. The sorority's
the

colors

are

silver, gold and blue, and the sorority jewel is

pearl. The chapter at Emory is the Alpha Omega chapter, which was founded in 1959-

Here at

Emory Tri-Delta participates in

a

number of activities, both social and philanthropic.

Aside from its annual formal and annual semiformal, the

fraternities and schedule many sister

Tri-Delta has mixers with many

functions. As far as work to benefit the community is

concerned, sisters participate annually in AIDS Walk, Cancer Walk and Women's Expo.
Members of Tri-Delta also often donate their time to Nexus Contemporary Art
Delta's main

philanthropic activity at Emory occurs the week preceding Halloween. Along with

the brothers of Delta Tau Delta, members of Tri-Delta organize,

house to benefit Camp

LjiS
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Gallery. Tri-

Sunshine,

a camp

for children with

build and run a haunted

cancer.

I

hat is your favorite

part ofyour sorority?

ne

of my favorite

Tri-Delt activites

was

because it introduced

clue week
me

to my

big sister. She is awesome and I
couldn't wish for a better big
sister.
—Eve Wu

Greek Life
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n
y':W,
• wf hat was your
favorite part ofpledging:

A:M, favorite
y

part of

the Delta Phi Epsilon pledge

period is clue week. All week
long, you get these great
presents and surprises, along
with clues to who your big
sister might be. But the clues
are more
confusing than
helpful and by the end of the
week I had no idea who my big
sister would

be, much less that

I would end

up with two!
—liana

Yergin

DELTA PHI EPSILON
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The Phi Lambda
chapter of Delta Phi
was

be

founded

one

21 years ago,

of the strongest,

and has grown to

spirited, close-knit,

and most diverse sororities
pus.

Epsilon

on

Emory's cam¬

Friendships formed throughout the years

in DPhiE

are

friendships that last a lifetime,

and experiences in

DPhiE are unforgettable.

Sisters of Delta Phi

Epsilon

can

be

seen ev¬

erywhere on campus, as they are active mem¬
bers and leaders in such organizations as
Volunteer Emory,

the Intersorority Council,

the Emory Dance

Company, Varsity Sports,

and Residential Hall Association. DPhiE holds

fund-raisers each year for its

philanthropies,

Cystic Fibrosis and Anorexia Nervosa. They
also love to participate
in intramural

and court

and pare competitive

sports such as soccer, football,

hockey. DPhiE always has their

calendar filled with fun social events such
the Hawks/Knicks date party,

as

Six Flags date

party, mixers, formal and the dinner of the
month sister function.

Greek Life
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour sorority?

A: I,t'sfine heritage and
strong presence on Emory's
campus and around the world.
—Fatima

Cody

DELTA SIGMA THETA
I^TlS
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The
v

legacy of the phenomenal sisterhood of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. began on the historically black college campus of Howard

University Jan. 13,1913. Its 22 founding women established the organization

on

the principles of scholarship, service and sisterhood. The

sorority is presently the fastest growing and largest historically Black sorority with over 190,000 members in
The Omicron Xi

works

Chapter was founded on the campus of Emory University May

more

than 870 chapters.

30,1982, and was rechartered April

26,1992. The chapter

diligently to fulfill the five points of the sorority's programmatic thrust: economic development, educational development, international

1 awareness and

involvement, physical and mental health and political awareness and involvement. To implement this

financial seminars,

program,

the chapter plans

helps coordinate the SAVE and Discovery tutorial programs, participates in Habitat for Humanity, facilitates workshops on

healthy living and conducts a voter registration drive. Members of the Omicron Xi Chapter participate in a multitude of campus activities and
hold positions

of leadership in

many,

including College Council, Voices of Inner Strength Gospel Choir, SAVE Program, AHANA, NAACP, Resi¬

dence Life, E-motion Dance Team and Lamda

Alpha just to name of few.

DELTA
SIGMA

THETA

Greek life
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Kappa Alpha Theta is the first women's
GREEK

Greek letter organization,

established based upon

high ideals for

college women. The sorority was founded
on

the campus
27,1870. The

SPEAK

and it was

of Depauw University Jan.
sorority colors

are

Q:W>

hat is your favorite

part ofyour sorority?

black and

gold, and the flower is the black and gold
pansy.
The Delta Zeta

Chapter of Kappa Alpha

Theta was established at

27,1959- The chapter is known for

Jan.
true

Emory University

sisterhood, and this sisterhood is

reflected in all

they do. The Emory chapter

of Kappa Alpha

Theta has

this year various

events

as

Al Lhhe special moments
we

share at social functions

and friendly

rivalries among

the sororities. Theta has pro¬
vided a forum for unique and

out-ofthis-world experiences.
—Dilyn Daniel Loveless

its main service

fund-raisers for its

philanthropy, CASA (Court Appointed
Special

Advocates).

Its signature service

project was "Tucked in Bed with

a

Theta,"

and members volunteered at the Ronald

McDonald House and AIDS Walk Atlanta.

Socially, Thetas love to relax and have a
good time. They have a variety of social
events

including mixers, date parties, crush

parties, semi-formal and formal and sister
functions. Thetas

are

involved in the Emory

community in varsity sports, Student
Government Association,

Student Program¬

ming Council, Intersoroity Council and
Residence Life.

KAPPA ALPHA THE1A
ei44 p
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded in 1870 at Momouth College. However, the Epsilon Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma was not
founded

on

Emory's campus until 1959- At Emory it was first known

The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma
and
over

as

the Fleur-de-lis Club,

a name

referring to the sorority flower.

take part in a broad range of activities. Philanthropy events include visiting the Jerusalem House monthly

Adopt a Highway. Social events include semi-formal and formal, date parties, blind date parties, sister functions and crush parties at clubs all
Atlanta. Of course Kappas participate in

intramural sports and they have great times bonding with sisters at the sisterhood retreat, ice cream

parties and celebrating heritage at Founder's Day. Kappas are found all over campus participating in a variety of activities from cheerleading and
soccer

to SGA

Jl46

P
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and

College Republicans.

Greek Life
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour sorority?

A:T.
Gamma is

home,

Kappa Kappa

o

us,

a

home away from

sister-hood, a friend¬
ship, and a
life-long bond.
—Sharyn Epley, Ann Mulligan,
a

and Rachel Walker
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INTERSORORITY
COUNCIL
The

Intersorority Council is the governing body for all of the sororities at Emory University. Its goals include dedication to their high ideals by

excelling in all areas of campus and academic life. They believe that through leadership development, scholarship commitment, athletic participation, philanthropic involvement, and social events

one

becomes

a

i

total, complete, and exemplary student and woman.

The Executive Board consists of President, Nicole Gelb; Executive Vice President, Karen

rrtf
fraten

Driscoll; Secretary, Lauren Katz; Treasurer, Rhosean

Scott; Rush Chair, Jennifer Twillman; Rho Chi Trainer, Kristen Jones; Judicial Chair, Priya Nath; Public Relations, Elizabeth Guillory; Sports Chair,

Stacey Becker; Scholarship Chair, Sherry Sandler; and Activities Chair, Andrea Seed.

GREEK
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SPEAK

hat do you

like most

about the ISC Council?

A* "1
M enjoy being a mem¬

JLM.9

ber

of the ISC because I have
formedfriendships with women
in all the sororities. Through
these relationships, we have
reached out to the community
and helped those in
ne d."
—Pamela Drew, ISC President

s
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INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL
As the
flic pat

body that oversees the fraternities of Emory University, the Interfraternity Council established as its aims to support the philosophy of

reaching integrity through a support system that encourages,
fraternities form other organizations at Emory University. It is

■er.fcei

each

edifes,

and challenges its members. Lifetime Commitment is what separates the

this distinction that propels the fraternity men to grown stronger and excel further

day.

The Executive Board consists of President, R. Todd Lancaster; Executive Vice

President, Geoff Jolley; VP Chapter Development, Jon Wiesner;

Secretary, Spencer Smolinsky; Treasurer, Eric Baum; Rush Chair, Andy Ewalt.
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WW hat do you like
most about the IPC Council?

,»
l\l

lbhe IPS has worked

hard to provide services and
social outlets for our

fraternities on

campus."

—Robert Todd Lancaster

i
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
In order to

Emory's
The

own

men

cease

the tensions created

Alpha Theta Chapter was founded Oxford, Georgia in 1881, and later moved to its current location

of Alpha

and swimming. In philanthropy,

Alpha Tau Omega is the nation's leadership development fraternity. They seek men with demonstrated

leadership abilities and desire to better themselves.

Ljij

cross country,

Fibrosis Foundation named Alpha Tau Omega the "Professional organization of the Year" in recognition of the chapter's

continued service to the Foundation.

cfl50P

the Atlanta campus.

theater, and most notably the Interfraternity Council. Many of Alpha Theta's 45 brothers participate and

varsity athletics, garnering All-University Athletic Association honors in basketball, track,

the Atlanta Cystic

on

Theta have constructed a distinguished presence on Emory's campus. ATO brothers are involved in residence Life, Student

Alumni Association, intramural sports,
excel in

by the Civil War, the Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity was founded at the Virginia Military Institute in 1865.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

he ghetto-esque

A

T

Q
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ALPHA PHI ALPHA
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

was

founded on the

campus

of Cornell University in Ithaca, New York on December 4, 1906. Founded by seven

great men with vision and purpose, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. was
other groups. Since

the first fraternity founded by African-Americans, lighting the way for

the day of its founding, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. has strived to promote the aims it was founded upon: manly deed,

scholarship, and love for all mankind.
The Mu

Alpha chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha was founded on Emory's campus

on

March 27, 1976. Since that time, the men of the Mu Alpha

chapter have worked hard in leadership roles at Emory, with members serving as elected Student Government Association leaders, Resident
Advisors, and Varsity Athletes. Excelling in community service and scholarship, the members of Mu Alpha sponsor many programs and projects

throughout the year. Our annual Step for Sickle Cell raised over $35,000 for the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation of Georgia while our efforts with
the Atlanta Food Bank and Habitat for Humanity help

LjlS
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less fortunate in the Atlanta area.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyourfraternity?

he

thing I like most

about my fraternity

of success

is the standard
that makes me desire to
do

A

O

well."

A
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BETATHETAPI
On

August

8,1839, eight earnest young men, all students at Miami University, held the first meeting of Beta Theta Pi. In

1948, the Gamma

Upsilon chapter of Beta Theta Pi began to make it presence known at Emory University. Nearly fifty years later, the same enthusiasm, commit¬
ment, and motivation continues to grow.

With plans for a new facility due to be complete in the fall of 1999, Beta is not only building a dominant

physical structure, but a dominant brotherhood which rivals all others. With leaders in the Interfraternity Council, Student Government Associa¬
tion, Student Programming Council, and members on the varsity sports teams, their leadership and prominence on campus continues to grow.

Recognizing that their roots he in philanthropy, projects like Crime Prevention Week, Thanksgiving Food Drive, Habitat for Humanity, and Ronald
McDonald House visitations
Between

help round out their seventy of the most active brothers on this campus. Socially, Beta knows how to do it right.

mixers, date parties, and parties, every weekend outdoes the last. As in all events Beta sponsors, there is a level on

class, dignity, and

integrity that is expected. Their dedication to scholastic achievement is of the highest calibre. As is evident in their lore and everyday actions,

they have commitments to mutual assistance, devotion to the cultivation of the intellect and unfaltering friendship and fidelity.

i
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hat does
brother ofBeta

being a

Theta Pi mean to

you?

rbane in
ment. Courteous in

deport¬

expression.

Steadfast in friendship."
-Peter Tsai

B

0

n
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DELTA TAU DELTA
Delta Tau Delta

Fraternity is a unique and special organization. Beta Epsilon chapter is a close-knit and diverse group of men committed to

excellence in all their endeavors.
The brothers of Delta Tau Delta

They are leaders in the Greek community and on the campus
are

Association to Ultimate Frisbee and

participating in just about
Beta

involved in all aspects

as a

whole.

of campus life, ranging from the Interfraternity Council and Student Government

Varsity Track. You will find them serving as Resident Advisors, Freshmen Seminar leaders, Tour Guides and

any campus

organization.

Epsilon takes philanthropy and scholarship very seriously. One of the highlighted is their annual Fright Week Haunted Mansion with Tri-

Delt that draws hundreds from
Such programs as

across

Emory and the surrounding community to raise

money

for the American Cancer Society's's Camp Sunshine.

the Faculty/Staff Appreciation Dinner with Kappa Alpha Theta, the weekly tutoring of elementary school children through

Adopt-A-School, and the Freshman Achievement Scholarship prove their commitment to scholarship not only at Emory University, but in the
greater Atlanta Community.
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VW hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

JTKm

JL he feeling

of true

brotherhood and close knot family

1

bond."

-Shane

A

T

Marquart

A
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KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
Kappa Alpha order was founded on December

founded

on

June

21,1865, at Washington and Lee University in Virginia. The Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Alpha was

8,1869. Kappa Alpha's national colors are crimson and old gold. Their flowers

Kappa Alpha brothers

are

known

as

are

the Magnolia Blossom and the Red Rose.

the gentlemen of the fraternity world. Their order was founded upon the ideals of chivalry and honor.

They strive to develop their members into refined and cultured men. Their social activities include Resurrection Halloween date party, Christmas

semiformal, and Spring formal, and Old South. Their philanthropy include sponsorship of the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

have but

one

rule

here, and it is that every member
must be

gentleman."

a

—Robert Lee

K

A
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KAPPA ALPHA PSI
At Indiana

University on January

5,1911, Elder W. Diggs, Byron K. Armstrong, and eight other African American students joined to form Kappa

Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. With achievement as its purpose, Kappa Alpha Psi began uniting college men of culture, patriotism, and honor in a
bond of fraternity.

The founders sought a formula that would immediately raise the standards of black collegians stimulating them to accom¬

plishments higher than they had imagined. The principle service project of Kappa Alpha Psi is the Guide Right Program. This program is aimed
at

providing youth the greatest opportunity for discovering and developing their potentials.
The Nu Delta

chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi was founded at Emory University on September 25, 1987. Nu Delta has a set standard of excellence

and achievement with
the

philanthropic projects, such as SAVE, Inc., which mentors and provides leadership to inner-city youth. Nu Delta also serves

Emory community with various types of programs. The chapter's Annual Greek Forum entitled "It's All Greek to Me," introduces students to

various Greek

cfl60P
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organizations

Greek Life

on campus.

Hopefully the positive image and work ethic of Nu Delta will continue to influence Emory's community.!
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r />«/ rfoes it mean to
be

a

brother

of Kappa Alpha Psi?

A- "B,eing
makes

a

Kappa man

feel proud because we
promoting the high ideals of
achievement in every field of
human endeavor that our frater¬
nity
repres nts."
me

are

-Dewayne Rogers

K

A
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PI KAPPAALPHA
The Beta Kappa

chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was established December

6,1919. The national fraternity has

eclipsed two-hundred

chapters and 100,000 members. In 1997, the Emory chapter surpasses 120 members for the first time ever with over 35 new initiates. Pike, at
Emory, has won four all-row intramural sports championships in the nineties and twelve out of the last eighteen. They are a chapter known for
its intense

Outdoor

brotherhood, and ambitious successful members. They have brothers on

every varsity

athletic team, and leaders on the Emory Wheel,

Emory, the Student Government Association, WMRE, the Interfraternity Council Executive Board, EIPO, the BBA Council, and numerous

other campus organizations.

Their philanthropy includes annual benefits for the Leukemia Society of America, prostate cancer research, and

weekly involvement with the local Boy Scouts of America. In 1997, Pike has a successful fund-raisers for AIDS with Alpha Phi Epsilon Sorority.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

A: "P, Kappa Alpha has
i

opportunity to grow
person and be a leader to
the younger brothers in the
process. In addition, Pike has
also been the source of many of
my most enjoyable memories at

given

me an

as a

Emory."

-Matt Fernand

n

K
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was founded March
Greek system at

Emory University since

9,1856 at the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa. SAE has been a part of the
18 1.

Currently, SAE boasts the largest membership of any fraternity in the country,

totalling over 234,000 brothers nationwide. The men of SAE's Georgia Epsilon chapter are involved in all aspects of college
life

at

at a

high level. Many of their brothers are also involved in varsity athletics such

Emory. They participate in intramural sports such as Flag Football, Soccer, Basketball, Volleyball, Hockey and Softball

and Field.
any

as

Tennis, Soccer,

Golf,

Baseball, and Track

Academically they have two Woodruff Scholars among their members and recently obtained the highest GPA of

fraternity at Emory. Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon excel in leadership through a variety of campus organizations

including Honor Council, College Council, and the Interfraternity Council. The fraternity also contributes to numerous
organizations such

as

Hands-On Atlanta program and the American Cancer Society. For over a century, SAE has been a

strong and integral part of Emory University and will continue to do so in the future.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

A- "E,

ver

since I've entered

campus, my fraternity has been

of the most meaningful parts
of Emory to me. I appreciate that
we're a great group ofguys and

one

know that we'll continue to do

great thingsfor our

com unity."

—Rohhie Ross

z

A
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SIGMA CHI
The Beta Chi

chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity was founded in 1921. Since its founding, Sigma Chi established a tradition of excellence at

Emory University. Sigma Chi consistently ranks

among

the best in all aspects of Greek life at Emory: academic, philanthropic, social, and athletic.
£

They boast several academic scholars and an overall GPA above the men's average. They participate in a variety of community service events
through
money

our

the year. Sigma Chi's philanthropic efforts culminate each spiring with Derby Days, during which Emory's sororities help raise

for Egelston Children's Hospital. Derby Days is representative of their active social program as well as hosting several parties during this

week which include the best local DJs

athletic program,
The

most

c[l66P
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and several brothers are varsity athletes including

distinctive aspect

brother's unique

and bands from around the country. Sigma Chi is consistently a juggernaut among Emory's intramural
some

who have achieved Ail-American status.

of Sigma Chi, is the brotherhood. Their strong traditions and values unify their members while maintaining each

personality. Sigma Chi Brotherhood is buttressed by our diverse religious, racial and geographic backgrounds.

Greek Life
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WW hat is your favorite

part ofyour fraternity?

/It

JL he

diversity and

mutual respect of brothers
their guys!"

and

—Nathan Zegura

X
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PHI DELTA THETA
Moral rectitude, sound

grown

into

one

learning, and friendship

are

the thee principles

upon

which Phi Delta Theta Fraternity was founded upon. Phi Delt has

of the largest national fraternities with 184 chapters located across the United States and Canada. Emory's Georgia Beta chapter

exemplifies these principles in every way. With the highest GPA of all Phi-Delt chapters in the nation, scholarship has always proved to be of the
utmost

importance among Phi Delts. Teamwork has always been a strength for Phi Delts at Emory with the brothers coming together to capture

All-Row Sports

titles three out of the last four years. Teamwork has been important for Phi Delts in community service as well, as Phi Delt has

assisted and raised money

and

for several local charities and participated in several events in the past semesters such as sponsoring a blood drive

assisting the local Ronald McDonald House.

J168P
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CHI PHI
The Chi Phi

Personal

active

Fraternity is the oldest active social fraternity and was the first fraternity at Emory. Founded on the principles of Truth, Honor, and

integrity, the Chi Phi Fraternity strives to maintain the

same

excellence and values that their founders sought. They are committed to

community and campus involvement. Their members volunteer regularly around Atlanta and are leaders among the Emory community.

Chi Phi is

a

competitor in all intramural sporting events and has

produce an extremely dedicate

Ljlj
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group

a

social calendar full of events. They maintain

an

excellent academic record and

of alumni. These attributes lead to unparalleled brotherhood that will last for years to come.
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hat is your favorite

part ofyourfraternity?

rotherhood.
—Lance Sumrall

X
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OMEGA PSI PHI
Omega Psi Phi fraternity was founded at Howard University in Washington, D.C

for

of

men on

this campus.

on

November 17,

1911, being the first Greek-letter organization

The founders established the fraternity on a foundation of faith in the basic ethical standards and in the ultimate victory

right and upon trust in the destiny of the Negro people. The Pi Delta Delta chapter at Emory University was founded on July 23, 1994. Two

local

events

sponsored by the chapter are Omega week and Project SAVE. Several national programs

Achievement Week which is observed

the achievement of man kind.

Lju
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are

also sponsored,

one

of which being

by all chapters. Achievement Week consists of public programs and radio and television shows focusing on
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SIGMA NU
The Xi

chapter of Sigma Nu fraternity has been a strong force in the Greek community. The brothers of Sigma Nu have strived to promote a

positive image not only for our chapter, but for the entire Greek population. It has been their perpetual goal to create a chapter which excels in
all aspects

of campus life. Having won numerous championships on the athletic fields,

its standard of excellence

the Xi

on

the

row.

These

as

well as other Greek awards, Sigma Nu has maintained

accomplishments, along with the award winning programming, philanthropic activity have earned

chapter fraternal recognition nationwide. They currently boast the national awards for Mr. Sigma Nu and Sigma Nu Athlete of the Year. At

0f

Emory, their members are leaders in student organizations and star players in varsity athletics.
Some of their awards
over

winning programming includes the Chuck Hutchins Race For Life held during Alumni Weekend. This event has raised

$5,000 for the Carrol County Community Children's Home. Sigma Nu also honors Emory faculty and staff through their "Five Favorite

Faculty" and "Six Superb Staff' receptions held annually. With each member striving to promote a positive image for their own chapter as well as
for the Greek system as a whole, Sigma Nu is
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hat does

brother

Jlil

of Sigma Nu
you?

lhhe

one

being a

mean to

thing I have

learned

being a brother of Sigma
a house is just a
house. I can party
anywher ."
Nu is that

-Adam

ei74p
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proud to be a strong, active leader in the Greek community.
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ZETA BETA TAU
Zeta Beta Tau

was

ventured to become

founded in October 1996 at Emory University. It

a

successful fraternal organization,

received formal recognition by IFC in November 1998. Zeta Beta Tau

providing it brothers with a unique experience and opportunity unavailable anywhere

bee
else. ZBT

it tias raisb

paced strong emphasis

on

academics, respect, leadership, and philanthropy. Rooted with Jewish tradition, ZBT today is a nonsectarian

fraternity which does not believe in pledging or hazing. ZBT was founded in New York on December 29, 1898 at Columbia University. Since then,

ZBT has grown to

of leadership

included 110,000 men, sprawled across more than 80 universities throughout the world. ZBT continues to maintain a tradition

and respect both within and outside the Greek system.
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hat does

borther

being a

of Zeta Beta Tau

mean

to you?

A: "I

t is

z

B

T

an

experience

that

only those involved can
fully understand. Because we
have started this colony com¬
pletely on our own, even with¬
out the administration backing
in the beginning, we have
grown to become an extremely
close

group."

-Matt Maron

Greek Life
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Office of

Campus Life
Swiping her EmoryCard to get into the
DUC, Freshman Debbie Yunker shows

From athletics and recreation to student health services, the Office of Campus Life is one
of the broadest divisions of Emory.

assume

The office helps students enhance leadership skills,

one

of the many ways the EmoryCard can
be used on campus.
Photo by Leslie Kizer.

personal responsibility, enrich spiritual life, build character and form close

relationships with students representing the many different races, cultures, religions and nation¬
alities that comprise

this academic environment. Through these

many

services, Campus Life

promotes the academic, physical, emotional, and spiritual well being of all members of the Emory

community. They make living, working, and studying on this campus a more entertaining and

enjoyable experience. By Leslie Kizer.

II

1 Hill II

Eagerly awaiting the night ahead, a group
of students look forward to dancing the
night away Dooley's Ball, sponsored by
Student Programing Council.
Photo by Leslie Kizer.

Taking advantage of the DUC's new all
you can eat meal plan, freshman Kate
Wolitzky waits in line for one of the entrees
of the day.
Photo by Leslie Kizer.
Leaving Alabama Hall, Anya Wingert and
Sheila Dioun discuss an upcoming class,
showing a sense of community of which
the many residence halls on campus
provide. Photo by Leslie Kizer.
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President
Chace
As President Chace enters his fourth year

"Kers

h the short four years

of
i

js.

presidency, he continues to enrich life at
Emory through his classes, his speeches

excellence

and other events.
Photo

on

President Chace has been at Emory, he has greatly added to the

campus.

As the eighteenth president of this university, President Chace has

by Leslie Kizer.
any plans
a

for the future. He is currently working on the formation of a musical arts center,

development of a

campus

traditions committee, renovation of the Candler library, and

bookstore in Emory Village. In November
in the first annual State of the

a new

he addressed the world via the Internet and Emory Vision

University Address. President Chace is dedicated to the improvement

of Emory as an educational institution, wanting each student to gain the most from their experience
at

this University.

By Anya Wingert.

President Chace resides in the house in
Lullwater Park which is traditional the

onsoredby

home of the President of the university.
Photo

by Leslie Kizer.

In her office, located in the Administration

Provost
h fr^he new Provost,
Rebecca Chopp
JL has made her
\ goal of making sure the

review, and

Provost and

faculty development
and discipline. Dr.
Chopp came to Emory
over ten years ago be¬
cause of the vibrancy
and creativity of the
Emory community.

Executive Vice Presi¬

Plans for the future in¬

students have the best,
her number

Cs

ation and

ority.

pri¬
Her responsi¬

bilities

as

one

dent^ dent of academic af¬

clude improving com¬

fairs puts her in posi¬
tion of overseeing all

munication among the

faculty and students.

the academics aspects

On occasion she finds

u

!"• c|ass of Emory Life. This in04 eludes strategic acaamptfs demic planning, evalu-

time to visit a

jog.
Wingert.

or

Building, Rebecca Chopp works diligently
to improve our academic environment.
Photo by Anya Wingert.

museum

By Anya

Campus Life
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College
Office
at

exactly does that office in White Hall called the College Office do

W:

or

consist of?

Well, the college office mainly consists of the office for Student Academic Affairs and
other administrators who

academic experience at Emory.
the

new

Freshman

are

responsible for anything related to

a

The Baptist Student Center and the
Episcopal Center provide weekly programs
and meetings for students and the Emory
Community.
Photo by Lee Reeves.

student's

They also sponsor many activities at Emory, including Orientation,

Advising and Mentoring at Emory

program,

preregistration, scholarship

workshops and much more. Future plans include technological advancements at Emory, such as
web-based applications and an electronic degree audit, which would allow students to see how their
classes

apply to their major. By Harvey Wilson.

Cathy Rhodes and Alex Kemmler sit
University
Chaplain's Office discussing upcoming

outside the door to Associate

programs.
Photo

by Stephanie Denton.

Students spent time on the Quad for a

quiet afternoon of studying.
by Stephanie Denton.

Photo

Students walk
on

Photo

Lju
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by the Psychology Building

their way to class.

by Stephanie Denton.

ntheThe

Religious
Life
The Cannon

Chapel, the site of University
Worship, a gathering place for graduates
in the Theology School, and home to the
Office of the University Chaplain.
Photo by Lee Reeves.

WEx IlII
L

le

religions present

on

Emory's

is evident by the number of different

groups.

BAHAAEI

Club, which promotes unity of all races. The different groups on campus offer

Such

groups

include the Atlanta Jewish Young Adult Agency and

students the opportunities to continue practicing

^

campus

religious

1 p 11 § 8

t«w

diverse

their faith at college. It also gives students the

opportunity to learn about and understand different religions. If students want to learn how to

meditation, lessons are offered from the Emory Zen group. According to freshman Adam Phillips,
"Hillel is

Kevin Lane, a senior in

a

great place to meet other Jewish students at Emory." By Edward Chang.

Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Epsilon

and Lauren Katz, a senior in

Phi, who
take

a

are

both IFC and ISC members

break in the Greek Life Office.

Photo

Members of Delta Delta Delta and Delta

by Stephanie Denton.

Tau Delta sell tickets to their annual
haunted mansion.

§ Greek Life
The Office of
Greek Life is

re

sponsible for
overseeing the Interfraternity Council and
the Intersoroity Coun¬

cil. The Greek Life staff
uadfor

W

encourages positive
relations between IFC,

tries to

bring Emory
together,

students
Greek

or

events

such

non-Greek,
through entertaining
as a

band

party, a comedian and

speakers. The Office of
Greek Life remains

TheOfficeofGreekLife

vital part of
social scene,

Emory, such

as

the

<d& annual Leadership
Conference and Greek

by Stephanie Denton.

Greek Week which

ISC, the college, and

sponsors many events

Photo

Week. Many Emory
students participate in

the Emory community.

at

Rebecca Rosen,

Jennifer Bonner, Jaclyn Lonz and Michael
Klein sit at a table outside of the DUC.

a

Emory's
after all,

what would we do with¬
out

foam parties? By

Harvey Wilson.

Campus Life
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Multicultural
Center

The

The primary goal of the Office of Multicultural Programs and Services is to increase
awareness

and appreciation

Learning Resource Center offers

tapes, books, computer access, career
search

opportunities and a secluded
atmosphere of study.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

for other cultures and ethnicities. The goal of the office is

especially important because Emory not only has students from every state, but also from

more than

75 different countries. The office provides services such as helping the freshman students

adjust to college life socially and academically. The office also provides free tutoring services to
students who

are

struggling in their classes. By Edward Chang.

W<

i\!

618
The

Emory Women's Center is currently
a trailer just behind the DUC

housed in

™

P*p

and beside the computer store.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

Director

Sylvester Hopewell, Students

Marcus Moore, Darrell Williams and

Zarinah Shakir

plan events and designs
Unity week in November.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

for

Women's Center
v4PPo<nr.R

120 DA

The Emory
Women's Cen¬
ter is

■a mam mam tn mm

KH

located

center is maintained by
a

knowledgable staff \k[s
recently cho- -Ucolles

and was

next to the DUC. It is

sen as one

available

Women's Centers

the

Emory

community as

a re¬

source

center

to

and support
for women.

Throughout the

year,

T\ ten

awarded

a

of the top

%erj

and

k^

$25,000 ^%.

nonrestricted grant
from the Eckard Cor-

poration. As a college
junior and employee
of the Center, Taryn

aitcountri

k\^

it^

^
Australia
Levitt explains that "evk^
programs and newslet¬
eryone, especially 1^
ters with topics geared
women, should check i^ '
Emory Women's Cen¬
ter sponsors a series
of informative lectures,

l_nJ
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towards the various as¬

this

pects of women. The

Dan Roseman.

place out!" B)> i^

<

International
Students
At the

meetings of international students,
they disscussed their different
experiences at Emory.
Photo by Edward Chang.

The Office of International Students and Scholar Programs deals with the educational
experience of all international students. Part of the Division of Campus Life, ISSP advises

foreign students on international travel, immigration requirements and acts as a liaison

between international life at Emory

and world governments. ISSP's monthly student newsletter,

Ac'cent, promotes its many programs
coffee hour held every

including various day trips and the successful International

Friday in the DUC. In 1998, there

were

558 foreign students at Emory

University with about half enrolled in the graduate schools. By Dan Roseman.

ienterisd:

behind the C

Vickie McCrendy and Attapong Terdpravat
participate in a standard icebreaker,
Photo

nputer store

by Edward Chang.

Students discuss their different

Study Abroad

ntei
to

very year stu¬
dents from the

which would best suit

College head off

their majors

discover life beyond

the campus
and venture

of Emory
to

ent countries

the world

differ¬

around

study in
foreign universities in
England, Scotland,
Australia and Italy,
amotn

has

a

to

others. Emory
vast number of

destinations

from

the

experi¬
study abroad program.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.

ences

at their

requirements for
and si¬

multaneously allow
them to experience life
in

a

different culture.

Part of the whole

study

abroad experience is

learning to live on your
own, to partake in new
experiences every day
and to learn about

an¬

other culture. ByJen¬

nifer Teitelbaum.

which students may
choose a program

Campus Life
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Counseling

Counseling

Center
Help? The Counseling Center is

Need

located in Cox hall.

The Counseling Center is located in Cox Hal . It of ers confidential counseling to Emory

Photo

by Edward Chang.

students, faculty, staff and administration. Peer Counselors, Student Educators on Eating

Disorders, CARE, Alcohol and Drug Education Counselors, Helpline Counselors, and the

Umbrella Group are among

the student organizations that work with the center. The Umbrella

Group was created to organize, oversee and facilitate all of the student counseling groups. Between
the administrative

resources

and student initiative, the Emory community is provided with a strong

support network. By Edward Chang.

Freshman Jessica

Paletsky stuffs enve¬
lopes for the Career Center. The Career
Center is available to answer questions
about students' futures.

Photo

by Edward Chang.

How do I do this? Niles Friedman, a

graduate student at Rollins School of
Public Health, asks Rex Trewin about the
technicalities of his resume.
Photo

by Edward Chang.

Career Center

The Career Cen
ter is

the

located

at

North

Decatur

Building. Its
purpose is to help the
students of Emory ob¬
tain internships or
jobs. The Career Cen¬
ter hosts a variety of
events to

aid students

in their decisions for

life after

college. One
of the many helpful
events is

the Graduate

School Fair, which in¬
cluded
graduate

luiS

Campus Life

He

schools from Stanford
to

Virginia Tech. The

fair offered opportu¬
nities for students to
ask questions con-

g

^
-^

cerning applications v.^
and requirements. The |t
^

■.'

Career Center pro-

-

vided support

:^,

for

graduate schools. Just
a phone call, or a
longer walk, away, the ^

^

Career Center is there

for all with

questions ^

about your future. By

Jennifer Teitelbaum.

iVm

Clinics &

Hospitals

eHn9 Center,

The

Emory University Hospital is one of
primary hospitals in the Atlanta area.
Emory students are fortunate to have it
right at their finger tips. Photo by Edward

lile Emory is

the

'Chang,

Chang.

W

known in the international community for its cardiac and pulmonary

expertise, students also

T

same

f

becomes
b.
ill,

he

or

can

receive quality care here at Emory. When a student

she can call Emory Clinic and schedule

an

appointment for the

day if necessary. In the event of a student emergency, the Emory University Hospital's ER is

available. Situated in Atlanta, Emory University

also has strong ties with the headquarters of the

American Cancer Society and the American Heart Association,
Center for Disease Control.

Egleston Children's Hospital, and the

Many Emory students participate in internships with these institutions.

By Edward Chang.

iter. The Cafe:

The Emory Clinic offers services such as
physical therapy, and other basic services,

iswer questio'

Photo by Edward Chang.

tskystuf senK

icm

The

iter Health Services
hoofed
\lraii#

edicated health

D

care

profes

sionals strive to

Emory University Hospital cares for
only the students, but also local area
residents. Photo by Edward Chang.

not

program. They can test
for HIV antibodies and

Hepatitis B. Students

by a counse¬
the primary
lor
that
is
certified for
s health care needs of
\ questit
HIV
and
post-test
$ Emory students. Some
ruing i
counseling. One stu¬
nt of the services that
dent
commented on
f Emory
University
reef
EUHS by saying, "I
^ Health Service provide
i*1
health educa- think it's great that they
1j tion, nutrition counsel- have such wonderful
^
jing, and physical ex- services on campus be¬
are seen

|ff meet

Pi\ft

*pclude

^jaminauons.TheEUHS
^ .also provides unique
'ft,t
,

P

services, such as their
/j!fanonymous

testing

cause

it encourages

people to maintain
their health." ByJean

Popowski.
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Information

Technology Divison
Dean

mory's Information Technology Division works to make Emory a leader in research and

technology. The organization provides Emory's ResNet service, which is a connection to
the Internet, cable television and television service for all
students who live in Emory's

Yogev gets advice from Jessica
possibilities

Setzler concerning internship
for the summer,

Photo by Edward Chang.

undergraduate and graduate

residence halls. ResNet allows students to send email, change class

Gti N

schedules, review course materials, participate in electronic study groups, return papers and ask
questions to professors online. A freshman student in Hopkins Hall says, "It has provided me with
a means to

communicate with my

family, friends and professors." By Jean Popowski.

Students

the computers in the
p^
Learning Resource Center to
py
gain access to leanlink and the Internet.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.
can use

Multicultural

COMPUTER ROOM

I.OihlMlVv'!
(

onu

:

In most residence halls there

are

computer
this

labs for the residents to use, such as
lab in Longstreet Hall.
Photo

by Stephanie Denton.

Senior Davi Kutner studies hard at a

computer in Cox while he works

researching his paper topic.
Photo by Edward Chang.
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on

Michael C. Carlos
Museum
e

from jes

A view of the

lshlPW
^

C/iang.

grounds of the

Carlos Museum.

ner.
Photo

by Stephanie M. Denton.

Collecting materials and col ections that emphasize the art and archaeology of ancient
cultures from the

museum

well

as

the art and

Mediterranean—including Greece, Rome, Egypt and the Near East. The

also maintains smaller collections from the native cultures of North America

as

ethnology of Asia, Africa and Oceania. Additionally, the museum has a growing

collection of works of art

on

paper

with thousands of examples ranging from illuminated

manuscript pages, drawings and prints to the Middle Ages and the Renaissance to 19th and 20th
century drawings, prints and photographs. By Evangeline Stephens.

Pots

on

display in the Carlos Museum.
of The Wheel.

Photo courtesy

Statue

on

the

Photo

ground floor of Carlos Hall.
by Jonathan Friedlander.

Caffe Antico is

a

restaurant above the

Carlos Museum.

topic

Photo

by Lee Reeves.
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Dobbs

University Center
University Center is a place
grab a quick
Dooley's or a meal in the terrace.
Photo by Edward Chang.

The Dobbs

where students can either

The Dob s University Center implemented anew fo d service plan. In previous years
students eating in
students with

food selections
and garden

an

the DUC could

pay

for their food

per

bite at

item. The new plan provided

all-you-can eat, cafeteria style dining opportunity. Many of the previous

removed, and new additions took their place such as freshly prepared pasta

were

w

9k;opies

burgers. The popularity of this meal plan created a very social environment. During all

hours of operation,

there

was a

friendly bustle in the upstairs terrace of the DUC. The change

provided another option to student while simultaneously livening up Emory's student center. By

pF

Kimberly Munoz.

* ii
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A group of students,
Carissa Dimaculangan,

Stephanie Muh,
Abbey Schweizer,
Lynh Nguyen and Daniel Park, hang out at
the DUC, enjoying a cool drink and the
company of their friends.
Photo by Stephanie Denton.
In addition to the

DUC, Cos is another

place students can go for food.
Photo by Jonathan Friedlander.

services.

facility for
many students and in¬
terested persons. This
company also operates
Cappuccino Joe's, Cox

ARAMARK, much like

Hall and Caffe Antico.

Marriot's catering ser¬

ARAMARK is

vices, operates hun¬

ate

dreds of university caf¬

has

eterias and food courts

Emory for several
years. It has worked
closely with Emory in

ARAMARK is the

Emory contracts its
food

around the nation.
This year Emory re¬
structured its contract
with ARAMARK so that
the Dobbs
Center

Campus Life

campus.

3*bySi

ARAMARK 1
national corpo
ration to which

Lsu

Ws peril

you can eat

an

ipxs

affili¬

of Coca-Cola and
worked

colhbor

leir

with

evaluating the needs of
students for their cam¬

University pus dining needs. By
provides an all Edward Chang.

^

Arts® Emory
Theatre

aiabaij,:
"H

Emory presents Godspell. Theatre
Emory's presentations of Godspell re¬
ceived much praise from the audience.
Photo by Romy Ribitzky, The Wheel.

le

Department of Art offers ba-sic and intermediate studio courses in drawing, painting,

photography, film, video, sculpture and ceramics as well as a studio art minor. However,
in addition to

limits of

just art, there's also dance. Stimulating the mind and body, bending the

self, dance at Emory emphasizes performance and choreography. The Emory Dance

Company, Dance Alliance Emory and AHANA offer performing opportunities in dance. In addition
to

dance, there is also music at Emory, which is multi-faceted and seemingly endless in opportunity

and scope.

Weekly concerts are held on campus by students, faculty and ensembles. By Evangeline

Stephens.

jey Schw
irk. hang

An outside, open air production of any play
or skit is quite unusual. When the Starving

Artists

performed at random places on

campus, they were well-attended.
Photo by Susanna Konner, The Wheel.

Theatre

J
leattt1

collaboration of

/Vtr

trained theatre

llacictors,

students
scholars, Theatre
Emory gives students
icciiioF
the unique
0* to work, opportunity
perform, cre¬
and

ate and learn with

world class actors,

de¬

Artists

Emory University Chorus. The Chorus
performs in Glenn Memorial Auditorium.
Photo by Romy Ribitzky, The Wheel.

Productions,

Rathskellar and Alpha
Psi

Omega, the honor¬

dramatic society.
Throughout the year
each organization has
many performances of
avariety ofplays which
ary

include 1776 per¬

signers and directors

formed

from all corners of the

Emory and Fool for

globe. Student organi¬

Love

zations in theatre and

film studies include

Starving Artists Pro¬
ductions.
By

Theatre Emory, Ad Hoc

Evangeline Stephens.

by Theatre

performed by

Productions, Starving

Campus Life
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Emory Inn &
Conference Center
Emory Inn has been the choice of
visiting parents of Emory students as well
as relatives of area hospital patients.
Photo by Cherie Sgambati.
The

The Emory In and Conference Center Hotels are owned by Emory University and they are
involved in both the Emory community as well as the Atlanta community.
are

used

by perspective students when they visit Emory

.

These two hotels

Sometimes people who have

testing procedures at one of the hospitals at Emory stay at these hotels. The Conference Center is
used

by

many

Fortune 500 companies with headquarters in Atlanta. According to Front Office

Manager Stephen Wyner the hotel's primary goal is to "provide good service and to uphold the name
and reputation

of the University." By Cherie Sgambati.

The

Emory Conference Center Hotel has
companies Fortune 500 with
headquarters in Atlanta as well as
departments in the

been host to

Roberto C. Goizeuta Business School.
Photo

by Cherie Sgambati.

The

Emory Inn has served the parents of
Emory for many past years and they're
expected to Emory for many more years.
Photo by Cherie Sgambati.

Student Conduct

Striving to uphold

the accused student

standards, the

has indeed violated the

Conduct Council hears

Conduct Code.

nonacademic, under¬

Council can decide that

graduate student con¬

the student is in viola¬

duct cases from Emory

tion of

College, the Woodruff
School of Nursing and

offense. Even

Goizeuta

being brought

Business

School. The Council is

comprised faculty and
students. Once

a case

is reported to the Coun¬

cil, the Conduct Coun¬
cil then deliberates and

Al90p
Lju

Campus Life

decides whether or not

certain set of

a

a

The

less serious

though

students do not enjoy
up
fore the Council,

be¬
the

system works effec¬
tively. By Cherie kh
Sgambati.

Carter
Center
Carter, James Baker, and Oscar Arias

***

help monitor October 1996 national
election in Nicaraga.
Photo courtesy of Carter Center.

The CarterCenterusedto be lo-cated on the EmoryUniversitycampus, butin 1986 it moved
to its

present location on Freedom Parkway. President Carter said he founded the Carter

Center on the

"principle that every human being has the right to be free from preventable

disease and free to live in freedom and peace."
students many unique opportunities.

The Carter Center's partnership with Emory gives

Throughout the school

year,

Emory provides about 50

interns, roughly 50 percent of the internship positions available at the Carter Center. The Carter
Center is

a

valuable

resource

to

Emory students. By Harvey Wilson.

President Carter meets with the Dalai
Lama at the Carter Center.
Photo courtesy

of Carter Center.

\ view of the

grounds of the current Carter
on Freedom Parkway.
Photo courtesy of Carter Center.

Center located

jldrf8 ■ Former First Lady Carter, Colin Powell,
jjf $'and Carter visit Haiti to assess progress
on

preparations for elections.
of Carter Center.

Photo courtesy

Campus Life
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Academics

In 1995 Emory was admit ed to the Association
of American Universities, a group
most

of the 62

productive and acomplished research

universities in the United States.

Emory College

offers nine major academic divisons and over 40
academic

departments and programs from Neuro-

science and Behavioral

There

are numerous

which includes the

Biology to Flim Studies.

centers

for advanced studies

graduate schools of Arts and

Sciences, School of Medicine, School of Theology,
School of Law, School of Nursing,

School of Public

Health, and School of Business. Additionally, Emory
has

a

the

Egleston's Children Hospital and the Center for

host of prestigious

affliated institutions from

Disease Control, to the Carter Center and the Yerkes

Center.

There

are

11,300 total students and 2500 faculty

members from all regions
many

forgein countries. These students and faculty

members all have

access

labs and 5 major

libraries

over

of the United States and

2 and

a

to the 8

different computer

on campus

which houses

half million volumes of books. The

libraries include Woodruff Library,

Candler Library,

Library, Law Library, Chemistry Library, Health
Science

Library, and Pitts Theology Library, which

happens to be the second largest theology library in
North America.
Of Emory's
there

are

association of over 72,000 alumni,

6 United States Senators, 22 members of

the House of Representatives,

winners, 16 Rhodes

Scholars, and 32 Bishops of the

United Methodist Church.

L_TU

5 Pulitzer Prize

Academics

at

Emory

Academic Departments

& Program

-African-American Studies

-French and Italian

-Journalism Program

-Institue ofAfrican Studies

Department

-Latin

-Anthropology

-Geoscience

-Art

American

-Psychology Department
and

-Religion Department

Carribean Studies

-Russian & East

-German Studies

-Linguistics Program

Studies

-Asian Studies

Department

-Literature

-Russian, Eurasian, and

-Biology

-Health and

-Mathematics and

East Asian

-Chemistry

Education

Computer Science

Cultures

-Classics

-History

-Middle Eastern Studies

-Sociology

-Dance

-Human and Natural

-Music

-Spanish

-Economics

Ecology

-Neuroscience and

-Theater Studies

-Divison of Educational

-Interdisciplinary Studies in

Behavioral

ment

Studies

the Institue of the Liberal

-Physics Department

-Violence Studies

-English Department

Arts

-Philosophy

-Women's Studies

-Film Studies

-Jewish Studies

-Political Science

History

"T"^ •

"Tj

£| ^

Prgram

Physical

'J%

Biology

European

Languages and

Depart¬

•'
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One of the most exciting prospects for chemistry
at

Emory is our projected expansion into new

facilities and

new

fields. In addition to

our

continuing work in the traditional areas of chemistry,
have

begun new initiatives in the fields of materials
chemistry and biomolecular chemistry. As part of our
growth in these new and challenging areas we are
adding additional research laboratories, renovated
undergraduate labs, new library facilities and a new
and expanded home for the Emerson Center (http://

we

w .emrson.emory.edu/centr/ifo.html).

new

These

directions mean new research programs and new

faculty. We believe that chemistry at Emory will be a
leader in training chemical scientists for the new and
varied directions in the future. I hope that you will be
able to join us in that effort. By Lanny Liebeskind
Chair, Department of Chemistry.

Students in freshman

organic chemistry try to
decipher the cryptic lines of chemical structures as
Dr. Goldsmith explains the chirality of molecules.
Photo by Adam Dailey.

Chemistry
The Emory Biologydepartment aims to prepare
all

biology students for biomedical careers and
graduate work in biology. In doing so, the
department attempts to generate in students an interest
in scientific investigation and a curiosity about intri¬
for

cate

mechanisms of life.

The

department strongly encourages that during
undergraduate coursework that biology majors
to take advantage of the many research opportunities
provided within the department and by the Medical
School, CDC, and Yerkes. Biology majors are given the
opportunity to work closely with a faculty member of
their choice to do research though Biology 498. Spe¬
cial project labs are offered with the most popular
being Coastal Biology and Experiments in Molecular
Biology. Exceptional students are welcomed into the
Phi Sigma honor society. The wide fields of interest are
as diverse as the interaction between ecology, popula¬
tion biology, and genetics to developmental events that
give rise to the mature nervous system.
their

Biology classes are held in the Dental School
Building located across from the Rollins Research
Center. Photo by Adam Dailey.
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Neuroscience andBehavioral Biology (NBB) is
of the fastest growing majors. The depart¬
ment is three years old and now has about 200
one

majors. There will be 52 majors graduatingin May with
9 working on Honors. This major combines Biology
with Anthropology and Psychology. One graduating
major, Nojan Valadi, says, "The main attraction to the
classes in this department is that they give an insight
into the human and animal brains and their behaviors.

They help you to answer the question 'Why do humans
and animals behave the way they do?' It uses a more
tangible, hands-on approach to the study of Neurobi¬
ology."
This department has many programs and opportuni¬
ties for its students. Among them are a monitoring
program and lunch with visiting senior scientists. In
the future they hope to setup an inter-institution pro¬
gram and have a liaison to the Oxford campus.

The NBB program is headquartered on the fourth
floor of the O. Waynes Rollins Research Center.
Photo

by Adam Dailey.

Psychology
The Psychology department not only educates
students in the workings of the human mind,

but
apply this knowledge and
provides various venues in which to apply their knowl¬
edge. The weekly letter, the Unipsycle, announces
available research positions, volunteer opportunities,
and other events that give students a chance to do
hands-on psychological work. The department also
continues to offer activities for psychology students,
such as popular summer study abroad opportunities
in England, Ireland, and Scotland. Exceptional stu¬
also teaches them to

dents

are

welcomed into the Psi Chi honor

society.

Some

special lectures also took on the theme of
practical psychological applications. Professor Scott
Lilienfield presented a lecture on how to evaluate
extraordinary claims of pseudoscience. He addressed
popular issues such as alien abduction, palm reading,
and astrology. Lectures with more academic-oriented
themes included such topics as "Images of Memory in
the Human Brain" presented by Dr. Robert Sapolsky of
Stanford University.
The

Psychology Building is located on the "Energy
Quad" with Tarbutton Hall and the Geosciences
Building. Photo by Adam Dailey.
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Mathematics is one of the oldest and deepest
areas

of intellectual

inquiry. It has two

as¬

pects, one concrete and applied, the other
abstract and theoretical. The department's programs
provide not only the tools that are fundamental in the

physical sciences, economics, and business but also
an
opportunity to pursue the theoretical aspects of the
subject that are essential to its continued development.
The Mathematics department at Emory is housed in the
North Decatur building. The Mathematics program
offers courses in both the applied and abstract areas of
study. Bachelors of Arts and Bachelors of Science
degrees are offered in math, a minor degree is offered
in mathematics and applied mathematics and there is
a joint
degree program with the Economics depart¬
ments.

As the end of the first semester nears, students in
Dr. Hirsch Calculus seminar prepare to cover

infinite power series. The difference between the
Calculus
112z seminar and the
112 course is that
112z is

designed to cater to the different levels of
learning of freshmen coming from AP courses as
opposedto those thattookthe Calculus 111
at Emory. Photo by Adam Dailey.

course

Mathematics

In theNorth Decatur Buildingwith theMathematics

department is the Computer Science department.
programming done by the students is
the 'C language within a UNIX programming envi¬
Much of the

in

ronment.

Students

can

work with

a

UNIX based net¬

work, which includes

a Sun Enterprise 4000 server
cluster. The department also offers a student computer

library, a computer lab with 50 Sunwork stations, and
specialized graphics laboratory. The laboratory net¬
work is connected to the campus high-speed back¬
bone, giving access to the Internet as well as other
university computers. The department offers both B.S.
and B.A. degrees in computer science as well as a
combined B.S. in computer science and mathematics.
The degrees draw from a broad range of substantial
course work in computer science, complemented with
a substantial set of offerings in related mathematics.
Students also have the option of pursuing a minor in
a

the field.
Students work in the
to write the last

Computer Science lab trying

lines of their programs before

leaving for Thanksgiving Break. Consulting staff
always present if a student
needs help. Photo by Adam Dailey.

and other students are
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eology, the study of the earth's physical, chemi•cal, and biological characteristics, is a funda¬
mental science of increasingly diverse scope.
Students study the basic principles of earth processes
and apply them to past, present, and future environ¬
mental changes. The Geosciences Program replaced
the Department of Geology, which officially closed in
August, 1989. The Geosciences Program cannot pres¬
ently accept any candidates for B.S., B.A., M.S., or
Ph.D. degrees in Geology. Students interested in pur¬
suing a program in interdisciplinary science, which
includes the geological sciences, are encouraged to
consider the program in Human and Natural Ecology.
The Geosciences Program is housed in the newly
renovated Geosciences Building. The geology faculty
have ongoing research programs in global change,
sedimentology, paleoecology, paleontology, petrol¬
ogy, structural geology, and computer applications to

G':

earth science education.

The Geosciences

Building houses classes for not
only the Geoscience department, but also the
Anthropology department. Photo by Adam Dailey.

Undergraduate physics majors may pursue either
a

Bachelor of Arts

or

Bachelor of Science de

gree. Although the two programs have different
objectives, they share an emphasis on teaching the
basic principles of physics and their applications; on
developing the analytical approach to problem solv¬
ing, including the use of mathematical methods; and
on providing experience with physics
laboratory and
research techniques. Exceptional students are wel¬
comed into the Sigma Pi Sigma honor society. The
instructional facilities of the Physics Department in¬
clude general and advanced physics laboratories; a
microcomputer laboratory, and an observational as¬
tronomy facility. Faculty research laboratories and
computer equipment are available to students engaged
in research projects in biophysics, nonlinear and
statistical physics, and semiconductor and device phys¬
ics.
With the

implementation of the Master Plan the
once again be united. The new build¬
ing will house both the Physics and Mathematics
departments will adjoin the Chemistry Building
and White Hall. It is hoped that the building will be
finished in five years. Photo by Adam Dailey.
sciences will
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Through a range of courses on ecological and
environmental issues, coupled with research
and internship opportunities, seminars and out¬

reach, the Human and Natural Ecology (HNE) pro¬
gram studies the connection between human and
natural ecology by applying disciplinary knowledge
and skills to interdisciplinary issues. As the program's
name suggests, the
emphasis is on developing an
understanding both of basic ecological issues and of
the human impact on ecological integrity. HNE core
and adjunct faculty members represent a broad range
of disciplines, from the natural sciences to the social
sciences and the humanities. Students in the HNE
program are encouraged to participate in internships
and research with numerous local organizations such
U.S. Centers for Disease Control,

the Yerkes Primate
Center, and the Carter Center. The HNE program offers

as

students an interdisciplinary "co-major" in HNE, taken

along with a major in another discipline. Students in
any academic department can be HNE co-majors.

Photo courtesy of the

Human and Natural Ecology

Department.

Human and Natural

Founded in 1978, the Anthropology department
has

enjoyed a marked increase in enrolling stu¬
Perhaps the newfound interest
in this field of study can be explained in its broad
applications. Anthropology is the only field of study to
bridge the natural and social sciences, as well as the
humanities. This allows for many different specializa¬
tions within the field, including: social or cultural
anthropology, linguistic anthropology, archaeology,
and biological anthropology. At present the depart¬
ment covers both social and biological anthropology
dents and majors.

and offers either

a

B.A.

or

B.S.

as

well

as an

honors

program and admission to the nationally recognized
Lambda Alpha Honor Society. The holistic, cross-

cultural

approach anthropology to the study of the

world provides it's students with a firm base of knowl¬

edge and a wide view unavailable in narrower fields of
study.

Every faculty and graduate research project in the

represented on this map in the anthropol¬
ogy wing of the Geosciences building. Photo by
Adam Dailey.
world is
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Students of sociology learn to evaluate and ex

plain the complex interactions among peoples
and societies. Thus, sociology is an integral part
of a liberal arts education. The study of sociology
covers a wide range of topics, including the compara¬
tive study of different societies, the study of institutions
(the family, schools, the criminal justice system, health
care
and the study of interpersonal relations
and small group interaction. Exceptional students are
welcomed into the Alpha Kappa Delta honor society.
Sociology majors are encouraged to learn by doing as
well as by study. Several courses are offered that allow
for large-scale surveys or small group lab experimen¬
tation and a fully equipped computer lab and social
psychology lab are available to students in Tarbutton
sy tems),

Hall.

During her 9:35 am Introduction to Human Social¬
ization course, Professor Karen Hegtvedt outlines
the remaining lectures on cross-cultural studies.
Students first learn the basic theories behind so¬
cialization and the individual and through the course
of the semester

apply what they have learned to
increasingly general groups, finally forming rela¬
tionships between different cultures. Photo by
Adam Dailey.

Violence / Women's Studies

ViolenceStudies is a new interdisciplinary minor
that introduces students to the major literature
and theories on violence from the humanities,

the social and behavioral sciences,

public health, and

medical research.
The Emory Institute

for Women's Studies offers a
leading to teaching and scholarship in the
study of women, gender, and feminist theory, with an
emphasis on grounding in a traditional discipline,
interdisciplinary study, and comparative theoretical
and empirical perspectives. The program promotes a
comparative and global perspective on the experience
curriculum

of

women

in different

societies, classes, and

races.

Committed to intellectual and

ideological openness,
discussion and debate across
disciplines which is facilitated by the broad range of
specialties of the teaching staff drawn from other
departments.

the Institute encourages

Mrs. JoAnn Chace, Mrs. Rosalyn Carter, and
Attorney General Janet Reno talk after the conclu¬
sion of her lecture at the Rosalyn Carter Lecture
Series last year. Photo by Annemarie Poyo.
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One may not think of economics as a social
science, but at heart that is what it is. Econom¬

ics looks at the way people allocate their scarce

resources to

gain their unlimited needs. From these

studies the economist then identifies patterns and
forms scientific models to predict human behavior.
These

predictions

useful to businesses and the
government in research and problem-solving. The
are

economist measures the

pulse of society's needs and
be most efficiently fulfilled.
Economics provides a versatile background for post¬
graduates, professionals or academic training. Eco¬
nomics offers a framework for the analysis of rules of
liability and property rights, and thus undergirds much
of the modern study of law and legal institutions. A
growing number of law students find it useful to
prepare for this by majoring in economics as under¬
graduates. Economics majors also go into fields such
as business, finance,
accounting, and marketing. Ex¬
ceptional students may also become members of the
Omicron Delta Epsilon honor society.

wants and

how these

can

Karthik Sundaram studies Economics for his up¬

coming exam. Photo by Edward Chang.

Economics

Historymajors are given the opportunity to con¬
centrate

their major within their own interests.

These concentrations include

anything from
Early America, Ancient and Medieval Europe, East
Asia, or Women's History. As a rule, students learn a
form of thinking both critically and historically in light
of past events. In order to do this courses in American
and European history as well as a few courses in Latin
America, Africa, East Asia, and the Near East help the
student learn to view the world today as a product of
past events. Phi Alpha Theta constitutes the History
Department's international honor society. Other awards
include awards for the best students in both American

history as well as the opportunity for a
rising senior to research in Europe before their senior
and European
year.

A student discusses the class lecture with the

professor. Photo by Adam Dailey.
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The Emory Political Science departmentoffers a

comprehensive program of study at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Fields of
study include American government and politics, in¬
ternational relations, political philosophy, and the
politics of foreign nations. Undergraduate students
may choose political science as a major or minor field
of study. A special undergraduate concentration is also
available in international studies, which provides a
broad background in foreign language and culture,
politics, history, and economics for those students
interested in careers in journalism, teaching, interna¬
tional business or government service. At the graduate
level, the department offers a program of study leading
to the Ph.D. degree. Students may concentrate in
American politics, comparative politics, or interna¬
tional relations. Exceptional students are welcomed
into Pi Sigma Alpha honor society.

Political Science classes
Hall. Photo courtsey

taught in Tarbutton
of Political Science depart¬
are

ment.

International Studies
In conjunction with the Political Science depart¬

ment, International Studies is offered for those
students interested in journalism, teaching, inter¬
national business, and government service. The major

only allows the student to learn a broad spectrum
both in the comparative and inter¬
national politics arena, but also broadens the students'
perspective by allowing them to take both social sci¬
ences and a preferred concentration in a foreign
language. Each year around a fourth of the students in
the Political Science Department choose to concen¬
trate their major in International Studies.
not

of political science,

As

part of the Political Science department, the

International Studies program is held
Tarbutton hall. Photo by Adam Dailey.
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The Center for Russian and East European

Studies (REES) seeks to stimulate and
enhance education about the former Soviet

fiuSHfrn, EumHun,

Union and Eastern

Europe. Working with Various
departments of the college to augment the curricu¬
lum in the humanities and social sciences, the

re5

periodically offers a multi-disciplinary
introductory course on Russian and other former
center

Soviet societies. For students who desire further

knowledge about these societies beyond the intro¬
ductory level, REES offers an interdisciplinary
minor, and along with the Department of Russian,
Eurasian, East Asian Languages and Cultures, a
Russian Studies major. The Center further supple¬
ments

curriculum

offerings by providing a series of
public lectures, informal brown-bag talks, feature
films, artistic performances, and exhibits. Located in
Tarbutton Hall, live and recorded Russian telecasts
and a collection of area studies videotapes, books,
and

periodicals

are

available to students.

REEALC

The Center for Russian and EastEuropean

Studies (REES) seeks to broaden knowledge
about the former USSR and Eastern Europe

through multi- and interdisciplinary programming
for the Emory academic community, faculty at other
educational institutions, and the general public.

Faculty specialties range from Slavic linguistics,
Russian folklore, and Soviet visual arts to history of
non-Russian nationalities, post-Soviet political
systems, Stalinist industrialization, and comparative
politics of Eastern Europe.
REES also offers
ment

studies certificates to

comple¬
training offered through the Graduate School
area

of Arts and Sciences, the Roberto C. Goizueta
Business

School, the Emory Law School, and the

Rollins School of Public Health.
To

support its academic programming

and appeal to

the greater Atlanta community, REES sponsors a
diverse series of public lectures, films, brown-bag

talks, exhibits, recitals and other artistic presenta¬
tions.
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the undergraduate interested in learning

more

about Latin America and the Caribbean

and U.S.

policy toward the region the Latin

American and Caribbean Studies

(LACS) Program of
Emory offers an interdisciplinary major and a

mm
MONTSERRAT
ARUBA

/

MARTINIQUE
ST. VINCENT

ANTIGUA
GUADELOUPE

LAS

DOMINICA

while

ST. LUCIA

introduce students to the region.

BARBADOS

-BONAIRE

CANCUN

GRENADA

:

MEXICO

*TOBAGO

COZUMEL

>TWiN«DA»

VENEZUELA

^GUTVANA

B0JU

\\

minor. The program

draws on the full range of
faculty expertise at Emory and The Carter Center.

BARBUDA

C SURINAM*

101, Introduction to Latin American Studies,

required coursed, is designed to
This program is
designed for both the student who might want to
become a specialist and also for those who want to
deepen their knowledge and awareness of the
region, but intend to pursue careers in law, busi¬
ness, government, education, religion, or medicine.
Students are encouraged to pursue part of their
studies in Latin America or the Caribbean. They may
spend a semester engaged in an academic program
approved by the Latin American and Caribbean
not a

Studies director. A maximum of sixteen credits of

foreign study can be credited towards the major and
only and with approval of the program's director.

Afnc^n/Afncan-Ameiican Studies

TheAfrican American Studies Departmentis
committed to

educating students about the
history and culture of African Americans while
also exploring the African and diasporan roots of
the African American people.
The department hosted the annual lecture on race
and gender as well as the Grace Towns Hamilton
lecture. Another annual event of the African
American Studies

department, the Celebration of
Independent Black Cinema film series and colloquia, was yet again a great success.
October, acclaimed author Alice Walker, whose

An

works include the

immensely successful novel The
brought by the department to
Emory for a reading and booksigning. Other visiting
authors for the year included Nathan McCall,
Color Purple, was

Michael Fabre, and Richard A. Long
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The Middle Eastern Studies, MES, department
offers

a

variety of courses

everything in the
include Religions,
Literature, Art, Archaeology, Cinema, and Lan¬
guages. The MES department offers minors in
Arabic, Hebrew, and Persian languages and Mediter¬
ranean
Archaeology. The MES department has
sponsored speakers to give talks on numerous
on

Middle East. Course topics

topics.
Many MES students choose to study abroad and
learn first hand about the Middle East. The

depart¬
spring semester abroad in Israel. As
well there are two offerings during the summer. The
first is the Emory Summer Experience in Israel, in
ment

offers

a

which students visit such
Knesset

(parli ment),

venues as

the Israeli

Israeli radio stations, the Arab

and Druze

villages, Christian holy places, and Golan
Heights. An Archaeological program is also offered
but may not be available every year.

Middle Eastern Studies

The Asian Studies Department seeks to give
insight into the many dimensions of Asian
culture in order to afford students

a

greater

understanding of the issues surrounding Asia. In
doing so, the department aims to increase apprecia¬
tion of the Asian and Asian American culture in the

United States.
The

mm

department hosted events quite frequently
through the 1998-99 year. The Indian film festival
lasted from September to December, with a film
screening each Thursday of the semester.
Special lectures and discussions also abounded in
the Asian Studies department. The featured diverse
group of topics ranging from "Debunking the Myth
of Difficulty: Why the Japanese Language is Easier
than it Looks" to "Mahatma Ghandi in the Service of

Humanity."
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BoththeFrenchandItaliandepartments take a
multi-faceted

►

approach to their studies. They
solely on linguistics but also the
literature, culture, history, the arts, and philosophi¬
cal and political views of France and Italy. Both offer
students the opportunity to study abroad. The
French department has a six-week program in Paris
where students may either stay with a family or in
prearranged quarters. The Italian dept. has pro¬
grams set up in both Rome and Siena.
do

not

focus

i

Spanish/German
The Department of Spanish offers instructionin
the

Spanish language and in Spanish and Latin

American culture and literature. All

are

taught in Spanish, and classes

students at all levels
to

are

courses

small so that

given maximum opportunity
speak the language. Other opportunities to learn
are

Spanish language and culture are also available
through the department's Study Abroad programs
and the Casa Hispana.
All students in German

encouraged to partici¬
pate in the department's study abroad programs in
Berlin, Vienna, and Freiburg, which provide cultural
immersion as well as preparation for the Zertifikat
Deutsch als Fremdsprache (Certification in
German as a Foreign
The exam is
administered by the Goethe Institute and this
certificate is internationally recognized for basic
competency speaking, reading, writing, and under¬
standing German. Two years is considered enough
preparation for the exam and all students at this
level are encouraged to take it.
are

Languae).
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The study of literature, one of thefundamentals
of

liberal

education, is concerned with
how we produce literary texts-novels, poems,
plays, films, and others-- and how such texts, once
produced, affect the individual reader and a society
of reading individuals. It encourages the student to
consider the influence of history, religion, science,
philosophy, and other disciplines upon the readers
and writers of different times and places. It is thus
an interdisciplinary
study, embracing culture in its
a

broadest

arts

1

,

sense.
•

'

JmrnRZaKil^mM

—

Emory's undergraduate program in English equips
not only with knowledge of literature
itself in its different periods and genres, but also

the student

with instruction in the

techniques of analysis,

CnJnk

research, and writing-capacities emphasized in
literature as well as writing courses. The program
provides the foundation for a broad-based educa¬
tion, valuable to those planning a career in business,

\Oj

C^mori

teaching, law, medicine, or any profession that
requires critical thinking, sound judgement, and
clear writing.

Therequired courses of the journalism pro

designed to complement student's
undergraduate major, whether physics or
political science, business or biology. The five
courses emphasize researching, reporting, and
writing. They also stress the history, ethics, sociol¬
ogy, and law of news, topics that will encourage
students' understanding of other academic disci¬
plines. In addition to taking courses, students will
participate in the equivalent of a ten-week internship
during which they will report and write for a
newspaper, magazine, broadcast outlet, or other

i

\ '

gram are

news

medium.

will engage students' analytical skills
with in-class discussions about of key news events.
Each

course

required to
front-page articles each day from either the

Every student, whatever the course, is
read all

Atlanta Constitution

LmS
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or

the New York Times.
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Thecivilizationand culturalachievements of

Emory University

ancient Greece and Rome continue to influ

values, the way we think, and the
questions we ask. They represent some of Western
society's deepest roots and stand at the core of all
ence our

DEPARTiV
OF

liberal

arts

education.

The

Department of Classics offers students an
opportunity to study the languages, literature,
culture, and influence of classical antiquity. General
courses include such topics as classical mythology,
law, religion, women in antiquity, and Greek and
Roman literature in translation.
For students interested in Greek
instruction is offered at all

or

Latin, language

levels, from elementary

the most advanced, both in a classroom setting
and in individual instruction.
to

p
'toon

The

department offers several majors and two
minors; joint majors and also possible with other

departments. In addition, for students who wish to
design their own interdisciplinary course of study,
the Department of Classics cooperates with several
other departments to offer a major in classical
studies.

Art

History
The Department of Art History offers courses in
the art and architecture of all the

principal
periods and eras of Western history, including
classical antiquity, early Christian and Byzantine, the
Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, modern Europe, American,
African American, and contemporary. Non-Western
fields of study include ancient Near Eastern and

Egyptian, ancient American, African, Caribbean, and
Islamic art.
Some
course

museum

work

as

experience is available through

well

Carlos Museum, the

internships at the Michael C.
High Museum of Art, and
as

similar institutions in the Atlanta

area.

The

department conducts annual summer pro¬
grams away from Atlanta that can be taken for full
credit. The locations, which vary, have been in Italy,
France, the Netherlands, Germany, England, Africa,
Haiti, and New York City. Interested students should
contact the department for further information.

Academics
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The Department of Music is a memberof the
National Association of Schools of Music.

Students who major in music work towards a
Bachelor of Arts degree, which provides a solid

grounding in theory and musicianship, continued
development as a performer through individual
instruction and group performance, and a compre¬
hensive background in the history and literature of
music. The curriculum emphasizes a balanced
coverage of the several areas of music, a high level
of performance, and the development of aesthetic
sensitivity and critical

awareness.

The

department sponsors a wide variety of
ensembles involving students, faculty, and staff from
all areas of the university. These include the Univer¬
sity Chorus, University Concert Choir, Emory Wind
Ensemble, Emory Jazz Ensemble, Chamber En¬
semble, and Atlanta-Emory Orchestra. All students,
both music majors and non-majors, are encouraged
to participate in these ensembles.

Theater is one of therichest and most reward
ing of educational disciplines, for it involves

the

development of the total personality: mind,
body, sensibility, and imagination as an integrated
whole. Theater studies is thus

one

of the

core

disciplines of the liberal arts, and a liberal-artsbased education in theatre has value for many
students. Because of its unique combination of

thinking and doing and its focus on the development
of the total person, theater is a practical preparation
for a variety of careers, including law, business,
advertising, and communications.
Students are actively involved in all aspects of
Theater Emory, the resident professional theatre
associated with the department. They are also
encouraged to become involved in a wide variety of
co-curricular theatrical productions presented on
campus.

LjiS
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TheReligion department at Emory is interested
in

providing students with an understanding of
plurality of religion, how religions influ¬
ence society and experience, understanding oneself
as a moral agent, and appreciating moral and
spiritual dimensions in the study of religion. The
department also prepares students for a graduate or
professional study in religion and related fields and
provides an understanding of religious, social,
historical, artistic and intellectual accomplishments
of various cultures. These goals are accomplished
by the department is broad, cross cultural, interdis¬
ciplinary program into Christian, Jewish, Hindu,
Buddhist, and Muslim religious traditions. It also
explores issues of death and dying, gender, ethics,
violence, religious performances, literature, art,
film, sacred texts, legal issues and political analysis.
The historical, social, scientific, theological, philo¬
sophical, and the psychological dimensions of
religion are also covered in the department's
the

program.

Interdisciplinary Studies
The majorin interdisciplinary studies in culture
and society

(IDS) is particularly for the
intellectually adventuresome student whose
interests cut across a variety of disciplines. Concen¬
trators normally combine a core of discussionintensive interdisciplinary studies courses with
more specialized courses taken from different
departments. While the major is designed in part to
ensure both disciplinary and cultural breadth, each
concentrator is also expected to develop, in consul¬
tation with an adviser, a coherent program of
courses exploring in some depth an individual area
of focus.

Academics
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The Division of Educational Studies offers an
Interdisciplinary approach to the study of

education, with a special emphasis on urban
and comparative issues. In particular, the division
seeks to provide students with a foundation for

understanding the social and cultural context in
which education

and for

interpreting the
complex relationships among education, the
individual, and society.
occurs

Interdisciplinary in its requirements, the educa¬
tional studies major provides a foundation appropri¬
ate for students who may choose to enter a teacher

certification program at the graduate level as well as
those who may later embark upon other careers in
education. The major is also useful to those students
who will pursue graduate work in areas such as law,

business,

journalism but need a more compre¬
understanding of the complexity of educa¬
tional issues. However, graduates of this program do
not meet the requirements for teacher certification.
or

hensive

Educational Studies

Film studies at Emory stands firmly within the
tradition of a liberal arts,

committed to the

goals of critical reading (of filmic texts) and

writing in order to teach value discrimination. Film
is the public literature and graphic art of our time.
In the same ay that we should be able to distinguish
poetry from advertising copy and post-impressionis¬

painting from soup labels, we should be able to
distinguish good cinema from bad, and the truly
serious from the merely exciting, sensuous, or

tic

novel.
Film is

a

contemporary language

whose presence

pervasive, though we have traditionally treated this
language as a medium so ephemeral as to deserve
our contempt or so mysterious as to defy compre¬
is

hension. The Film Studies program
these cultural oversights by leading

seeks to correct
the student
through progressive stages of encounter towards a
level of critical understanding associated with the
concentration in more traditional humanities

disciplines.
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Students in Emory College are required to

complete four one-hour course with either the
or DANC prefix as part of the distribution
requirements. Health education (PE 101) must be
taken during the first year and three additional
courses must be completed prior to graduation.
PE

Students must also take
available in the

area

of

one

of the nine

courses

"Principles of Personal

Fitness."

Students may

elect to take an exemption profi¬
ciency test in health education. The exemption test is
offered once a year during the fall orientation, and
only to incoming first-year students. However no
credit is giving for passing the test and the student
must still complete four elective courses, including
one in the area of "Principles of Personal Fitness."
Students may take any of the elective courses on a
letter-grade or pass/fail basis except for health
education (letter grade only). Students should
register for classes comparable with their skill level
and beginner, advanced, and intermediate levels are
offered in a majority of activities.

Paladin

Society
All members must

We, thePaladin Society of Emory University, do hereby an
nounce

ourselves to and establish ourselves

as a

part of the

Emory community. Our noble purpose is to foster the
nebulous concept of school spirit. We hope to promote a cohesive
student body, bridging the social boundaries students within the

University. We strive to elevate the aspects of the Emory experience
as catalysts for school pride. We intend to resurrect those

which act

unified the student body as well as create new
reflect the dynamic nature of the Emory community.

traditions which
traditions to

once

Only the identities of our public spokespeople are to be revealed.
membership shall never exceed twelve active members. They shall
be leaders chosen from amongst the sophomore, junior, and senior
classes. Upon graduation, the seniors will be replaced by rising
sophomores whom the society deems worthy. Additionally, the
membership shall reflect the many segments of the Emory community.

pledge to maintain honor and integrity in represent¬
ing Emory University.
Our society endeavors to:
Increase attendance at varsity athletic events
Strengthen interest in the fine arts
Encourage campus organizations to execute campus-wide events
Identify elements of Emory culture behind which students can rally
Create an intellectual community of faculty and students
We elicit the assistance and support of the Emory community in
fulfilling this mission.

Our

PAIADIXSCXJlhlT
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Mortar Board honors college seniors
who demonstrate

outstanding

aca

demic achievement, contribution to

the

University, and service to the community.

The Class of 1999

generated 42 Mortar Board
members, who Mortar Board President Jeff
Goldblatt deemed "some of the finest individuals

Emory has to offer," the "future leaders of our
country."
The members of Mortar Board

participated
projects that benefitted the
Atlanta community, but they also put a great deal
of effort into projects that served the students
and faculty of the University.

in several service

The Mortar Board members also worked

diligently to establish the Outstanding Sopho¬
more Student Award, which they hoped would
be incorporated as an annual project of the
Mortar Board Chapter. The award was created
to honor students who exemplify Mortar Board
ideals in their first three semesters at Emory.

Mortar Board

Ar

Aftertheir sophomore years students are
eligible to enter Phi Beta Kappa.
Juniors are taken from the top 3
percent of their class while seniors and
graduates are taken from the top 12 percent,
although Emory is usually more selective and
choose from the top 10 percent. At any one
time there

approximately 100 members.
Phi Beta Kappa is a nationally recognized
honor society. It is one of the oldest and most
respected of the honor societies and is the
most selective as well. Phi Beta Kappa has a
strong team of leadership. Its faculty and
sponsors include Director of the DUC Ed
Stansell, Director of the Women's Center Ali
are

Crown, and Professor of Chemistry Ron

Johnson. New members

are

inducted

once

each semester with the most selective being in
the fall term.

cf214P
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Phi Eta Sigma is an honor society that
encourages and rewards academic

excellence among freshmen under¬

graduate students.
An induction ceremony

and last year the

is held in the spring,

speaker was Director of

Residence Life Brit Katz. Phi Eta Sigma is

Involved with the local chapter of Habitat for

I

Humanity and helped plan and carry out a

community service project for Habitat this fall

other community service related
activities. Also, president Jack Casey and vice
President David Hwang will be attending the
national convention at Purdue University. The

among

rest

of the administrative staff on the honor

society are Mahmoud Al-Batal, faculty advisor,

Aysha Hidayatullah, Secretary, and Peggy Wu,
Treasurer.

Omicron Delta

Kappa
Omicron Delta Kappa is an honor society
that recognizes and brings together out

letal

standing leaders from various college

activities. In February,

atopic
ore selecme

■ent.

W

members of the executive

committee attend the national and regional con¬

ferences for ODK. Six awards of merit are given
for

Outstanding Faculty in Service, Outstanding

staff in Service,

Sophomore Superlative, Emer¬

gent Undergraduate Leader, Emergent Graduate
and Kiversity Initiatives. Last year's winners were
Rev. Susan

Sara

Henry-Crowe, Rev. Sammy Clark,

Riedner, Beth Mina, and Lakshmi Gopal.

Last Year Dr. Luther Smith was the speaker at the

tfit

ceremony.
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Graduate Arts and Sciences

As manyas 300 students are admit edeach year to the Graduate Schoolof Arts and Sciences
in such fields

the

Biological and Biomedical Sciences, the largest department, and
smaller departments such as French.
Devoting four to 10 years of their fives pursuing their doctorate degrees in one of the 26 major
departments offered at the school, graduate student may participate in anything from independent
lab study to field work and research abroad. This breadth and freedom of experience can help
students form a more global state of mind as is the mission of the University itself.
sometimes

as

as

few

as

five to six students per year in

(Upper left) View of the Quad through an
upper window in the Candler Library.
(Upper right) The Sanford S. Atwood
Chemistry Building, a seven floor educa¬
tional and research facility.
(Middle) Housing the political science,
sociology, and cultural studies depart¬
ments, the Ben J. Tarbutton Hall can be
found on the "Energy Quad" by the Geosciences Building.

(Right) The Loula Walker and Ely Reeves
Callaway Sr. Memorial Center contains the
offices for the language departments as
well as those of classics and religion.
Photos by Jonathan Friedlander
and Lee Reeves.
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(Left) An elementary Hebrew class gets
early start in the morning but are kept
awake by their professor.
(Middle) With Halloween approaching, a
student decided to liven up the somber
visage of Bishop Candler, to whom the
an

hall is dedicated.

(Lower left) On three levels, the Pitts
Theological Library houses thousands of
theological text at the disposal of students
and faculty.
(Lower right) The entrance to the Pitts
Library, the main store of books for
religious study.
Photos by Jonathan Friedlander.

The future of the health-care system is

being shaped within the Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of
encouraged to "influence the health-care system to be responsive to a
multicultural and global society" and to continue their learning outside ofthe guidance of the school
itself. The school "seeks to apply in their own way the principles set forth inrnrst Boyer's
Scholarship Reconsidered." Those being discovery, integration, application, and education. The
school also holds to a set of values including: advocacy through public policy, beneficience,malificience, justice, community partnerships, and a passion to serve.
Nursing. Students

are

Candler School of Theology
Academics
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Roberto

oizueta Business School

™

I

*

Named after "one of the most well regarded CEOsin the US," theRoberto C.Goizueta Business
School ascribes to his main tenet:

to

generate value for one's organization while improving

society. An international perspective is stressed in the curriculum to prepare students for
integration into the world arena. This also allows students to search a larger career base once they
receive their degrees. The global leaders trained at the school recognize the significance of world
markets and the highest of ethical standards in the production of a stable global economy and the
betterment of society as a whole.
(Upper left and right) The Clifton Road
side of the Roberto C. Goizueta Business

School. The

new

building was opened in
the fall of 1998.

(Middle) Part of the inner courtyard of the
school, a popular place to study because
of the shade afforded by the five story
school.

(Right) Part of the Business school library
is housed in the Robert W. Woodruff

library where students can find study
materials and check them out using their
EmoryCards or make photocopies at any
of the convenient copy machines.
Photos by Stephanie Denton and Lee
Reeves.
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(Left) The study terrace
outside of the School of Law
is a favorite spot of students.
(Middle) Who said you can't
walk and talk at the

same

time? Law students Michael
Harwin and Jon Salamon
discuss lecture notes

on

their way

to class.
(Lower left) One of the

entrances to the School of

Law.

(Lower right) The front of the
School of Law.
Photos

by Lee Reeves.

Every year Emory's School of Law receives approximately 70 applicants for every slot available.

lucky enough to be selected are able to participate in a wide variety of student
organizations in a professional atmosphere. Some established organizations are the Black
Law Students Association, the Emory Public Interest Committee, Phi Alpha Delta and the Student Bar
Association. Along with these organizations the Law School offers special programs in environmen¬
tal and tax laws, field placement, law and religion, and trial techniques as well as offering a program
Those

to

place alumni and new students with potential employers.

ft

School of Law
Academics
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chool of Medicine

The Medical School is home to almost 4,000 students, residents, fel ows, and faculty covering

patient care and ethical concerns, biomedical research, and preventive
medicine. As students of the medical school it is possible for students to earn their MD, MD/

issues such as

MPH, MD Ph.D., or MMSc degrees.

The medical school is also privileged to have state of the art

facilities in the Emory Hospital, Grady Memorial Hospital, Crawford Long Hospital, the Atlanta
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Wesley Woods Geriatric Hospital, Egelston Children's Hospital and
the Emory Clinic. The school also hosts one
education programs in the nation.

(Upper left) The plaza

of the largest and most successful continuing medical

outside of the

Woodruff Health Science Center

and

Administr ation Building. Many lectures and
seminars are held in the auditorium which
can hold nearly 700 people.

(Upper right) The prominent towering side
of WHSCAB which makes it one of the
more recognizable buildings on campus.

(Middle) Ivory busts of the major contribu¬
tors to the medical field including Clara
Hippocrates.
(Right) This mural along the wall in
WHSCAB lobby represents the evolution
Barton and

of modern medicine.
Photos

cQop
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by Lee Reeves.

(Left) The headquarters of the School of
Public Health is located across the bridge
from Longstreet/Means along with the
Wayne O. Rollins Research Center the
Dental building
(Upper right) The outside of the WHSCAB
.

were

lectures

are

held.

(Middle) Located towards the center of
campus the Emory Hospital provides a
convenient center of health

care

for

students

(Lower right) The School of Public Health
Wayne O. Rollins Research

shares the

Center with the Graduate Sciences, and
the Schools of Allied Health and Medicine.

Photos

by Jonathan Friedlander.

The Rollins Schoolof Public Health hopes to acquire knowledge to apply to promote health
and prevent disease in the world. These
facilities such as the Center for Disease

objectives are facilitated by the proximity to such
Control, the Yerkes Regional Primate Center, the
Carter Center, and the Grace Crum Rollins Building. Situated in the public health capital of the world
provides faculty and students the unique opportunity to gain practical experience through handson research. With the AIDS epidemic, violence, environmental hazards and the
reemergence of
infectious diseases the training received in the school will be invaluable to society in the future.

Rollins School of Public Health
\n
Academics
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School ofAllied Health

As a division of theSchoolofMedicine,the School of Allied Health is one of thebest in the
country. Their physician assistant program is ranked second in the nation by U.S. News &

World Report,

with the physical therapy and midwifery programs ranked among the top 10.
Unfortunately, this is the last year that Emory will be offering the midwifery program. However the
463 students in the school still have seven allied health programs from which to choose. As the other
medical schools, the School of Allied Health has access to some of the most state-of-the-art facilities
in the nation in regards to the health profession.
(Upper left) The former Dental Building is
now one of the buildings that is used by
the School of Allied Health.

(Upper right) Stairs leading to the
WHSCAB plaza.
(Middle) The Schools of Public Health
shares its office space with the School of
Allied Health in this building by the Re¬
search Center.

(Right) The Rollins Research Center is
used by all of the science and health
schools and is one of the leading research
centers.

Photos

by Stephanie Denton, Lee Reeves,
and Jonathan Friedlander.
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(Left) A classroom on the second floor of
Nursing School.
(Middle) To thank Virginia Lee Franklin
('57), a trust was set up in her honor to be

the

awarded to those that demonstrate

leadership in the neurological field.
(Lower left) The atrium of the school
provides a quiet place for meetings and
study.
(Lower right) The entrance to the School
of Nursing off of Asbury Circle.
Photos by Stephanie Denton, Lee Reeves,
and Jonathan Friedlander.

The future ofhealth care is being shaped within theNell HodgsonWoodruf School ofNursing.
Students

encouraged to "influence the health-care system to be responsive to a
and to continue their learning outside of the guidance of the
school itself. The school "seeks to apply in their own way the principles set forth in Boyer's
Scholarship Reconsidered." Those being discovery, integration, application and education. The
school also holds to a set of values including: advocacy through public policy, beneficence,
maleficence, justice, community partnerships and a passion to serve.
are

multicultural and global society"

Nell

Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing
Academics
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Senior Faces

Seniors

Omar Abou-Samra

Joanne Abrams

Michael Abramson

Political Science/

History/Political

Psychology

Science

Rachel Allen

Lorri Alston

NBB

Computer Science

Kathryn Anderson
Anthropology

Art

History

Patrick Acuna

Anthropolgy/Biology

Ronald

Aquino

Psychology

Basil Al-Awabdy
Computer Science

Gareth Arch

Biology

Alison Alkon

Charles Allen

Political Science

Psychology

Oliver

Ardery

Beatrix Arendt

International Studies

Anthropolgy/Art

History

Erica Ash

Debbie Atlas

Elisha Austin

English

Sociology

Biology/Human and
Natural

Mark

Bakay

Political Science

Terri Banks

Carrie Barnett

Brian Baron

Psychology

Political Science/

Russian/Sociology

Ecology

Psychology

K jiJfc,

Emily Baser
English / Psychology

Jennifer Bateman

Adam Bauer

Denise Belfer

Austin Bell

Evan Belosa

Education

Economics

Political Science

Psychology

NBB

Politcal Science

Benjamin Benader
Biology

Robyn Bennett
Economics/English

Krista Benson

Holly Berman

Farran Bernardino

Jessica Bikoff

Spanish

Psychology

Olga Birger
Economics/Political

NBB/Psychology

Edward Becker

Anthropology/HNE

Science

cj226^
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Christopher Bly
Political Science

Alison

Bomgardner
Psychology

Dana Bonar

Melissa Bowman
Chemistry/NBB

Chemistry

Robynne Boyd
Psychology

Amy Bracewell
Antrhopology/

John Branigan
Classics

Greman

/
rixAra

Heather Brewster

Kimberly Broder
Accounting

Michelle Brooks

Gretchen Brown

Marc Buchbinder

Dave Buchta

Biology

English

Religion

Suzanne Burger
Psychology

Kathleen Burkland
Religion

Errol Bush

Sarah Byers

Biology

Political Science

Adam Calderon

Elizabeth Caldwell

English

English

Brant Brown

Biology/German

Anthropology

Studies

Alex Budnick

Philisophy

EvanH

Cynthia Burch
Biology

George Burgamy
Psychology

Linda

Calloway

African American

Studies

James Camancho
History

Shannon

Callaghan
Psychology

Cristina Campanella
Italian Studies/

Kevin Callaway
Nursing

Matthew Campbell
NBB

Literature

H227P
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Seniors

Claudia

Campo

Philosophy/Sociology

Christine Chan

Erin Carlson

Tracy Carney

Political Science/
Psychology

Educational Studies/

Archana Chander

Or-Corinne

Biology

Biology/Psychology

Nicole

Catchings
Biology

English

Joseph Cavinato
International Studies

Leigh Champion
Chemistry/English

Seth Cheatman
Anthropology

Rebecca Chelin
History

English/Philosophy

Ryan Cater

Psychology

Chapman
International Studies

Kamilla Chaudheny
Philosophy

Chris Christon

'

A
Alexa Claremont

History/Political

Kristina Clark

Kawami

Clay
Biology

Psychology

Shari

Clayman
Sociology/Spanish

Science

Jodi Cohen
Chemistry /Sociology

Debbie Cohn
Middle Eastern &

Jennifer Colaguori
Art

History/French

Makini Colvin

Psychology

International Studies

Eleanor Cordi

Marc Cordon

History

NBB

Louise Cornillez

Creative

Writing/

Music

c*228b
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Jason Costa

Computer Science/
IDS

Fatima

Cody
Anthropology

Pamela

Cogas
History

V

Jeremy Cohen
Finance

Class of 1999

Karyn Cowley
Biology

Erin

Coyle
Writing/
English

Creative

Leslie Crow

Biology/English

Kelly Cunningham
Biology

Ben Davidson

Jeremy Davis
Business

Diane

Day

African American
Studies

I

1 '"
Meredith

Debry
Writing/
English

Creative

Sandra Deniz
NBB

David Denmark

Stephanie Denton

NBB

Rosemary Deshazo
Biology

Dario

Dieguez

NBB

Charlie Divine

Biology /Political
Science

■i

Teremv Cohen
Finance

Sam Ditzion

Sociology

Kristen Duckworth

Sociology

Carey Dobbins
Biology

Christine

Dumaplin
Biology

Jason Dollard
Political Science

William

Dunlap
Psychology

Danielle

Doughman
English

Megan Durlah
History

David Dowell

Stefanie Dreiblatt

Sociology

International Studies

Daria Edwards

Steffanie Edwards

Biology

German

Ayron Dubinsky
History/Russian

Jessica Elam
Psychology/Women'
Studies

Scott

Elengold
Compter Science

Sharyn Epley
Sociology

Adam

Epling

Economics/Political

Jason Estep

Andrew Ewalt

English

Political Science

Terence

Ferguson
Accounting

Elizabeth

Ferrigno
Sociology

Science

Senior Faces
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Seniors

Leon Feuerstein

Hannah Fischer

Computer Science

English

Mariya Fishman
Biology/Russian

Sheila Fowler

Michael Francis

Anthropology

Economics / History

Lance Freeman

History/Political

Alexander Frenkel
International Studies

Science

Brian Friedman

Jaclyn Frisch
Marketing

Jeffrey Fromowitz

English

Lani Garncarz

Michael Gebal

Carolyn Furlow
Psychology

Frank Fusaro

Tasha Galan

Biology/NBB

Sociology /Spanish

Leanne German

Kristina Geronilla

Alex Ghuzman

Economics

Psychology

Biology

Chemistry / Russina

Rachel Glast

Nicole Gluckman

NBB

Ross

Gandy
English

V
Art

History/History

David

Glasgal

Film Studies/

Political Science/

Psychology

Religion

Leah Gorban

French/Sociology

Daniel Gordon

International Studies

Art

History

Gragg
Biology

ana

Ross

Goldberg
NBB

Justin Gray
History/Political
Science

c(230b
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Daniel

Gingert

English

Jeff Goldblatt

Beth Goldman

Journalism/Philosphy

International Studies

Thandiwe

Gray
Psychology

Joshua Girton

Mercy Gonzalex

NBB/Spanish

Dana Greenhood

Robyn Greenlee

Anthropology/
Biology

Educational Studies/

English

Class of 1999

Keri Greenstein

International Studies

Helen Grigg
History/International

Jennifer Grogan

Betsy Grossman

Neil Grossman

Andrea Gunther

Psychology

Economics

Economics

Educational Studies/

Studies

Emily Guthman
Religion

NBB

Christopher Hansen
English/Philosophy

Janet Hardman

David Hawkins

David Hazan

Psychology

Economics

Biology / Political

Brian

Heglund
Philosophy

Science

.

r

yi

Nikkia Henderson

Julia Hendricks

Eunice Hernzndez

Biology/Chemistry

Literature/Spanish

Sociology

Shari

Hertzberg
Biology/NBB

Jenn Hildreth

Marni Hirsch

Sarah Hitch
Classics

Ryan Hunter
Psychology

Senior Faces
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Catherine

Hwang
Biology

Melody James
Art History

Stephanie Jones

Walter Iacullo

Carol Ivins

Julian Jacobs

Leigh Jacobsen

Chemistry

English

Psychology

Women's Studies

Elon

Jeffy

Michael

Jurynec
Biology

Jessica Katz

Lauren Katz

Biology

Economics

isaara Kebbe

NBB

Michael

Keegan

History/International
Studies

cd232b
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Jenkins

Sami

Biology/HNE

David

Jun

Sociology

Amanda

Kaye
Psychology

Andy Keiler

Jezzini

Helen

Johnson

NBB

History

Stephanie Kamin
Psychology

Robert Kane Jr.

Eric Kazee

Biology

Bret

Kempler
Psychology

Psychology

Maya Jairam
Psychology

Claire

Johnston

Psychology

Andrew

Karnovsky

Political Science

Jonathan Jakubowicz
Political Science

Geoffrey Jolley
Political Science

Barbi Katz

Psychology

Emfcli
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fej

Wesley Reng

Karma Khouri

Theodorus Kidis

Political Science

Spanish

Psychology

Adam Klein

Amy Kletnick
French/Sociology

Jennifer Kluck

Christina Kittipatarin

Biology/English

Anthropology

Courtney King
French/Dance

Erik

Koep
Physics

Aaron Kilts

HNE/Psychology

Katie Kirschbaum

International Studies

Jaime Koniak

Erica Koszalka

English

Economics

Danielle Kuczkowski

Angela Kweon

Jason Lam

Tami Lamber

Melissa Lane

Carrie Landrum

English

Psychology

Political Science

Biology

Sociology

Political Science

International Studies

Robin Lasher

James Lebbos

Melanie Lerner

Michelle Levi

Michael Lichtman

English

History

Economics

Biology

Middle Eastern

Leah

Psvcholof

Political Science

Angela King
Music/Psychology

David

Kotys

Lipman

English

Brandi

Lilly

Political Science

Yi-Ching Lin
Rinloav /Mn<;ir

Studies

Jayne Lockhardt
Anthropology/
Creative Writing

John Lollar

Landon Loomis

Ali Lutz

History/Political

International Studies/

French / Literature

Science

Spanish

Anne

Lynch
Writing/
English

Damon

Creative

Senior Faces
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English/Italian
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Matthew

Lynn
'

NBB

Cornelia Marshall

Anthropology

Stephanie Macari
Anthropolgy/
Psychology

Cybil Mah
History

Elizabeth Martin

Kelly Martin

Art

History/

International Studies

Shana

Margolis

Matthew Maron

Meghashyam Mali
History

Lisa Maniscalco

Matthew Matthews

John Mattox

Economics/Political

Philosophy

English/Psychology

Biology

Mesha McLean
Philisophy

Adamma McKinnon

Aneesha Mehta

Biology

Biology

Kimberly Meltzer
Philosophy

Benjamin Mokotoff
Psychology

Daryn Morgenstein
English

Anthropology

Chemistry

History/Political
Science

Rula

Mazigi

Sova Mazumdar

Science

Brad Mazur

Elizabeth McAllister

Economics/Math

Biology

Erin

Michelle Metzler

Jennifer Miller

Stephen Miller

Amish Mody

Ahmed Mohyeldin

Biology/French

Psychology

Psychology

Economics/Political

NBB

McDonough
Psychology

Science

Jena Morris
Computer Science/
Religion

Meridith Moses

English

LsvJ Senior Faces

Laura

Crewtive

Moyer

Writing/
English

Maroona

Moyer
Writing/
English

Crewtive

Vincent

Mulkowsky
Computer Science

Amit

Mukherjee
Psychology

Jonathan Myers

Biology/English

Class of 1999

Zena Neme

Kathryn Newsum

Anthropology/
Biology

IDS

Richard Osborne

Ethan Ostroff

Psychology

Phhilosophy

Nelly Otu
Chemistry

Reena Pathak

Michael Pearson

Aaron Pedawitz

Nursing

Economics/Italian

Math

Political Science

Fozana Pohlel

Elizabeth Potter

Kristyn Negrelli
Anthropology/Italian

jnWyltt

Emily Parker
Biology/HNE

Matthew

Penny

Nancy Nguyen
Psychology/Sociology

Hollee Nicholson
Liberal Studies

Brian Oubre

Staci Padove

Economics/History

Biology

Amy Pernach

Kedra

Phillips
Nursing

Sociology

-A.

Anthropology/

HNE/Psychology

Sagar Potu

Jennifer Pritzker

Political Science

English /Psychology

Economics

cr

Senior Faces
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Seniors

Nia

Reddy

Steven

Rettinger
Psychology

Suraj Reddy

Mackenzie Reece

NBB

Psychology

Erika Reff
International Studies

Maureen Reilly
English/ History

Erika Rentz

Sociology

Marissa Ribak

Melisa Ribas

James Richards

Shirley Rivadeneira

Rick Rivera

Elizabeth Roemer

Anthropology

Political Science/
Women's Studies

Economics/

International Studies

International Studies

Psychology

Andrew Rothenber

History

c{236b

Lee Reeves

U\J> Senior Faces

Psychology

Class of 1999

Melissa

Histon

Rutberg

Neeti Sadana

International Studies

eborah Sarfati

Psychology

Jenny Saron
Psychology

Candon Sadler

Elena Saldanha

Jessica Saltz

Psychology

Anthropology/NBB

Psychology

Brinda Satwah

Peter Schmidt

Steven Schmidt

Daniel Schuman

Ian Schouwald

Biology

Biology

Philosophy/

Political Science

HNE/Political Science

Katrina Samuels

Scott

Saposnik
History

Biology/HNE

Political Science

EWrfik

PSyctata

Erica

Seigel
Psychology

Ryan Sears
English / Political

Paul Seider

Biology

Alison Seigel
Biology/HNE

Stacey Seslowe
English

Anthropology/HNE

Nishant Shah

Heather Shipman
NBB

Science

Masheed Shula

Andrew Shulman

Kevin Shumate

Anthropology

Math

Psychology

Michael Skolnick
Political Science

Brian Smith

Economics/Russian

Clay Smith
Psychology

Lis Silvestro

Elizabeth Simon

Anthropology/
Biology

NBB

Jennifer Smith

Lakisha Smith

Meredith Smith

Nathan Smithson

Biology

Sociology

Spanish

Economics

Amy Silverstein
English

Chad

Senior Faces

Sutzky

Lju

Seniors

Andrew Solomon

Julie Son

Computer Science

Psychology

Ellen Stein

nthropology

Matthew Tabor

Chemistry

Erica Stemmler

Accounting

Molly Tackbury
Biology

Stephen Stamalis

Lindsey Stillman
Anthropology/
Psychology

Lynn Taillon
Educational Studies

Jenell Stanley

Zachariah Stansell

Elizabeth Stanton

Sarah Stefaniak

Economics

English/History

International Studies/
Journalism

Anthropology/
Biology

Economics

Bernice

Marsha St. Phard

Eric Strauss

Political Science/

Economics

Emily Sudhyadhom
Chemistry

Gregory Teitelbaum
History/Political

Grace Teles
Film Studies/Spanish

Hana Tepper

Sy

Spanish

Keana Taylor
Biology/HNE

Science

Pakh

Thepchatti
Chemistry

Amy Tjoe

'sychology

cT238b

Alex Thomas

Danielle Thomas

Katherine Thomas

Robin Thomas

Athanasios Tiliakos

Computer Science

Psychology

International Studies

Italian Studies

Anthropology

Scott Tiplisky
Computer Science

Anne Turchi

Krista Tuzinkiewicz

Robrette Vaden

David

Tompkins
Biology/English

LslS Senior Faces

Dalia

Topelson
IDS

Erica

Tseng
Psychology

English

Art

History/Italian

Sociology

::■:.'

Class of 1999

1\

Lynnea Vanasek
International Studies/

Stephanie Vial
Psychology

Munira

Cassie Vitolo

Thuy Vu

Jeremiah Walker III

Lauren Ward

Philosophy

NBB

Economics/English

Nursing

Adam Watts

Ronald Weaver

Eric Weilnau

Jessica Weinberg

Shira Weiner

Biology/HNE

Computer Science/

Economics / Ma th

Economics

Virany
Biology

Spanish

Ecowci

Christopher Watson

Daniel Wasserman
Chemistry

Chemistry/Classics

Religion

Marni Weinstock

English/French

Elizabeth Weinzierl

Chemistry/Music

Eric Weisber
Economics

Rashonda Welch

Amanda West

Kimberly West

Steve Westdahl

Anthropology

Psychology

Political Science/
Theatre

English/Theater

Nathifa Williams

Tyler Wintermeyer
Economics/English

English

Senior Faces

7_nJ

Seniors

Jeremiah Wojnarowski

Caroline Wolan

International Studies

Psychology

Joyce Yao
Biology

MinYi

Biology

Katonya Wright
Chemistry

Noelle York
English/Women's

Studies

d2AoU

LslS Senior Faces

Anthropology/

Andrew Yaeger
Computer Science/

Biology

Economics

Adam Wurstle

David Yang
Computer Science

Shay Zeemer

Marlene Zendel

David Zissman

Business

Political Science

Sociology

Scott

Zitofsky

Political Science

Senior Faces
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Underclass Faces
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Juniors
Class of 2000
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i
David Aarons

Psychology

Loralea

Abernathy
Chemistry/

Latanya Alexander
Computer Science/

Susan Alatorre
Political Science

Frederick

Cyra Bahn
Biology/History

John Bahr
Marketing

Geneva

Brittany Bielfelt
Biology/Theatre

Adam Boyd
Anthropology/

AdamAckerman

Augustus Adams

Naureen Ahmed

Chemistry

Biology

English

Philosophy/

Psychology

Jules Albert

Kashif Ahmed
Chemistry

Pam Abduk

Psychology

Stuart Ambrose
Theatre

Kristina Aranas
Sociology

Suzann Arnold

Matthew Bennett

Melissa Bennett

Mary Bible
Sociology

Sociology

Bailey IV
Anthropology

Math

Brian Beaton
Art

History/

Maminder Bedi

Music

Psychology

Historv

Brittni

Boyd

HNE

Julia Boyd

Ross Bradford

Jr.

Economics

Political Science

Elizabeth

Binh Bui

Buchanan

Chemistry

Stephen Bush
Physics

Political Science/

Bibbs-Bugg
Nursing

Sara

Bridgeman
Biology

Ida Brudnick
Economics

Journalism

Anthropology

LslS Junior Faces

Tedra Cannella

Psychology/
Religion

Stefanie

Canright
Psychology

Amy Capelli

Psychology

Donna Caranto
Psychology

Matt Carter
History

John Cartwright
English/
Philosophy

Simon Chao
Biology

Kathleen Chapman
English/History/
Journalism

Rita Chen

Kevin Christie

Sociology

Nicole Cipriani
English/French

Meredith Clark
Music/NBB

Wendy Coho
NBB/Psychology

Nancy Coleman
IDS

April Cowley

Jessica Daniel

Chrishan David

Scott Davidoff

Anitra De

History

Psychology

ndrew Coval

Philosophy

Economics

Pamela Drew

David Draisin

Biology

Psychology

Psychology

Sarah

Dye

Anthropology

Crewtive

Writing/
English

Hong Chau
Economics/Math

Darron

Cooper
Sociology

Heather Denker

Emily Chen
Biology

Shauna Corbin
Crewtive Writing

Kristine

Doyle
Philisophy

History/Women's
Studies

Parham Eftekhari

Eric Elam

Frances Ervin

Jessica Evert

Sarah Farhat

Sociology

Economics

Crewtive Writing/

Anthropology

NBB

Theatre

f
Bridget Foley
Biology/Political

Michele Fontanelli

English

Science

Casey Gendason
Biology

Kathryn Fountain
Psychology/
Religion

Rachel Gerrick

Benjamin Gibbs

Economics/History

Political Science

Michael Fried

Chandler Friedman

Maurice Gattis

Psychology

Stacy Friedman
Biology

Alastair Gamble

English/Religion

Jistory

Sociology

Rachel Glick
NBB

Amy Goldberg

Robert Goldstein

Jennifer Gould

Psychology

Biology/HNE

Biology/
Psychology

Angela Gowen
Psychology

Junior Faces
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Juniors
Class of 2000

Ariel

Grayson

Political Science

Gerald

Griggs

Political Science

Margaret Hallet
NBB

Brina

Hargro

Afican American
Studies

Marsha Hendricks

Sociology

Caroline

Henley
NBB/Psychology

Matthew Henry
Computer Science

Daron Hines

Psychology/
Sociology

Jennifer Hartley

Josh Hartman

Steven Harrison

Philosophy/
Psychology

Psychology

Psychology

Lisa Hirsch

Sarah Howell

Political Science/

Philosophy

Grace

Hipona
Pschology/
Sociology

Kelly Healy
Biology

Angela Iuliano
Psychology

Psychology

!
Ayumi Iwai
Psychology

Holly Jordan
Sociology

Brian

Keppler

Chemistry

<246t>

Marini

Jackson

Religion

Rebecca

Joyce
Psychology

Samuel

Jackson

Economics

Jenner

Math

Aarti Kakkar

Robert Karvelsson

English

Biology

Lara Kozloff

Michael Kozlowski

Biology

Educational

LsCS Junior Faces

Brett

Studies

Emily Krauss
Biology

Shameka

Johnson

French

Audrey Katz
Psychology

Amos

Jones

Political Science

Biology

Preethi

Joshua

Economics/

Studies/English

Spanish

Rebecca Katz-Doft

Susannah Kekich

NBB/Sociology

Psychology

Laquita Kelly
Psychology

Mik
Brett Krummert

Charley Jones
African American

Kourtney Kuss
Anthropology

Fiana Kwasnik
International

Studies/Spanish

Kristy Labib

Anthropology

Kafi

Langevine

African American
Studies

Meat

Angela Ink

?iee:r

David

Laplante
Sociology

Ngoc-Bich Le

Elizabeth Lee

Biology/Spanish

English

Estee Liebross

Joanna Liebross

Liberal Studies/

IDS/Spanish

Spanish

Cynthia Livingston Thomas Lombarbdi
Religion
History/ Political

Laurin Lucas

Wendy Madkan

English/Film

Literature

Science

Studies

Veena Mani

Robyn Mandel

Margaret Marquis

German/NBB

Political Science/

International

Religion

Studies

Tamara Molitch-

Katie Moore

Hou

Psychology

Psychology

Kristopher Lewis
Biology

Sarah

Morgan

International

Rebecca Makai

Austin Lin

Biology/
Economics/Math

Clint Malcolm

Roshny Mampilly
Spanish

Alyssa Milewits
Economics

Elizabeth Mina
International

History

Amy Meadows
Art History/
French

Catheine Mountjoy
Economics

Cheri Mullen

Rooksana Noorai

Mi Hwa Park

Anthropology

Biology/Middle

English

Dorothy Mak
Art History/

English

English

Richard Marson
English/Theatre

Benjamin Morson
Religion

Sarah McCarthy
Art History/

Studies

Studies

Eastern Studies

m

-s?y

c

Ravi Patel

Economics

Kim-Ngan Pham
NBB/Political

Nikisha Pitter
Chemistry/Dance

Viranga Pathiraja
Psychology

Lenora Patterson
Economics

Rashad Porter

Andrew

Economics/Math

Poklepovoc
Chemistry

Science

Junior Faces

Lsu

Juniors
Class of 2000

Shilpi Pradham
Biology

Lesley Prince
Biology

Christen Pullen

Amit

International

Raghavan

David Randall
NBB

NBB

■

Celeste Rausch

Idris Rheubottom

William Rhoads

Sociology

Economics/

Economics

Psychology

Studies

Atahlia

Rogers

Bryan Richardson

Maryann Rose

Educational

International

International

Studies

Studies

Studies

Chihiro Saka
Economics

Kristen

Sandberg
Biology/Theatre

Ricardo Santaella
Biology/Chemistry

Dan Roseman

Panta Rouhani

Ryan Rudominer

Lauren Sable

Melissa Sadowski

Art

History/
Biology

Anthropology

Political Science

Jounalism/

Biology

Julie Schenck
Biology

Shelly Seaver
Anthropology/

Sociology

Russian

Molly Shore
English

Michael Silverio

International

Leigh Simons
Anthropology

Kellee

Simpson
Anthropology

Scott Smith
Film

Studies/NBB

Studies

Brian Sobel

Computer Science

Jessica Spencer

Chemistry/HNE

LsCS Junior Faces

Evangeline
Stephens
Music

Amy Story
Philosophy/
Religion

Yaisa Strickland

English/Political
Science

Andrea Seed
Art

History

Adam Severt

Anand Shah

Biology/

NBB

Economics

:"

Dytanyus Swain
English

:::■::

Jodi Swedroe
Economics

Anne

Daniel Taub

Sweeny
Psychology/
Sociology

Erin Terrell

Cyndy Tham

International

Political Science/

Karen

Philisophy/

NBB

Mary Thiel
Psychology

Studies

Sociology

Political Science

Tegge

Amv Tolbert

Julius Tolbert

Grace Teles

Ekaette Udoumana

Dana Vetrecin

Derek Villanueva

Stephanie Walczak

Rachel Walker

Math

Political Science

Film Studies

Economics/Math

International

Economics/

International

Economics/

Studies

Political Science

Studies

Sociology

Kelly Whitman
English/

Jay Wilder
English

Jennifer Waters

Carrie Watson

Amy Watve

Darrin Weiss

Valerie Weisser

Caroline Weston

NBB

History

Middle Eastern

NBB/Psychology

Psychology

Biology

Studies

^jjdt

Elizabeth Winkler

\f

International
Studies/Spanish

Mary Wood
English

Cynthia Worley
Economics

Psychology

Michael Wotka

James Yeargan
English / Political

Cheryl Yul
Pschology

Rad Zamani
NBB

Sydney Zapiec
English

Science

Junior Faces
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Sophomores
Class of 2001

S.

Taylor Adams

Ahmed Ali

Melissa Arellano

Bilogy/Religion

NBB

Allison Arthur

Cory Aserkoff
Psychology

r

Mark

Blankenship
English/Theatre

Rachel Block
Business

Laura Bowden
Business/Music

Kelly Breakey

Haley Barnett

Matthew Benson

Political Science

History

**«

Arthur Broadwater

Intermational

Shelby Broida

Evelyn Brown

Lisa Brown

Business

French/Interna-

Political Science

tional Studies

Studies/Spanish

Morry Brown

Wolfgang Bublitz

Justin Burns

Business

Business

NBB

Elizabeth Buskirk

Lillian

Byrd
English

Adminstration

Kwangjin Chang
Computer Science

Padmashree
Chaudhury

Megan Capocci
International

Studies

Yian

Cheng

Brett Bernstein

Ben Capper
Anthropology/
Biology

Ivy Chuang
Computer Science

Karyn Coates
Physics

Brooke Cohen

Darren Cohen

Business

Business / Pre-Med

Carol Danko

Ammar Divan

Matthew Dollacker

Lakeshia Dorsey
Political Science/
Sociology

Asha

Chandhay

Finance

Daniel Costa

Biology

Paul

Curley

Economics

Vivek Daftuar
Economics/Math

LslJ Sophomore Faces

Jessica Dandino
English

Computer Science

Katherine Dunn
Math

Adam Edwards

Dan

Eggleston

Pre-Med

Robert Elder

B.J Elias

Danielle Elias

Olga Epstein

Biology

Political Science

Music

NBB

Nir

Eyal

Krista

Fajman

Journalism/
Political Science

Olamide Fakunle

Johanna Fine

David Flanders

Elizabeth Fraim

Genelle Francis

Computer Science

French

Economics

Sociology

Political Science/

Psychology

Kamal Ghali

Megan Galbreath
Computer Science/
HNE

Dania Ghader
Middle Eastern
Studies

International

Nadine Hibbert

Marvin Hicks III

Natalie Hill

Economics

Biology

Sophomore Faces

Studies

uiJ

Sophomores
Class of 2001

Nancy Hogan

Safa Homayoon

Matt De La

Jua Howard

Political Science

International

Houssaye

English

Stud

David

Hwang
Chemistry

Pei_hsiu Huang

Judith Inniss

Biology

NBB

Mateuz Karwowski

Kerry-Ann Kelly
Chemistry

Nicole Jaikaran

Economics

a
William James

Elise

Jarvis

Sona Joshi

Yasmin Karim

English/Political

Chemistry

Science

Naiyareh
Karimimanesh

Caroline Kim
English/Journalism

History

Cs

Kiyoun Kim

Moses Kim

NBB

Political Science

Jennifer Kitner

Michael Klein
Business

Pearce Klevan

Aaron Kline

Gregory

Rebecca Ladner

Political Science

Kordsmeier

Sociology

Theatre/Sociology

Lenny Levine

Yu-Kai Lin

History

Biology/Music
"■>■:-

I_SlS

Sophomore Faces

Justin Manger

Economics/English

Sunita Misra

Chris Marshall
Business

Christopher
McClung
Philsophy

Sallie Mitchell

Christopher Morris
Political Science

Economics/History

Caroliife

Linh

Nguyen

Alicia Mcintosh

Peter Melvin

Maurice Middleton

Christopher Mims

English/History

Math

Biology

NBB

Dina Munasifi

Ryan Murphy

Nimish Naik

Jonathan Nash

Todd Neustat

Michelle Oden

Daniel

Psychology

Business/Pre-Med

Joel Nickerson

Michael Nolen

Mary Norton

Matthew Novak

NBB

Biology/Music

Math/Political

Economics/Math

Erin Mintz

Chemistry

Tanya Oberoi
Biology

Computer Science

Studies/Russian

Science

■•:

Harper Padolsky

Alsion Page

Ashmi Patel

Reena Patel

Chemistry

Business

Heather Prayor

Danon Price

NBB

Physics

Lisa Rab

Alan

Rappeport

Literature/

Opstal

International

Kimmy Pham
Biology

Srijaya Reddy
Sociology

Lindsey Philip
Psychology

Aly Reiss
Biology

Stephanie Poleski

Hilary Poris

International

Business / Political

Studies

Science

Dzvid

Jane Ricci

Reyes

Business

History

Latoyin Rorie

Angie Rosenberg

English

Educational

Laurel Rosenberg
Psychology

Philosophy

Sarah Richards

Religion

Thomas Rish

Adam Roberts

Amanda Robinson

Creative Writing

Economics

Suzanne

Roper

Biology

Studies/Sociology

Sophomore Faces
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Sophomores
Class of 2001

Stephanie
Rosenberg

Douglas

Carl Rosenfeld

Rosenbloom

Business

Physics

History/Spanish

Gregory Sale

Rachel Roth

Michael Rutherford

Todd Rutherford

Susanne Safari

Anthropology/

English

Biology

History/
Psychology

Janna Sherman

Frankie-Mari

Marc Shulman

International

Philsophy

Studies

Shipman
Anthropology

Beth Spinner

Luke Steele

Political Science

u

Ashley Sandvi
Psychology

Jessie Schinzeit

Joseph Selem

Travis Sentell

Anand Shah

Mohna Shah

Economics

Psychology/
Religion

NBB

Economics

Dena Silverman

Jennifer Russell

Psychology

Samita Sharma

Lauren Silverstein

Neil Smith

Daria Snadowsky

Rachelle Sohren

Sociology

NBB/Philisophy

Film Studies

Psychology

Aaron Stein

International
Studies

Karen Strait

Scott Strauss

Carmen Sulton

Marc Sushner

Sami Takieddine

Biology

Business

Psychology

History

International
Studies

LslS Sophomore Faces

Natalie

Taylor

International
Business

Benny Tran
Middle Eastern
Studies

Shivani

Tripathi

Music

Bidong Truong
Biology

Samantha Tunis

Jesse Turner

Michelle Ukwu

Shanker

Jonathan Vandiver

Biology

NBB

Unnikrishnan

Film Studies

Pooja Vekaria
English

Chemistry

Derrick Walker

Lisa Wallace

Lauren Waxman

Jennifer Wilner

Eric Wilson

Matthew Winegar

Biology

History

NBB

Biology/Chemistry

Anthropology

Math/Physics

Ibana Yergin
Economics/English

Sophomore Faces

Vita Zeltser
Philosophy

e255p
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Freshmen
Class of 2002

Leanna Adams

John A'Hern

Khalil

Alleyne

Jonathan Allshire

Political Science

Whitney-Mari

Jonathan Alpert

Leslie

Alpert

Kristin Altman

Michael Baron

Michael Bartner

Allsopp
Psychology

Mitzy Attokaren

Erik

Bailey

Stephen Baird

Lizzie Barchas

Business

Elsie Barnhardt
Chemistry

David Baron
Business

International

Studies

Krista Barton

Michael Basen

Business

Business

Lynwood Bishop

Joshua Bornstein

Dee Benedict

Kathryn Bova

Joanna Bengel

Alyssa Bowers

Business

Business

Daniel Bentley
Biology/Music

Raney Branch
Middle Eastern
Studies

Lauren Brenner

Russell Breuer

cJ256b
LslS Freshman Faces

Tracy Buchwald

Melissa Buckshorn
Computer Science

Nicholas Bureau

Biology

Eric Bernstein

Sudhir Bhaskar

Pre-Med

Business

Brandon Bienvenu

Hussain Burhani

wistm.t

Michael Chasteen

Carlyn Burton
Chemistry

Alan

Cheng

Andrew Butler

Serena Butler

Economics

Pschology

Krishna Cherewatti

Vinny Chhibber

Beth Carasso

Mitali

Chakraborty

Rose Chase

Edward Chang
Business/NBB

Geoffrey Chin

Business/Political

Brian

Chirigos

Biology/Music

Ye-Won Cho

Daniel Cho

Political Science

Science

Nicole Clarke

Julie Clements

Chemistry

English/Political

Angela Cohen
Pre-Med

Lance Cook
Economics

Herlonda Dotson

Rachel Dower

Alexander

Biology

Politi cal Science

Dunegan

David Essenman

Karen Estrine

Jeff Faner

Todd Cramer

Adam

Dailey
Chemistry

Meredith Darnielle

Alyssa Davies

Greg Edson

Jorgie Ellsworth

Science

Stufe

Cordell Donofrio

Business/History

Courtney Emery

L.

Jade Duong

Zachary Dworkis

Business

Justin Feldman

Douglas Flaum

Nancy Fleurancois
Psychology

Alexander Flisi

Freshman Faces
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Freshmen
Class of 2002

Tara

Fogle

Alan Fowler

Michelle Frisoli

Mai

Krsiten Gilbertson

Barnett Gimbel

Julia Golick

Psychology

Political Science

Gaffney

Courtney Garmon

Sara Genutis
Biology

Martin Gedalin

Daniel Genest

Daniel Gorda

Jamie Gordon

Todd Gosselink

Michael Greene

Biology/Computer
Science

Sarah

George

Business

Ik.
*
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Drew Grenader

Megan Grenter

Rebecca Grunfeld

Suzanne

Austin Hamilton

Guttterman

Business

Clarence Hamilton

M

"*

)

Geoffrey Hancy

Sharon

Handoyo

International
Business

Christina Hansen

Antrhopology/

Sandeep Heda

Phillip Hern

Melissa Henderson

Ila Hersh

Timothy Hobbs

Megan Holz
Psychology

Eric Hunter

Matt Iftode

Gino In

Ryan Jacobs

Dorothy Jensen

Lauren Job

Biology

Business

Apolzan John

Lisa

Healey

HNE/Music

History

Nathan

Hughes

Chemistry/Music

Ls\-S Freshman Faces

Biology

Richard Jung

Scott Kalin

Psychology

Kathleen Kawar

Eunwoo Kim

Ian

Kaye

Lloyd Kim

Sonji Kallstrom
Anthropology

Laura

Kennedy

Erin

Karnovsky

Wesley Kerns

Jennifer Kim

Rob Kimmer

Biology

Journalism/

Matthias Kasulis

Jonathan Katz

Religion

Business

Sanya Kibuka
Computer Science

Katie Kilborn

Edward Kim

IDS

Biology

Jennifer Kicaid

Alana King

David Klivans

Ali Kassamali

Rachel Katz

Elena Kim

Ryan Kloster
Economics

Theatre

Anar Kothari

Nathan Kow

Biology/Chemistry

Adam

Krakowsky
Computer Science

Roger Landsman

Evan Langenhahn

Whitney Larkin

Brett Laurence

Saneerr Lavania

Kathryn Lenberg
Biology

Michelle Leontsinis

International
Studies

Allison

Levy

Emery Lewis Jr.

Christine

Business

Liszewski

Freshman Faces
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Freshmen
Class of 2002

Evan Litzenblatt

Lian Liu

Political Science

Anna Manasco

Elaine Lo

Jared Lockwood

Music

Frederick

Avi Marcus

•

Karen London

Julie Lyle

Summer Madlock

Caryn Marks

Nicki Marshek

Christopher Martin

Jovana Martin
Chemistry

Malcolm
McCormack
Music/Physics

Patrick McEachern

Ryan McGookey

Jill Mcjunkin

Thomas Loffredio

Biology/Business

Lauren Markowitz

Mansfield

Brian Mathis

Harry Mateer
Economics

Jason Moon

Biology

U\_S Freshman Faces

David

Mayer

Samir

Mayur
Chemistry

Andrew

Nguyen

San

Nguyen

Shirin Nikbakht

Business

Velma Nwosu

Christopher

Lara O'Donnell

Angela Orange

Steve Ostroff

Chemistry

O'Donnell

Music

International

Business

Biology

Summer \t:

Kayla Pace

Angela Park

Jeannette Park

Ami Patel

Amit Patel

Studies

Chirag Patel

Mittun Patel

Payal Patel

Business

1

:::

lov

Tejas Patel
Biology

Jordan Paulson

David Pollack

Gabrielle Pollack

Ryan Peavey

Alyssa Pensirikul

Business

Pre-Med

Jogchum Poodt

Jason Pratt

Jason Perlmutter

Helen Peters

David Pritzker

Benjamin Pyle

Theatre

€

Timmy Peterson
English

Adam

Rashideh

Celeste Ramos

Raigns

Phillips

International
Studies

Jennifer Reardon

Emily Reatherford

David Reid

Kahn

Cameron Robinett

Rhrissorrakrai

Business

Laura Rosenfield

Natalie Roth

Peter Rumbold

Economics/
Literature

RodriguezCast

David Roemer

Bradley Roller

Business

Business

Kris Sak

Jeremy Sandler

Political Science

Biology

Alejandro
Rosenberg

Susana

Christine

Salinsky
Chemistry

Avinash
Samudrala

Business

Business

Freshman Faces
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Freshmen
Class of 2002

Andrew Saltoun

Lori Schulman

Katie San Martin

Andriane

Seeley

David Sarnoff

Jeremy Segal

Megha Savant

Lara Schenkman

NBB

Business

Leena Shah

Biology

Sarah

Shapiro

'

Angela Schlein

Scott

Shapiro

Thomas Schmidt

Jenny Scholes

John Shelton

Mark Shimko

International

Studies/Spanish

Benjamin Shpigel

Shelby Stanger

Massee Shula
Computer Science

Scott Siera
Music/NBB

Chad Smith
Sociology

Literature/Theatre

Jeremy Stillman

Karson St. John

Katie Stein

Trevor Stokel

Kimberly Smith

Journalism/

Erika Sorgatz

Lauren St. Pierre

Jonathan Spira

Alex

Sugarman

Brent

Sproc
Chemistry

Lance Sumrall

Pre-Med

Political Science

Karthik Sundaram

Andrew

Swartzberg
Business

d26pp
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Eric Swibel

Brooke

Szody

Babak Tabatabai

Lindsey Tambora

Dharol Tankersley

John Tarantino

Philosophy/
Psychology

Economics

3
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Liza

Taylor

Business

Zenobia Wadia

Attapong
Terdpavat

Nan

Wang

Chemistry

Jason Williams

Chemistry

Business/Pre-Med

Jeff Zavatsky

Jenny Rose Toledo

Brooke

Zegler

Benjamin Trapp

Megan Turk

Deepa Varma

Gregory Voorhees

Political Science

Shanta Warren

Anitra

Washington

NBB

Sherri White

Political Science

Sharalynn Thomas

Kari-Anna Win g

Anya Wingert

Jennifer Weaver
Psychology

Tiffany Wood

Justin Weiss
Political Science

Michael

Wuliger

Meredith West

Dana Whitcomb

Robin Wyman

Julie Youssef

Law

Sheila Dioun

Braden Fleischer

Beril Gokan

Brianne Gorod

Ariane Kiel

Jennifer Lowry

Freshman

Freshman

Freshman

Freshman

Junior

Business

Freshman Faces
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Freshmen
Class of 2002

Freshman Faces
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The Goal

T

e

Goizueta Business

School at Emory University has a long and

distinguished reputation of excellence in business education. For

years,

L

■

Emory has graduated men

•

and women who become leaders in the

nation's business communities.

****

Goi^ettV
Bus;

School

The business school prepares

students to take

on

the world and

assume

leadership positions by providing the best well-rounded business educa¬
tion there is to offer.

In July

1997, the business school moved into a new

$26 million, state-of-the-art facility designed to offer the ultimate learning
environment for both BBA and MBA students.

fe
Within the 120,000 square

s

feet, the business school

offers the most advanced technological infrastructures

for

\N

teaching and learning along with

on

of the finest

teaching faculties in the world. Source MBA Handbook.
">■;-
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To the Shareholders
l\

To Our BBA Partners:

We

are

pleased to report another outstanding year at Goizueta. We live in a time when much of the world is shaped by the forces

elead^ of business. Think about business stories that captured headlines last year: the dramatic swings in the Dow Jones average, the
economic turmoil in Asia,
of so many

I

Our

people and

performance this

or

never

the financial crisis in Russia. Never before has business played such an important role in the lives

before has there been such

year was

an

important time to educate the next generation of business leaders.

driven by strong demand for our BBA students. Our mission is the creation of economic value,

and the market place recognized the value of Goizueta BBA students. This year, average starting

salaries for our BB As set another

record.

Innovation and

change have played a key role in our success. This past year is the second year in our new state of the art building.

Technology is integrated into the classroom to

This

year's BBA class has been

community service. Yet,
strategies and

are

one

as strong as

of

our

prepare our

best

this class is,

ever

we

students to make decisions in the knowledge-driven

in terms of SAT

scores, campus

do not intend to rest on

our

economy.

involvement, student leadership, and

laurels. We have confidence in

our

plans and

determined to continue to improve the quality of the Goizueta Business School. We appreciate your support

and commitment and look forward to the

business leaders and

see

your

school

opportunities and challenges ahead. We know that

among a

you

will look back

as

successful

preeminent set of globally admired business schools.

tfrf*

0$ Sincerely,
Tom Robertson

Dean

Goizueta Business School

Business School
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The Board of Directors
Sigal - President
Jared Langus - Vice President
Gregory Chwatko - Treasurer
Scott

GROIZUETA
O B E R TO C .

Michael Perlish

-

Secretary

Michael Plotzker
Daniel

Phillips

Jon Pritt

Tyler Greif
Dustin FInkel

Amanda Bessemer

Jessica Petusevsky

The 1998-99 BBA Council has had
the

concerns

in three

of the students and

specific

areas;

a

successful year

marked by tremendous accomplishments. We have been dedicated to voicing

initiating change to add value to the BBA program. The Council's achievements have been drastic

Career Services, Recruiting, and Social Activities.

Based on the feedback we received from student surveys, we found a gap

in the Career Services afforded to students. We have worked

diligently with the Career Management Center to fill these needs. Such new programs include the Career Management Speaker Series
and

Internship Database. Additionally, we have provided the BBA Clubs with the necessary support to fill their purpose of providing

students

a

forum to

explore

career

opportunities in specific business fields.

The Council has also worked diligently to inform prospective BBA's,

School. We conducted tours

on

Parent's Weekend for

freshman residence halls to inform

benefits

over

about the advantages of a BBA degree from the Goizueta Business

200 parents. Council members also held information sessions in

prospective BBA's about the academic requirements necessary to enter the program, as well as

gained from a bachelor of business administration.

Finally, the Council has strived to create a thriving BBA community by uniting faculty and students at events such as the BBA holiday
party and

Lru?

the BBA Council golf outing. These are just some of the many accomplishments of the 1998-99 BBA Council.

Business School

n

The Shareholders

Business School
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The Markets
The Black and Latino Business

Association serves as asupport

*0l

informational source and networking opportunity for
and Latino sudents of GBS. BALBA provides workshops, r

system,
Black

speaker's series, community service activities and initiatives,
and academic support to

^

sN*

its members.

Tiffany Lott - President
Nekia Hackworth

Beta

Alpha Psi is

a

national scholastic and professional

-

Netsanet Kiffle

-

Linda Launey

Secretary

-

[iiber1-'':

Vice President

frficel

Treasurer

ac¬

counting fraternity. The Primary objective of BAP is to encourage
and give recognition to scholastic and professional excellence in
the field of

accounting. Activities provided by BAP include

promoting the study and practice of accounting, providing

op¬

portunity to meet professional accountants and encouraging
ethical, social and public responsibility.

Erica Stemler

-

President

Tracy Kramer - Vice President of Programming

Stephen Lee - Vice President of Membership
Barry Brostoff - Recording Secretary

April Geisheimer - Corresponding Secretary
The
pose

Undergraduate Consulting Club is organized for the

pur¬

■tatty Ha

of creating and maintaining long-term relatioonships with

ler

consulting firms, from
firms with

access

Alan Lower

-

variety of industries, by providing the

to interested

and

qualified students.

Co-President

Katecia Patterson

Michael Perlish
Alison

a

-

-

•"p
8

tosUdi

Co-President

Vice President

Greenberg - Junior Representative

%e.i

LTU3

Business School

The Markets
The Goizueta

Undergraduate Finance Club serves as an inter¬

mediary between the study of finance and real-world applica¬
tions of finance.
ate

Their Primary goal is to help place undergradu¬

finance students in prestigious finance firms around the

world.

Richard Awdeh

Jeremy Cohen
Nancy Fine

-

-

-

Co-President

Co-Presient

Vice President

The International Students Club

help

ease

the transition for the

serves as an

many

organization to

international students at

GBS.

The

Emory Marketing Group serves as an organization that

informs the undergraduate students of GBS with current market¬

ing news on both a local and global scale. They provide students
with the

opportunity to become involved in hands-on marketing
activities, promote interest and participation in these activities
and prepare students to become leading members of the market¬

ing field.
Frank Tsen

-

Co-President

Amanda Schechter
Laurie Betner

-

Co-President

Vice President of

Development
Cindy Martin - Vice President of Programming
Rich Litner Vice President of Publicity
-

-

Sarah Lynne

-

Vice President of Asministration

Business School
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Business Faces

Jeffrey Abrams

Trevor Allen

Michael Anzalone

David Arditi

Richard Awdek

Business

Business

Business

Finance/International

Finance

Nodir

Ayupov
Management

Celcilia Baltazar
Business

Business

Kent Beidel
Business

Abigail Bradford
Communications/

Adam Bernstein

Business/History

Urvi Bhandari
Business

Marketing

Satpal Brainch
Finance/Marketing

Damian Britt

Zack Bush

Lucien Chan

Consulting/
Marketing

Business

Business/Economics

Andrew Bharwoni

Nirmal Bivek

Kari Blumenthal

Finance

Finance/Management

Accounting/Finance

Stephen Bowe
Marketing

Lari Brock

Rebecca

Bromberg

Business

Business

Tse Yan Cheung
Business/Consulting

Gregory Chwatko

Barry Brostoff

Alex Brounstein

Accounting/Finance

Business

Erin Conrad

Aaron Davi^

Marketing

Jason Burinescu
Business

IsiS

Business School

Business

Business

Marketing/
Consulting

Finance

Business Faces

Tobias Beb-

Mark*;

ijgdlroiffl*
Business

mtCt

Dominic Demichina

Anjty Desai

Vinay Desai

Sara-Lou Earl

Marvin Edwards

Amy Eger

Stephen Ellis

Finance

Business

Finance

Business

Marketing

Business

Business

Shawn Faurot

Sandra

Shane Escaro

Brett Esterson

Business

Accounting

Finance

Melissa Fliut

J. Tyler Foster

Eric Freedman

Finance/Marketim

Finance

Business

Enriquez

Brooke Galinlan

Anish Gandhi

Finance/Marketim

Finance/Marketing

Allison Greenberg

Tyler Greif
Accounting / Finance

Finance/Marketing

Jeff Feder

Suzanne Feldheim

Erica Felson

International Business

Finance/Marketing

Consulting/Finance

Bradley Friedman
Accounting /Finance

Kristen Fullum

Carolyn Gachet
Accounting/ Finance

Scott Gaffner

April Geisheimer
Accounting/Finance

Simon Gluck

Business

Michael Gros

Levent Gultan

Business/ Psychology

Business

Varsha

Gar^

Accounting/Finance

Business

Evan

Goldberg

Marketing

Daryl Goodman

Business

Business

Nekia Hackworth

Jessica Hamara

Haque Mustafa

Business

Finance / Mar keting

Business

Finance

d273P
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Business Faces

Dana Hecht

Accounting/
Marketing

Gareth

Hodgson

Anvar Hodzhaei

Business

Economics/Finance

Allison Hollad

Michelle Hormozdi

Ashanti Hosier

Jason Howard

Marketing

Finance/ Marketing

Business

Finance

Adminstration

/

Michael Huddleston

Bee Imtakrok

Business

Business

Marisa

Kaplan
Marketing

Brian

Kindergan

Business

Andrew

Kaplin

Business

Kathleen Knaack

Bermet

Jamanklova

Ken

Johnson

William

Johnson

Lisa Kalfus

Brett

Kaplan

Marketing

Business

Business

Marketing

Business

Edward Karniewicz

Boris Katsnelson

Netsanet Kiffle

Business

Business

Sergey Kikteu
Accounting/Finance

Yong Kim

Finance

Atena

Kuprevich
Business/Political

Business/Spanish

Aselia

Business

Laila Lakhani

Jared Langus

Kevin Lane

Business/Economics

Finance

Business

Dawn Law

Jon Lee

Stephen Lee

Adam Lekach

Business

Business

Business

Management

Kupueva

Finance

Science

Barry Lapides

Donna Lauenfish

Business

Business

LSlJ Business School

Linda

Launey

Finance

Business Faces

Fie-

Jeffrey Levine

Ayana Lewars

Danielle Lieb

Tammy Limanni

Rho Lois

Ingrid Lorscheider

Business

Jeremy Lott

Business

Business

Finance/Math

Finance/Marketing

Business

Business

Ryan Macdonald

Gary Maple

Business

Business

Business

Finance

Adminstration

U9KS

Joshua Luber

Peter Luksin

Finance/Marketing

Business

Sarah

Lynne

Business / Political

Shane

Marquart

Amanda Mathis

Science

Heather Maxwell

Kirsty McLean

Edward Meder

Natalie Mehlman

Michael Mellz

Lisa Mendelsohn

Benjamin Moss

Accounting

Business

Accounting/Finance

Business

Communications /

Business

Business

Finance

KjvjjI#

Andrew Mueller
Business

y&*

Sarah

Nottingham

Communications/

Katecia Patterson

Ted Paxton

Jason Peters

Michael Perlish

Connie Petersen

Business

Marketing

Accounting

Communcations/

Finance/Management

Finance

Marketing

Daniel

Philips

Finance

Jon I'ritti

Jason Recio

Barbara Redondo

Evan Ross

David Rubin

Julie Rubin

Accouting

Accounting/Finance

Business

Business

Business

Accounting

Business Schol

LsiS
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Olga Ryabova

Marwan Salem

Finance

Business

Rae Sandler

Business/Spanish

Philip Saschiuski
Finance/Marketing

Amanda Schechter

Karly Schweitzer

Sam Sheffrin

Marketing/

Business

Management

Management

Mat Schuster

Marketing

Scott

Sigal

Business

Allison Simon

Tracy Shub

Eileen Snow

Marketing

Business

Business

Naomi

Snyder

Business

Peter Sommers

Business/Political
Science

Fatumata Soukouna

Michelle Southall

Marketing

Finance

Business

Business

Business

Business

Samantha Sugar
Accounting/ Finance

Lauren Summers

Tushar Thrivikraman

Nozimahonim

James Torrell

Ralph Totoonchie

Frank Tsen

Bahrom Umarbekov

Business

Business

Tojimatova
Marketing

Finance

Finance

Business

Business

Jeana Utrecht

Kenitta Wade

Adam Wolf

Jennifer Wolper

James Wood

Katherine Wood

Business

Accounting

Consulting/Finance

Accounting

Business

Business

Tracey Worme
Finance/Marketing
Fuyu Yang
Accounting/
Marketing
Kamal Yazici
Business
Shari Young
Business

Janine Zaidan

S

Accounting

Business School

Austin

Speight

David

Shin

Stegman

Whang

Business

Mitchell

Sterling

Andrew Stern

9

Alumni
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Class of1995

Ttie graduating clas of
1995

saw a

period of

*•

change at Emory, with

the school's rank

climbing,

new

buildings being constructed, and
the inauguration

of a new Univer¬

sity President William M. Chace.

They experienced the blizzard of
1993 when Atlanta was covered
with snow, and cars skidded on
the ice
Leon!

on

Peachtree and Ponce de

They listened to and greeted

U.S. President Bill Clinton

campus.

on

This class saw the

Republicans take over the majority
in

Congress in 1994 and ER climb

to

popularity on Thursday night

TV.

They hung out at Maggies,

Famous, Taco Mac, and

all the

bars in Buckhead. However,

all the

over

like

classes that have come

through Emory's gate, they studied
hard and made friendships that will last
a

lifetime.

By Stephanie Denton.

UCS

*

Class of 1995

sir

h 1

Scott Fishman

History

"My years at Emory were enjoyable. I
will

always remember my first year at
Dobbs Hall with its two wings as

embracing new students. I
enjoyed my years with Alpha Phi
Omega Co-ed Service Fraternity. I
also remember Dooley's Week in the
Spring, lasting a full week. In my
opinion, Dooley's Week belongs in
the Spring. It gave the revered
keleton and Spirit of Emory, the
dignity he deserved. I thank you
again for four wonderful and

open arms

memorable years."
—Scott Fishman '95C

if

Class of1996
|or the class of 1996, Emory
offered the prospect of the

F
JL.

summer
s

Olympics, a visit by

Speaker of the House Newt

Gingrich, and claim to the city of
the World

Champion Atlanta

Braves baseball team. This class

listened to the music of the

Indigo

girls and went to concerts at the
Omni and the

Roxy. SGA was led

by Laura Sawyer, the last female
SGA

president of the 20th century!

This class also

never saw

Emory

Residence Halls without air-

conditioning,

as

the Complex had

been renovated before their arrival
here

on

campus! With the

Presidential elections just
the corner,

the

around

campus was

politically charged listening to

speakers like Dinesh D'Souza and
Kennedy from MTV. Students in
this year

raved for their national

championship winning Tennis
team

and debate team.

campus was

Emory's

alive with activity

while this class

was on

campus.

By

Stephanie Denton.

Class Of 1996
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Class of1997

The graduates of 19 7 saw
the end of Bid

classic

Day, the

day of continuous

partying

on

students

enjoyed the classrooms of

the

Callaway Center, the

new

Fraternity row. These

combination of the old Humanities
and

Physics Buildings. Emory
and

men

women came out

in

large

numbers to

Heritage Homecoming

with

Dooley and Swoop and

to visit
to

elect Farae Strickland Ms.

Emory. Students in this class were
entertained

by Thursday night

television with Friends, Seinfeld,
-~-

*^H

and ER and listened to comedians
like

Pauley Shore

^^^^^r

on campus.

w*
*

_

Emory's student run publications,
such

as

the Wheel,

win national

continued to

i£*

*

new

Vision. This class was

exception¬

ally bright, winning acceptance to
record numbers of graduate
programs across

the country. By

Stephanie Denton.

280
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J

student-

television station Emory

ci

IViJ

awards, and students

benefited from the
run

^i^.

Class of 1997

liii ^

^

Class of1998

In 19 8, Emory's graduates
fortunate to be

were

applying

graduate schools and jobs

to

from the 9th ranked school in the

country. SGA President Jonathan
Friemann said that he wanted to

thank the freshman class for

getting the high SAT
GPAs that would

law school!
the

College Council got
atlas back in

course

and

help him get into

started Madness
and

scores

on

print,

McDonough,

planned several successful

tailgate parties for soccer games.
Without Bid Day,
crazy at

students went

Dooley's ball, and the

event was

especially well attended.

The Dalai Lama of Tibet

spoke at

graduation, and he and Governor
Zell Miller

were

both given

honorary Emory degrees. This
year's class attended the dedica¬
tion for the

new

business school

and the funeral of its name-sake
Roberto C. Goizueta. The
ates in

gradu¬

this class took their

experiences and skills out into the

expanding job market and
growing U.S. economy. By

Stephanie Denton.

Class of 1998
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Get the real

Atque inter silvas
Academi quaerere verum.

news at

Emory delivered to your
door.

Subscribe todaycall 404-727-6178

-President William M. Chace

The Emory Wheel
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Congratulations and the Best
of Luck to

our son

EVAN and

to the

Boys of SIGMA NU!
You all deserve the very best.
—Elyse and Howie
Ross and "Sis" Alana

(Emory Class of '03)

Congratulations
to

MATTHEW FERNAND

and
The Class of 1999
We're

proud of you.

so

Love,

Mom, Dad & Lany
Seth,

Dearjenn,
We're all

so

happy for you and proud of what you
have accomplished. Life is
filled with wondrous

opportunities. We know that
you will
them.

take advantage of

Mom, Dad,
Mike and Dan

ELlee,
success

is best

climbed by

stepping on the
rungs of opportunity.
Look out world, here you come!
Congratulations with love from
Mom, Dad and Matt.
c*284b
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Ads

for

for giving us so many great memories;

always trying to make the right choices

matter the
man

You have

no

difficulty' for growing up to become the

that honors

never

Our love to you,

The Ladder of

Thank you

our

family

always exceeded

betrayed

our

and compassion to
Good luck in the

name.

our

expectations and

trust. You have the talents

help others.

challenges ahead.

Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations to our
daughter Sabrina Collins.
We 're very proud of you.
Hope you much success.
Love ya!
Mom & Dad

Dear

Dear Michael:

ty

Congratulations

on

your

graduation and
have re¬

all of the awards and honors you
ceived along the way.
You deserve

good, and we

everything wonderful and
are all so very proud of you.

We love

you!!

Mom, Dad, Frances, Susan,
soft

Andrew,

"...We wish you a life in which little will
trouble you, filled with Porsches and Jaguars

and BMWs..."
We're

so

proud of you and we love you!
Mom, Dad, Lawrence and Dina

Larry, and Corry.

Michelle Damara
Dear Andrew,

D

We

are

very

With love,

Mom, Dad
and Heather

Dear Kent,

persistence has paid off again.
We delight in your achievement. May
you continue to expand and dream.
Your

Love,
Mom, Dad and Rob

if

it

Brooks

proud of you!

Congratulations!
Love from Mom, Dad,
Matt, Ma-Ma
Congratulations, Stephen, for your many
outstanding achievements at Emory. We
know you will reach your future goals with
the
we

same

excellence and determination and

wish you every happiness and success
in all your endeavors.
With Love and Pride

Always,

Dad, Mom, Grandma, Howard, Michelle,
"Bandit" and "Bruno"

CONGRATULATIONS DANIEL!

Stacey

WE TOAST YOUR SUCCESS!

Wishing you a bright tomorrow
Filled with love, laughter and success.
Love,

Mom, Dad andJade

YOU ALWAYS MAKE US
PROUD!

LOVE,

MOM, DAD, LARA, JESSE,
CHARLIE, & LUCY PHILIPS

S
AdS
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Our Wish for you

Congratulations

Sunshine

very

on

your

Way.

us

Many Friends to Love You,

proud!

Laughter to Outweigh Each Care.

Love

In Your Heart

a

And Gladness

Waiting Everywhere

Dad & Mom

Jody & Holly

Congratulations on a job well done and
good luck in the future!
All

Song

All Your Whole Life

Jennifer and Jonathan

proud of
you!

WE ARE ALWAYS

so

PROUD OF YOU!
THE VERY BEST OF LUCK
IN MEDICAL SCHOOL!

LOVE, MOM AND DAD

and David
Chris,

Congratulations on your graduation! We
all very proud

of you.
With much love,

Mom, Dad, Amanda,

Congratulations
Chad Slutzky
We are so very proud of
you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and

and Grandma

Julie

Congratulations

Dear

of

You!

Love, Your Family
Qui Ads

Peter,

Once

Ashanti!
We Are Very Proud

Grandpa

JEFF FROMOWITZ-

Mom, Dad, Dara,

are

love,

Grandma and

Long!

Lots of love,

Dear

our

Mom and Dad

Michael,
We 're

Lipman

Class of '99

Luck Starts Above You,

Terence!
You have made

To David

-

again, you have made us so
proud! We wish you a lifetime of good
health, happiness, and love.
We love you!
Mom, Matt,

Grandpa and Grandma

To Our Dear Son

Peter Roberts Schmidt
You took us

seriously when we said, "The

sky's the limit!"
From

"working b" sucker to med school.

God has

truly blessed you!
Congratulations on all of your successes.

With love,
Mom Dad
-

-

The

opposite of success is not failure, is giving up or
quitting. To avoid criticism, say nothing, do
nothing, be nothing. There is nothing that can't be
accomplished. Through perseverance and a positive

attitude. You

are

in the way to get your

goal.

Congratulations with Love
Your Family Camacho's

Chris & Jamie

Best Wishes

Congratulations

to

Jason!

JCI

Eric and Steven Ostroff

We're very proud of you

)L!

Love,

AD

Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom a Dad
TEDRA

Congratulations
Brinda

U

We

are

proud of you.

We

are so

Love,

jid

Mom, Dad, Samir

you.

PROUD of

You're the

GREATEST!!!!

Keep the FAITH AND
Gonorafufa/ions Grisiina!

DEDICATION!!!!

CflffOur Booe anJCPricfe.

Loveyou>

JKom, (Dac^ JBisaanoQina

Mom and Family

S
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Dear Scott,

Congratulions!

Congratulations! We're so proud
of your many accomplishments
and love you very much.

Or-Corinne
We're

woman

you are

Love, Mom & Dad

Grandpa

Joh Pritti

MARCELO 0. GUERRA

Congratulations
Your

family is proud of

come

always,
Mom and Andy

You

are a

Tall

as a

Black

H

woman

cypress

Strong beyond all definition
Still defying place and time and circumstances
Proud, impervious, indestructible
Look on you and be renewed....
Congratulis!

Congratualtions

Mick,

Kristin!

We

Ads

*

My Daughter Niambi Chloe Reddy,

With all my
Mom

Justin & Megan

a-forthes-u:

true.

Love

you

Congratulations!
We are proud of you.
Hasmukh, Jyotsna Sejal, Jigar Vivek
Reverence is a perception of the soul.

j

are so

dreams

Nishant-

Ift

proud of your hare
work & success! May all yom

We

To

Love,
Mom & Dad

ft

and of your
ac omplishments.

Dad, Mom & Annie
Grandma &

Chapman
proud of the talented, kind

as

love,

are so

proud of you

W«

always.
Love,

)0I(]

Dad, Mom,
Kristen and

^

Bryan

I

Keep dreaming,
Keep believing

An

Keep

a rainbow in your

Shelley,
heart!

ts,

Happiness & Success

ad

Always
Love, Mom, Dad & Rob

Clay,
challenges will be many, varied and unknown, but you
re more equipped with each passing day to handle them and
tear

ife's
.

JllF il^ie successful. Your years at Emory have opened your eyes to
lany
J

*

uo
*

diverse philosophies. But it hasn't changed your strong

311 yOjfiaradier. Continue to reach out to others with your open-

L

ess

and kind heart. Treasure the few friends who meet you

lalfway for they will be friends for life. Trust God with your
life. Always remember that
■PWj
we love you and support
you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Kristen

We love you.

Mom, Dad
Alex &

Carley

Alexander

Stromberg,
Your compassion, humanity,
sense of homour, and warmth
enlightens all around you.
We are so very proud and love
you so much.
Mom, Dad and Sarah

Congratulations,
Neil.

Love,
talented,
if kind woman
you are and of
Were proud ofthe

your accomplishments.

Mom

&Dad

Love, Mom &Dad

)C
Ads

ci289^
UJ

<*

Dear

Scott,

We

happy with the
direction your life is taking
are so

you.
You

with
a

are an

a

individualist

love of

::

Congratulations Blurdink t

knowledge and

brilliant mind.
You have
We will

gift to help and heal!
support and love you forever!
a

Mom, Dad, and Jamie too!

Dear

Love,

Justin,

Words cannot express

how proud

we are.

You have

Splurdink

succeeded, despite any obstacles that was in your way.
We know you will continue to be a joy in our lives.
Love,

0

Mom & Dad
"-:-

Congratulations Robynne! We're very
proud of you! Continue to open the doors
of

We're

proud of Ya

•:

life...TONS of HUGS and LOVE,

Mum, Dad and Michelle.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ANTHEM HAYEK BLANCHARD
FOR SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING HIS
FIRST YEAR AT EMORY

ANTHEM, WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU AND
YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS.
WE LOVE YOU VERY MUCH,
Your

Poppa, Jim

Your Second Mom, Lesia

Adrianna
Your Brother, Darian
and last, but certainly not least, Bridget, Coco
Your Sister,

and Samantha.

c(290b

LfU3 Ads

H

Adamma,
A

granddaughter brings

know how

special it is

so

much joy to life. Do

you

granddaughter like
you? Seeing your smile can brighten a day like
nothing else, the sound of your laughter and the
thoughtful things you say bring the kind of joy that
makes life and family times so worthwhile. Con¬
gratulations and may God always bless you.
to

have

a

—NaNa & Grandma

Adamma,
We are so very proud of all

of your accomplishments.
May God always be at the forefront of your life.
"Many women do noble things, but you surpass them
all. Charm is deceptive, and beauty is fleeting; but a
woman who fears the lord is to be
praised." Proverbs
31:29-30

Congratulations & Love,
Daddy, Mommy, Ben, & Adam

fata job. adaI!

d0NGRATUlAT|Ql|$j
WITH AIL OUR LOVE,

MOM, DAD, LISA & MOLL IE

Congratulations, Brian Kindergan on your
graduation from Business School.

Now Look At Yourself
bo,
a

how does it feel to be

college graduate with a degree
from

Emory
!

And

we

don i

University:

iinoww.i ju$l \tt%nmi

We

re sooooooo

will

always love you sooooooooo much.

proud of you.

CONGRATULATIONS, TRICIA!
Mom & Dad

BABY

DAUGHTER
GRADUATES

Love,
Mom, Dad,

Ashley,
Pop, Mama, & Tata

EMORY

Congratulations, Molly Tackabury
Love,
Your

Family
Ads

Oil

jratulations to uamian

Dear Frankie,

Having

for our son has been one of life's greatest gifts.
For all you have been, for all
you are, and for all you are
destined to be, we wish you a lifetime of
happiness. We are
very proud of you. God Bless you.
you

Love,
Mom, Dad, Danny, and Family

Congratulations Stefanie
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations Lauren
Love, Mom and Dad

grin

.?ratUlation<:

fr>

Firman KrUt

Congratulations

to

Damian Britt

Love, Mom, Dad

Congratulations AAFI Seniors!
Joanne Abrams, Ellie Austin, Becca Bear, Farrah Bernardino, Tracey Carney, Eleanor
Cordi, Michi Diaz, Kristen Duckworth, Jacquie Ecker, Caroline Edmonds, Elizabeth

Ferrigno, Morgan Flamholtz, Kelly Friedgen, Rachael Glast, Nicki Gluckman, Gina
Grady, Jessica Hamara, Jessica Hirschfield, Jennifer Hildreth, Nancy Huang, Jennifer
Hurvitz, Tara Kerin, Desiree Killen, Jennie Kluck, Erica Koszalka, Rachael Manfredi,
Kelly Martin, Lissa Martin, Betsy Pierce, Emily Pursell, Carolyn Rockwood, Tania
Rudrigues, Jamie Rubin, Neeti Sadana, Kelly Smith, Elizabeth Stanton, Ellen Stein, Hana
Tepper, Katie Thomas, Dalia Topelson, Jennifer Twillman, Rachel Uslan, Shira Weiner

Congratulations Gautam Pandey on your
graduation. Love, Mom & Dad

Jeff FromowitzA

grandson we are very proud of!
Love, Grandpa Melvin & Grandma Jeannette Fromowitz

Congratulations!
All

our

Emory Athletics &
Recreation Salutes Its Seniors

love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations

to

EMORY Jl

Jonathan Jakubowicz

Love, Mom, Dad and Jason

Eagles

Congratulations Jamie, Class of '99
To Our Son,
You have had four of the most wonderful and

successful years

of your life, both socially and
academically, at Emory And even though the
years seemed to slip away, all your special
memories will stay with you for a lifetime.
Thanks to your friends, and surrogate family
(Anne, Ron, Shari and Julia). Emory and At¬
lanta have discovered college life at its finest
with comraderie, support, adventure and rec¬
reation.

You survived

The

Physics Department

extends to the
Graduates of Emory University
our best wishes for
every

TKiS

Ads

future

success

homesickness, pledging,
heartthrobs, H.K., finals, and job hunting.
Your parents, brother, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, cousins, and all your friends and spe¬
cial persons back home wish you all the best in
life. You have achieved the best education, you
have the best heart, and you have the best head
on

your

shoulders.
Go Get Em!
All

our

love,

Mom and Dad

EMORY UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
SERVICES WORKS FOR YOU!
POLICE

PARKING

ALTERNATIVE

FIRE SAFETY

TRANSPORTATION
DIAL 911

on

DIAL 727-6111 off campus, or from a coin
button on RESIDENCE HALL
any ELEVATOR EMERGENCY PHONE

campus,

operated phone

use emergency

CALL BOX, use

NON-EMERGENCY

EMERGENCY

727-8005

OR PICK UP ANY OF THE

50 BLUE LIGHT

EMERGENCY PHONES
cally

/\
FREE

f

LOCATED

AROUND

CAMPUS

FIRE SAFETY SERVICES
-Executing Eire Drills
-Fire Safety Training

SERVICES!

strategi¬

V

^ r

-Fire Extinguisher Training
-Evacuation Planning

727-7378

\
FIRST

RESPONDER

J

UNIT
-Security Escorts
-Jump Starts
■Unlocking of Vehicles
-Help Changing Tires

r
SHARING THE RIDE:
ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS

all-volunteer

medical care unit
composed of
Emory University students

emergency

1. Shuttles
A

dial

B

Michael

-

Shuttle/Fishburne Deck

-STATIONED ON CAMPUS

Street/Lowergate/Lowergate

-EMT+ CERTIFIED

Perimeter

-

South Decks

727-PARK

C
D

or

727-8005

24 hours

a

W

Pea vine/ Fishburne

-

-

*

day

Decks

Emory West Campus
Lenox Shuttle

-

*

-EMERGENCY VAN

University Apartments

-

-

EQUIPPED WITH BASIC LIFESUPPORT SUPPLIES

-24HRS/DAY, 7DAYS/WK
FALL/SPRING SEMESTERS

Toco Hills Shuttle

All campus shuttles are available to students.
Route C at University Apartments requires a

boarding

pass

DIAL 727-611

radio-equipped and
lift-equipped

All shuttle buses

Wheelchair

OFF CAMPUS

are

2. MARTA Discounts
3.
4.

Car/Vanpooling
Special Event Shuttles Available
Ads
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Student Alumni
Association

The Fmoiy University
Office of

Lesbian/Gay/
Bisexual/Transgender
Life is part of the
university's Division of
Campus Life We offer
support services and
programs designed to
improve the campus
climate for lgfot stu

THE STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOMES THE 1999

GRADUATES TO THE ASSOCIATION OF EMORY ALUMNI
Student Alumni Association

dents, faculty and

1998-99

Andrew Dober '99C
President
Leah Lewine '99C
Vice President
Katecia Patterson '970x-'99C
Vice President

Torbet McNeil '99C

Zach Erwin '00C

Ashish Patel '99C

Casey Gendason '00C

Michael Pearson '99C

Robert Goldstein '00C

Hilary Poris

Lyad Gozal '00C

David Richards '970x-'99C

Emily Greenspan '00C

Jonathan Sandler '00C

Susan Alatorre '00C

Mustafa

Lewis Satterwhite '99C

Suzann Arnold '00C

John Harris '99C

Robert Steen '00C

Ellee Austin '99C

Anna

Ellen Stein '99C

Edward Becker '99C

Jennifer Holton '99C

Sraddha

Justin Beckham '99C

Brian Kahn '99C

Geetha Thirumala '00C

Christina Bowen '99C

Shirin Keen '00C

Robin Thomas '99C

Kathleen

Katie Kirschbaum '99C

Erica

Jaime Koniak '99C

Rachel Uslan '99C

Chapman '00C

Seth Cheatham '99C

Haque '00C

Hemphill '00C

Thapa '00C

Tseng '99C

Shilpa Chepuru '01C

Erica Koszalka '99C

Daniel Wasserman '99C

Cecil Cohn '00C

Glenn Kramer '00C

Amy Watve '00C
Matthew Wax-Krell'01C

Kevin Cookler '99C

Aselia

Jessica Daniel '01C

Laila Lakhani '00C

Erik Wilkinson '970x-'99C

Christopher Eachus '01C

Sarah Lee '01C

Ryan Williams '99C

Amy Eger '01C

Matthew Maron 'OOC

Margaret Wolfert '01C

[Association of Emory Alumn

Kupueva '99C

-1627 N. Decatur Road

-

Atlanta, GA 30322

Dr

-

Saralyn Chcsnut,
Director

SPEAKERS BUREAU
SAFE SPACE PROGRAM
LGBT EVENTS & PROGRAMS

DOBIS UNIVERSITY CENTER ROOM 246 E

'01C

Secretary

Nimesh Patel '99C

1

Kimberly Ellison '970x-'99C

staff

(404)727 0272

The Office of Governmental

and

Community Affairs at
Emory University wishes to

congratulate the graduating
class of 1999!

(404) 727-6400

■VURAL-

Congratulations
to the

Academic
■"\i

Support Programs

l-O

Class of 1999

Programs
Learning
Resource C

from the

Office of Multicultural

294

Ads

Programs and Services

%'Srv^

Congratulations
Oxford College Seniors
in

College, Business, and Nursing
We areproud ofyou:!
-Dean Moon and the

Oxford
Campus Life Staff

Congratulations
Class of 1999
from

The Dobbs

University
Center Operations Staff
wishes to congratulate
the seniors from the

Dean Steven Sanderson
and the

Class of 1999.
CONGRATULATIONS GRABS

Emory College Office
'

For information

Dobbs

on

services at the

University Center call (404)
727-INFO

e295P

Ads

LJlX

Good Luck to our
1999 graduates!

Congratulations.

The Provost's office

-

promoting Emory's
long tradition of
faculty excellence and
a lively intellectual
community.
From the Emory

From the Provost of Emory

Parent Program

University,
Dr. Rebecca Chopp

Congratulations
from the Office of
the Dean of
Students!
-Dean Darnita

Ktllian

c^296b

LsvJ

Ads

i
r

Congratulationsfrom
yourfriends at

ice,

of

Emory University
Dining Services

;ua

nory

■a

divison

ofCampus Life

Where in
the world
are

you

going?
Boston

Wherever you decide to call
home Emery won t be too far

This

away

is just a

sample of

of the (ilaces where the
AEA has already scheduled

some

f

New York

City

special alumni

Dallas

Houston

•ver

country

Washington, DC
7

Los

A

7

know

alumni

Chicago

the
to

about young

more

happy hours

sporting

museum tours

and much

contact

more

at

404/727 o400

aea®emory edu
also

please

the Association of

Emory Alumni

visit our

You

can

website for

a

schedule of upcoming
alumni events at

ASSQCbfTION

OBJHMORY

cities across

Alumni Career Network
events

or

^A

50

distinguished speaker series
welcoming incoming freshmen

Angeles

San Francisco

The

If you would like

events

Orlando

events

Association of Emory Alumni
has regional associations in

www

emory

edu/ALUMNI

ADJMN7

y

e297P

AdS

LJU

Few

Calhoun

Candler

Haygood

White

Brittain

Ward

Bowden

Stone

Cannon

Thomas

Hopkins

Hurst

Callaway

Nunn

Barkley

Stipe

Eady
Woodruff
Lamar

EMORY
This

brief exercise in great Emory name-dropping
is brought to you by...
OFFICE
OF
RESIDENCE
LIFE
wishes to extend warm congratulations to the Dooley's Diary
staff, and the very best of wishes to all graduating members of
THE

THE OFFICE OF THE
UNIVERSITY SECRETARY

the Class of

We look forward to

added

to

the day when yours will be

the great Emory names.

1999!

Thank you for all of your efforts to promote the Residence
Life community values of holistic wellness, respect for self
and others,

•Residence

appropriate communication, affirmation
diversity and creative thinking.
Life:

A

Division

of

Campus

EMCW

Congratulations to the Class of 1999!
The Dean

ofthe Chapel and
Religious life Staff

Providing ample and creative opportunitiesfor enhancing a diverse religious life on campus
through worship, service, and education
Susan

LslJ

Ads

Henry Crowe, Dean ofthe Cbapel, 316 Cannon Chapel, 404 727 6226

of

Life*

Compliments of

eration.
The

The ME

GEORGIA MARBLE

place

you want to

work

William M. Mercer, Incorporated
clients on health care, pensions,

advises

generation is

compensation, communication, and other
key human resources issues.

that

You'll work on meaningful
and your responsibility will

assignments,
increase as your
experience does. No firm in our business
offers a wider range of services in a wider
range of locations - which translates into
tremendous opportunity for you.

special

OF

group

(Ft

people

of

Career

known

Opportunities

We have

opening for recent college
every region of the country.
Here are a few of the major we've hired
recently: Math, Actuarial Science,
Finance, Computer Science, Economics,

as

graduates in

Mercer

1201 Roberts Blvd.

other liberal Arts.
Communications.

Employees

Building 100

Find out all about

Business and

us.

Visit

our

website:

www.wmmercer.com
m

lit

Kennesaw, GA 30144-3619

An

equal opportunity employer.

WILLIAM M.

MERCER
Southeastern Data

Cooperative, Inc.
ARGENBRIGHT SECURITY, INC.

RAY MILLER

Chief Executive Officer

Providing superior transportation
2872 Woodcock Blvd.

now

and into the

Atlanta, Georgia 30341
Phone: (770)452^1181

millenium!

(404)766-1545

Kf"

j

new

613

523-8107

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers AFL-CIO-CFL
Suite 250 I.B.E.W Building
Atlanta. Georgia 30313

Ads
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VALLEY

CREST

sHigHer^i *
landscape

Standards,

construction

irrigation installation

Better Care

specialty concrete
water features

its the vision that we
share at Kaiser Permanent*

total site construction

The Southeast Permancnle Med °il Group
Atlanta Extends Congratulations
to the

Iric in

members ol the

University s Graduating Medical Class
conijratulate you in your determination and str«n§ applies and support
you in your unwavering commitment ti laity ideals We l«ek ahead with you •
excilinf
p«int in time when you
wil »e seeking
acompatWe organization in which to
your practice
We

lhal
»in'«

Kee» us m rmnd Our managed care multispecially Medical Group is comprised • ever
200 physicians and 100 allied health professionals providing care to 230 000 mempers
in the melre Atlanta area Our mvilatitn lor y»u !• explore pur opportunities lor physi
cians reaches beytnd your momentous graduation year and into the future
We wish you well in your pursuit of your objectives An Epual Opportunity Employer

For current physician inquiries contact
Professional Recruitment
1100 177 0409

3315 Peachtrcc Road NE

wlo

Atlanta, Georgia 30326
404-266-3660

(Partners

Fax

KAISER PERMANENTE

40-26 51

j

shaping the
(Cmory University Cawpus
in

since

1915

•

ilutllnt*

•

•

Sepia

•

H» Cad
Scan-To-Print
Plotting
«

PERKINS

H

.WILL

providing services

Color Lasar
LQ Format Color

•
•

Specification*
Suppllaa

13

Supplies

1120CurranStNW
Atlanta Ga 30311

maVITliiimi
FAX

(404) 25.V5059

MODEM

(404)2560500

WWW DUZOILUEFRMT COM
EMAIL

DuzocAoaviNDfintiNacou
13«PMcMr«»Slrt«l NE Atlanta Gtarju 30311
TaHH 171 2300
Fix404 111 5123

Id MON-FRIfOOAM-IOOPU
a-|

LslS Ads

Diazo

BUCKHEAD STORE MIDTOWN STORE
43i5 Roawall Rd NE
Atlanta Ga 30342

STRATEGIC CONSULTING

c(300b

Mounting

Offfica

in

ARCHITECTURE PLANNING INTERIOR DESIGN

wwwp*rkin$willcom

iliW Photographic
Laminating

SATi SUN 9 OOAM-4 OOPM

FAX

(404) a76-4O40

MODEM

(404)MS-54S§

E-MAIL
(NAZOMTtUNDSPMNaCOM

MOW-Fni I 00AI/W 30P U

Quality
Service

Dependability

holox

Assurance

Peachtree Software
♦

♦
♦

♦
■Ml

Medical Gases
Scientific Gases

Bulk Liquid
Related Equipment

Sales With Service

dtfn

*li!

and Supplies

The first name in small business accounting software
For more information call 1-800 247 3224

1505 PAVILION PLACE

NORCROSS, GA 30093

Corporate Office

Atlanta Branch Office

1500 Indian Trail Read
Suite C

Atlanta GA 30311

Nercress GA 30093

(404) 524 0242

800 Northside Drive

(770) 925-4S40

Peachtree

QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP PRIDE
ly Th* Pr«fts>l«nal Plumbwt * Plp«fltt«r»

WALKER
RWKK^wT1! ISAM

Walker Parking Consultants
125 TownPark Drive Suite 375
Kennesaw GA 30144
www

L«caJ Unl«n 72

A

walkerparking com

iplM

great group ot people have been helping 1* bu.id Atlanta for almost 100 years
HFLPING by providing professional plumbing pipefitting heating and air conditioning
work on Atlanta area homes schools churches office buildings Maria and the Atlanta
Aifptrt HELPING by assuring that then work, is finished on time within budget and is
done rifht the fust time HELPING by providing a 5 year apprentice program assuring a
well trained dedicated had w#r king sour« »l uniwi writers tv the Atlanta area
building trades industry AND HELPING by being ctnaerned involved citizens in the
area where they live and w«k UNION WORKERS Theyprtduie
and can be of
great help on your next job U find out more call
PLUMBERS I PIPEFITTERS LOCAL UNION 72
374

9
8

SUPER I MOTEL

DECATUR
AAAA.ir.wd

Menard Terrraca S E

/>»

♦

Atlanta GA 30316 • (404) 373 5771

RUG AND

^

^IfdJTldil)

CARPET CLEANING

917 Church Street
Decatur GA 30030

404-371-3765

Cfr tfrut it Suftr t
For Toll Free Reservations 1 100 100 1000
10% Discount milible

whenytu mention (his id

TNs pn»trty it tnit^tnitntf **"** an* •***«« pram
*.l 1nn*»Ml|rt*mtrt«iB.SurfMW»1ElAlNt

Oriental Rugs
368 West Ponce De Leon Avenue

Decatur, GA 30030

(404) 373-2274

e3oi p

Ads
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Congratulations
Class of 1999!
BLUEBIRD

TRAVIS PRUITT
&

•

Blue Bird is a leading manufacturer
of buses for commercial vocations
and pupil transportation, and is the

ASSOCIATES, P C

industry leader
in transit style chassis design

CONSULTANTS
SURVEYORS

•

•

ENGINEERS

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Blue Bird also manufactures
America's premium

luxury
motot coach, ihc Wdiidu lodge

www

for information
Call

us

PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES

Visit our Web site at
blue bird com

on our

at 1 $00

entire product

416-7211,

or

TO EMORY FOR 15 YEARS
5555 Oakbrook

Parkway, Suite 280
Norcross, Georgia 30093
Telephone (770) 416-7511

offering

Facsimile (770) 416-6759

write to

Blue Iird

Corporation
Arkwnght Road
Macon, Georgia, 31210
3920

Office Established 1972

OURBESTWISHESFOR

{able

YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS*

onsultants

3*50 Peachlree Industrial tlvd

Mailing Address

Vending entf Feed Services

PO i«x 41551
Atlanta GA 30362

(770)9411177

NFP

Campus Publications
800-517-6484
Advertising for
•yearbooks
•Campus handbooks
•recruiting manuals

^302^
LtlJ

Ads

Duluth GA 30098
Off (770) 441 0t54
Fax (770) 2«3 7771

Congratulations
to the Best and
Tht

itti waiir

fa im

Wttti

WE TAKE TESTS
EVERY DAY.
lccausc 9t% of the water coming into your home or office
is used for things other than
drinking we want the 2% of

drink to be 100% pure That s why our water is
kcyond FDA requirements So call now to start
your home or office delivery
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SOLVAY PHARMACEUTICALS
one of the fastest growing
pharmaceutical companies
in

the world

wishes the class of

1999

unparalleled success

5-GALLON SPECIAL
BUY ONE, GET THREE FREE
SOLVAY PHARMACEUTICALS

Sawyer Road
Marietta, Georgia 30062
901

800 444-PURE
(800 444-7873)
New Rental Customers only Sublet I* credit ippiovol
Refundable battle depisit required One year agreement required

Our

science is our

DR STEVEN WARSTADT & ASSOCIATES P C
Optometrist

Emory Class of 752
Office Hours by Appointment

$
R- J. Griffin &

Inside Lenscrafters
1173 Northlake Mall
4800 Bnarcliff

Road

Atlanta, GA 30345

ARCHITECTS

Company

General Contractors
•00 MtVamon

Highway Suite 200

Tetophon* (770)551-103

770-493-9171

RICHARD+WITTSCHIEBE
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Georgia 30321

Fax(770)551-«4«3
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Dooley's Diary Staff

Executive Board

Editor-in-Chief-

Edward

Founder and Executive Director-

Chang
Stephanie M Denton

Managing Editor-

Lee B. Reeves

Book Sales Coordinator and Treasurer-

Kimmy Pham
Emily Guthman
Jonathan Friedlander
A. Nichole Cipriani
Scott Sigal
Adam Phillips
Daniel Cho

Ad Sales Coordinator-

Director of Photography-

Copy EditorBusiness Section CoordinatorAssistant

to

the Editor-in-Chief-

Assistant

to

the Director of Photography-

Section Editors
Student Life Section Editor-

Russell Breuer

Student Life Section Assistant Editor-

Sandra Deniz

Organization Section EditorOrganization Section Assistant EditorAcademic Section Editor-

Chrissy Haddad
Roshny Mampilly
Adam Dailey

Faces Section Editor-

Pam Fishman

Faces Section Assistant Editor-

Kim Kloman

Business Section Co-Editor-

Gary Maple

Business Section Co-Editor-

Eileen Snow

Sports Section Co-EditorSports Section Co-Editor-

Kendra Robins
Karen Strait
Crystal Jade Rutland
liana Yergin

Greek Life Section EditorGreek Life Section Assistant Editor-

Special Thanks to Our advisor Richard Daigle. Our patient Jos tens Representative Pat Cornelius. Jonetta Hooper Moyo. Meredith Honeycutt, 0
ad sales specialist Richard Burg, College Council, Student Government Association, SGA Fee Interest Committee, Undergraduate Business (BBA
Council, the Emory Wheel, Student Activities Office, Emory Card Office, Dean Frances Lucas-Taucher, Dean Darnita Killian, Dean Todd Schill,
Dean Karen Salisbury, Dean Peter Dowell, Dean Brit Katz, Angela Horrison-Collier, Elizabeth Fricker, Hope Bothwell, Linda Marson, Eileen
Smith, Lisa Venable, Erica Black, Barbara Lawson, John Shelton, Rudy Rudominer, Akpovogho J. Igherighe, Matt Henry, KyungJo, Jessica
Kreitman, Barbi Katz, Tami Lambert, Cherie Sgambati, Dilyn Loveless, Pamela Drew, and all the other kind people who have helped create
Dooley 's Diary!
Former Editors Benjamin Lipsman, Stephanie Olson, Jessica Lunn, Nancy Fine, Anne Dilger, Natalie Jones, Jen Hurvitz, Jason Stuart, Emma
Cottier, Sara Frisch, and Andrea Mondshein.
-

Sophia Ansari, Maggie Atkins, Christene Ballou, Haley Barnett, Rob Baron, Rachel Becker, Dottie Bell,
Bui, Loan Bui, Hussain Burhani, Jenny Cannon, Donna Caranto,
Mikiel Davids, Whitney Davis, Rebecca Day, Stefanie Dreiblatt,
Alyssa Durst, Sarah Dye, Danielle Elias, Na'im Fanaian, Johanna Fine, Jennifer Ford, Elizabeth Fraim, Michael Francis, Avni Gandhi, Ginny An
Glasgow, Rachel Glick, Beth Goldman, Lisa Hirsch, Alyssia Howard, Leigh Ann Hubbard, Muh-Ren Hwang, Saqib Ishaq, Emilie Johnson,
Kimberly Johnson, Nichole Jones, Aarti Kakkar, Rebecca Katz-Doft, Amanda Kauffmann, David Kart, Kerry-Ann Kelly, Karen Kim, Leslie Kiz(
Leslie Kogan, Jamie Koniak, Carrie Landrum, Dawn Law, Adam Lekach, Brandi Lilly, Meg Mali, Kristy Mapp, Ami Margolin, Asma Meghani,
Vickie Mehta, Sybil Michel, Rebecca Mikell, Shawn Mims, Bob Minkus, Marcus Moore, Christopher Morris, Traivor Morrison, Kimberly Muno
Bradley Murg, Bilal Nasir, Rooksana Noorai, Mary Elizabeth Norton, Chinonyerem Okezie, Uchenna Okezie, Alyssa Oland, Cassandra Owens,
Daniel Park, Kayla Pace, Roshni Patel, Myleshia Perryman, Mark Polansky, Jean Popowski, Sheela Potdar, Jennifer Raznick, Caroline Rim,
Maryann Rose, Dan Roseman, Angela Rosenberg, Michelle Ross, Susanne Safavi, Ashley Sandvi, Lacey Sanford, Amanda Schechter, Anand
Shah, Jheel Shah, Leena Shah, Neha Shah, Samita Sharma, Molly Shore, Melissa Sjulsen, Jennifer G. Smith, Elizabeth Standish, Jeff Steiner,
Evangeline Stephens, Lauren Streusand, Paula Stuhr, Eric Tang, Jen Teitelbaum, Tushar Thrivikraman, David Andy Tompkins, Kim Tran, Roby
Turner, Aisha Usmani, Mohammed Wada, Jennifer Waugh, Jessica Weltman, Kent Wilson, Jason Witonsky, Robin Wyman, Sarah Yerkes, Jane
Zachariah, and Jamie Zimak.
Staff- Ahmed Ali, Charles P. Allen,

Leslie Bell, Carrie Bernstein, Antonio Blue, Dana Bonar, Laura Bowden, Alice
Annika Carlos, Erin Charles, Asha Chaudhary, Richard Chu, Alexa Claremont,

TO THANK EDWARD CHANG FOR HIS TIRELESS EFFORT, INCREDIBLE TALENT,
ENTHUSIASM, AND SPIRIT. IF IT WERE NOT FOR EDWARD, THIS YEARBOOK WOULD NOT HA VE BEEN POS¬

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WOULD LIKE

DEDICA TION,
SIBLE.
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